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REVENUE ACT OF 1978
AUGUST 17, 1978

U.S. SNAWTh,
COMMirmt ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05-a.m. in room 2221,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Russell B. Long (chairman of
the committee) presiding.
Present: Senators Long, Talmadge, Ribicoff, Byrd, Jr., of Virginia,
Nelson, Bentsen, Haskell, Hathaway, Curtis, Hansen, Dole, Packwood Roth, Jr., Laxalt, and Danforth.
[The press releases announcing these hearings and the bill H.R.
13511 follow :]
Pazss RuuE or CoMmrr

oN FiNANc

U.S. SENATE
AuGU T

FINANCE

OMMrrIrZ

2, 1978.

ANNOUNCES REABINGS ON TAX CUT BILL

The Honorable Russell B. Long (D., La.), Chairman, today announced that the
Committee on Finance will hold hearings on the President's tax cut bill beginning August 21. Although the House has not yet completed work on this bill,
in view of the shortness of time and in anticipation of House passage of that
measure by mid-August, hearings are now being set.
The hearings will begin at 10:00 A.M. in Room 221 of the Dirkeen Senate O0toe
Building
The Chairman noted that hearings have previously been held on the subjects
of capital gains tax cuts, the Roth-Kemp income tax cut bill, the Jobs tax credit,
indexing of the tax system, and Employee Stock Ownership Plans. He pointed
out that testimony presented at the earlier hearings is a part of the record, and
expressed his hope that testimony presented at the upcoming hearings would not
duplicate the information previously submitted concerning these issues.
* Witnesses who desire to testify at the hearings should submit a written
request to Michael Stern, Staff Director, Committee on Finance, Room 2227

Dirkeen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20610 by no later than the
close of business on August 14, 1978.
Legislative Reorganization Act.-Senator Long stated that the Legislative
Reorganization Act of 1946, as amended, requires all witnesses appearing before
the Committee of Congress "to file in advance written statements of their proposed testimony, and to limit their oral presentations to brief summaries of their
argument."
Witnesses scheduled to testify should limit their testimony to these tax sections of the Act and should comply with the following rules:
(1) A copy of the statement must be filed by noon the day before the
day the witness is scheduled to testify.
(2) All witnesses must include with their written statement a summary
of the principal points Included in the statement.
(3) The written statements must be typed on letter-size paper (not legal
size) and at least 75 copies must be submitted by the close of business the
day before the witness is scheduled to testify.

(1)

2
(4) Witnesses are not to read their written statement to the Committee,
but are to confine their ten-minute oral presentations to a summary of the
points included in the statement.
(5) Not more than ten minutes will be allowed for oral presentation.
Written Teatimony.-Senator Long stated that the Committee would be
pleased to receive written testimony from those persons or organizations who
wish to submit statements for the record. Statements submitted for inclusion
in the record should be typewritten, not more than 25 double-spaced pages in
length and mailed with five (5) copies by September 6, 1978, to Michael Stern,
Staff Director, Committee on Finance, Room 2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510.
PREsS RELEASE OF U.S. SENATE CoMMITEE ON FINANCE
AUGUST 11, 1978.
FINANCE COMMITTEE TO HEAR SECRETARY BLUMENTHAL ON TAX CUT LEGISLATION
The Honorable Russell B. Long (D., La.), Chairman, today announced that

the Committee on Finance will hold a hearing on Thursday, August 17, 1978,
at which the Honorable W. Michael Blumenthal, Secretary of the Treasury, will
appear to present the views of the Administration on the tax cut legislation
(H.R. 13511), which has now been passed by the House of Representatives. The
hearing will be held in Room 2221 Dirksen Senate Office Building and will begin
at 10:00 a.m.
The Chairman noted that this hearing to receive testimony from Secretary
Blumenthal is in addition to the previously announced hearings on the tax cut
bill, which are scheduled to begin on August 21. Information concerning those
hearings is contained in Press Release #56, issued on August 2, 1978. A copy of
that press release may be obtained from the Committee office, 2227 Dirksen
Senate Office Building.
PRss RrLEASE OF U.S. SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
AUGUST 24, 1978.
FINANCE COMMITTTEE TO HEAR FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD CHAIRMAN MILLER
ON TAX CUT BILL
The Honorable Russell B. Long (D., La.), Chairman of the Committee on
Finance, announced today that the Committee would extend for one day its
hearings on H.R. 13511, the House-passed tax reduction bill, in order to hear
the Honorable G. William Miller, Chairman of the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System. The hearing will begin at 10:00 a.m. Wednesday,
September 6, 1978 in Room 2221 Dirksen Senate Office Building.
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IN THE -SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
AuoT 14 (legislative day, MAY 17) 1978
Read twice and referred to the Committee on Finance

AN ACT
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1M4 to reduce income
taxes,and for otilr purposes.

Be it enacted 6y the Senate and .House of 'kepemeta-

1

2 tives of do United State of Ameria in (JCvWsw -ees.b,
3 SECTION L SHORT TITLE; TABLE OF CONTiNTS.

4

(a) SHoRT Txr

5 enue Act of 1978".
I

.--This Act may be cited as the "Rev-

4
2

(b) TABLE

OF CONTENTS.-

Sec. 1. Short title; table of contents.
Sec. 2. Amendment of 1954 Code.
TITLE I-PROVISIONS PRIMARILY AFFECTING
INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX
Subtitle A-Tax Reductions and Extensions
Sec. 101. Widening of brackets; rate cuts in certain brackets; increase
in zero bracket amounts.
Sec. 102. Personal exemptions increased to $1,000.
Sec 103. Earned income credit made permanent
Sec. 104. Simplification of the earned income tax credit.
Sec. 105. Application of certain changes in the case of fiscal year taxpayers.
Subtitle B-Itemized Deductions
Sec. 111. Repeal of deduction for State and local taxes on gasoline and
other motor fuels.
Sec. 112. Re 4sion of deduction for medical, dental, etc., expenses.
Sec. 118. Repeal of deduction for political contributions.
Sec. 114. Taxation of unemployment compensation benefits at certain
income levels.
Sec. 115. Effective date.
Subtitle C-Deferred Compensation
Se,& 1.1 Deferred compensation plans with respect to service for State
and local governments.
Sec. 122. Certain private deferred compensation plans.
Sec. 128. Clarification of deductibility of payments of deferred compensation, etc., to independent contractors.
Sec. 124. Tax treatment of cafeteria plans.
Sec, 125. Administration of 1954 Code in the case of certain cash or deferred arrangements.
TITLE II-TAX SHELTER PROVISIONS
Subtitle A-Provisions Related to at Risk Rules
Sec. 201. Extension of section 465 at risk rules to all activities other than
real ext"
Sec. M Extension of at risk provisions to closely held corporations.
Sec. 20. Recapture of lomes where amount at risk is les than zero.

Sec. O effective,dats.
*

* .

Subtitle B-Partnership Provisions

*

. 91. Penalty for failure to file partnership return.
Sec. 212. Extension of statute of limitations in the case of partnership
itsmL

TITLE III-PROVISIONS PRIMARILY AFFECT IG
BUSINESS INCOME, TAX
Subtitle A-Corporate Rate Reductioas
See, SOL Corporate rats reductions.

5
8
TITLE

IXI-PROVISIONS PRIMARILY AFFECTING
BUSINESS INCOME TAX--Continued

Subtitle B-Credits
Sec. 811. 10-percent investment tax credit and $100,000 limitation on
used property made permanent.
Sec. 812. Increase in limitation on investment credit to 90 percent of tag
liability.
Sec. 818. Investment credit for pollution control facilities
Sec. 814. Investment credit allowed for certain rehabilitated building&
See. 815. Targeted jobs credit.
Subtitle C-Miscellaneous Provisions
Sec. 821. Increase in limit on small issues of IDB's to $10,0,000.
"
Sec. 322. Three-year extension of provision for 60-month depreciation of
expenditures to rehabilitate low-income rental housing.
Subtitle D--Small Business Provisions
Parr I-PRovioxe RzLATIxo To SuwHoArm S
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.

831.
332.
333.
834:

Subchapter S corporations allowed 15 shareholders.
Permitted shareholders of subchapter S corporations.
Extension of period for making subchapter S elections.
Effective date.,
PAW II-O-ru

PtovmsIoNs

Sec. 835. Small business corporation stock.
Sec. 836. Special depreciation rules for smll business.
Subtitle -Accounting Provisions
See. 341. Treatment of certain closely held farm corporations for pu,.
.poem

of rule requiring accrual accounting.

Sec. U. Accounting for growing crops.

TITLE IV--CAPITAL GAINS
Seq. *OL Rqpeal of alternative tax on capital gains of individuals.
See. 402. Removal of capital pins from items of tax preference for purpages of minimum and maximum tax.

4.am
Se&

gain.
on owltalca

Se. 404. Indexing of certain amts for purposes of determining gain or
l08L

Se. 40. One-time exclusion of gain from sale of principal rsdene.
Sec. 406. Waiver of certain 18-month rula of section 1084 when sale of
residence is connected with com inci work at new place.
Sec 407. Study of effects of changes in the tax treatment of capital gains
on stimulating investment and economic growth.

1 SEC. 2. AMENDMENT OF IO4 CODE.

2

Except as otherwise expressly provided, whenever in

3 this Act an amendment or repeal is expressed in terms of

6
4
aan amedment to, or repeal of, a section or other provision,
2 the reference shall be considered to be made to a section or
S o-iber revision of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

4'T1TLE I-PROVISIONS PRIMARILY
5
.AFFECTING INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX
6
7
Subtitle A-Tax Reductions and
8
Extensions
9 SEC.

10L WID9MNG OF BRACKETS; RATE CUTS IN CER-

10

TAIN BRACKETS; INCREASE IN ZERO BRACKET

11

AMOUNTS.

12

(a) RATE REDUCTION.--Section 1 (relating to tax

13 imposed) is amended to read as follows:
14 "SECTION 1. TAX IMPOSED.
15
16 AN

"(a) MARRIED INDIVIDUALS FaING JOINT RETURNS
SURVIVIN

SPousEs.--here is hereby imposed on

17 the taxable income of18

"(1)

every married individual (as defined in seo-

19

tion 143) who makes a single return jointly with his

20

spouse under section 6013, and

21
22

"(2) every surviving spouse (as defined in section
2(a))#

23 a tax determined in accordance with the following table:

7
5
Not over $8,400----Over $,000 but nok over $4A0-.
Over $4,460 but not over $5,520 ------

No tax
14% of.Wr e

w

,$8#)0.

$148.40, plus 15% of ecew

over V,40%
$87.40, plus 16% of exes
over $6590..
Over $B0 but not over $,60 ----- 7', plus 1T of s ovr
$6^
0.
$657.20, plus 18% of sc
Over $7,640 but not over $11,0..
over $7,640.
Over $11,0 but not over $16,10.... $1,420.40, plus 21 % of excess
Over $5,0 but not over $6,580 ...

over $11,880.

$2,810.80, plus 24% of excem
over $16,120.
Over $20,0 but not over $24,600.... $8,828.40, plus 28% of exes
over $20A0.
Over $24,600 but not over $28,0.... $4,515.60, plus 82% of esxcem
over $ 4600.
Over $,40 but not over $8,080 .... $5,72.40, pbo 86% of exes
over $28M4Q
Over $88,080 but not over 720 .... $7,98.80, plus 89% of excem
over $88,060.
Over $87,820 but not over $0^ ----$9,052.40, plus 42% of excem
over $ffM.
Over $41,0 but not over $0 0 .... $10,8320, plus 45% of excess
over $41,560.
Over,40,80 but not over $ 0,04 -....$12,741.20, plus 48% of excess
over $4,0.
Over $50,040 but not over $5,520 .... $I,77?6.40, plus 50% of excem
over $0,040.
Over $58M but not over 71,240.... $19,016.40, plus 56%of exem
over $ ,520.
$ ,758, plus 55% of exem
Over $71,2 but not over $83, 9....
over
,0.
Over $83,90 but not over $6,680....
$87, plus 58% of exc
- over $839.
$40,181.60, plus 60% of excess
Over $96,680 but not over $109,400..
over $,680.
Over $100,400 but not over $130,600.. $47,768.60, plus 62% of excem
over $1 400.
Over $180,0o but not over $151,00.. $60,907.60, plus 64% of exces
over $150,600.
Over $151800 but not over $178,000.. $74,475.60, pluo 66% of excm
over $151,80.
Over $17 , but not over $194,200.. $88,407.60, plus 68% of excess
Over $16,120 but not over $200

.-...

over $173,000.

Over $M 00 but not over $215,400..
Ovr $215,400 ....................

$102,883.60, plus 69% of ex.
cem over $194,200.
117,511.0, plus 70% of ex.
oess over $215,400.

8
6
1

"(b)

HEwADS

O HousEnoLD.-There is hereby im-

2 posed on the taxable income of every individual who is the
3 head of a household (as defined in section 2 (b))

a tax

4 determined in accordance with the following table:
"If the taxable income is:
The tax Is:
Not over $2,300 -------------------- No tax.
Over $2,300 but not over $3,360 ------14% of the excess over $2,300.
Over $3,360 but not over $4,420 ------$148.40, plus 16% of excess
over $3,360.
Over $4,420 but not over $6,540 ------$318, plus 17% of excess over

$4,420.

Over $6,540 but not over $8,660 ---- $678.40, plus 18% of excess
over $6,540.
Over $8,660 but not over $10,780 ....
$1,060, plus 20% of excess

over$8,680.
Over $10,780 but not over $12,900....

$1,484, plus 2"2% of excess
over $10,780.
Over $12,900 but not over $15,020 ....
$1,950.40, plus 25% of excess
over $12,900.
Over $15,020 but not over $17,140 .... $2,480.40, plus 27% of excess
over $15,020.
Over $17,140 but not over $19,260 .... $3,052.80, plus 28% of excess
over $17,140.
Over $19,260 bitt not over $21,380..
$3,646.40, plus 31% of excess
over $19,9M.
Over $21r 380 but not over $23,500---- $4,303.60, plus 32% of excess
over $21,380.
Over $23,500 but not over $25,620.... $4,982, plus 35% of excem
over $28,500.
Over $25,620 but, not over $27,740---- $5,724, plus 36% of excess
over $25,620.
Over $27,740 but not over $29,860.... $6,487.20, plus 38% of excess
over $27,740.
Over $29,860 but not over $31,080 ....
$7,292.80, plus 41% of excess
over $29,860.
Over $31,080 but not over $36220....
$8,162, plus 42% of excess
over $81,980.
Over $36,220 but not over $40,460 .... $9,942.80, plus 45% of excess
over $36,220,
Over $40,460 but not over $42,580 ---- $11,850.80, plus 48% of excess
over $40,460.
Over $42,580 but not over $44,700_..
$12,868.40, plus 51% of excess
over $42,580.
Own $44,700 but not over $48,940-...
$13,949.60, plus 52% of excess
over $44,700.
Over $48,940 but not over $55,300-.... $16,154.40, plus 55% of excem
ovr $48,940.

9
7
The tax is:
"It the taxable Income is:
Over $55,300 but not over $57,420.... $19,652.40, plus 56% of excess

over $55,800.
$20,889.60, plus 58% of excess
over $57,420.
Over $70,140 but not over $76 M ---- $28,217.20, plus 59% of excess
over $70,140.
Over $76,500 but not over $82,860.... $31,969.60, plus 61% of excess
Over $57,420 but not over $70,140 ....

over $76,00.

Over $82,860 but not over $87,100....
Over $87,100 but not over $95580 ....
Over $95,580 but not over $108,800-..
Over $108,300 but not over $129,500_.
Over $129,500 but not over $150,700..

$35,849.20, plus 62% of excess
over $82,860.
$88,478, plus 63% of excem
over $87,100.
$43,820.40, plus 64% of excess
over $95,580.
$51,961.20, plus 66% of excess
over $108,800.
$65,953.20, plus 67% of excess

over $129,500.
$80,157.20, plus 68% of exeqs
over$150,700.
Over $171,000 but not over $193,100_. $94,573.20, plus 69' of excess
over $171,900.
Over $193,100 --------- : ------------ $109,201.20, plus 70% of excem over $193,100.
Over $150,700 but not over $171,900..

1
2

"(c) UNMARIED INDIVIDUA
1 4- (OTrnl

TEA

Sua_

VIVINO SPOUSES AND 1IADS OF HOUSEHOLDS) .- There

3 is hereby imposed on the taxable income of every individual
4

(other than a surviving spouse as defined in section 2 (a)

5 or the head of a household as defined in section 2 (b)) who
6 is not a married individual (as defined in section 143) a tax
7 determined in accordance with the following table:
"If the taxable income is:
The tax s:
Not over $2,300 --- -------------:
No tax.
Over $2,300 but not over $2,830 ---14% of the excess over $2,300.
Over $2,830 but not over $3,80---$74.20, plus 15% of excess
over $2,830.
Over $3,30 but not over $3,890 ---- $153.70, plus 16% of excess
over $3,300.
Over $3,800 but not over $4,420 -$238.50, pluis 17% of excess

ovev' $3,890.

Over $4,420 but not over $6,540 ---- $328.60, plus 18% 91 ecem
over $4,420

10
8
"If the taxable-iniome Is:
Over $6O but not over

Tho tS Is:

$710.20, plus 19% of excess
over $6,540.
plus 21% of ZCeM
$1,113,
Over $8,660 but not over $10,780 ----over $8,6W0.
$1,558.20, plus 24% of excess
Over $10,780 but not over $12,90 ---- over $10,780.
9t2,067, plus 27% of exces
Over $1%900 but not over $15,O..
over $12,900.
plus 29% of escefs
$2,69.40,
Over $15,090 but ": over $17,140..
over $18,020.
plus 31% of excess
Over $17,140 but not over $19,2 0.-- $3,254.20,
over $17,140.
....- $3,011.40, plus 34% of excess
Over $UW but not over $1
over $19,260.
$4,632.20, plus 36% of excess
Over $21,380 but not over $230 ....
over $21,30.
plus 38% of excess
$5,395.40,
Over $23,500 but not over $25,20 ....

W,0
....

ovvr $23,0.

Over
Over
Over
Over
Over
Over

40%
but not over $29,80 -.... $6,201, plus
$28,
over 6,620.
plus 45%
$29,O but not over $30,290.... $7,897,
over $2980.
0
$38,220 but not over $4,580 .... $10,789, plus
over $36,0.
plus 55%
$42,580 but not over $48,940 .... $13,939,
over 280.
plus 60%
$48,940 but not over $65,30.... $17,487,
over $48,940.
62%
$5500 but not over $65900.... $21,2U, plus

of exces

of excess
of exoem
of exams
of exems
of excess

over $U00.

$27,8W, plus 64%
over $65,900.
plus 60%
$84,009,
-.$87,100over
not
but
Over $76,500
over $7650. $41,005, plus 68%
Over $87,100 but not over $W,700....
over $87,100.
plus 69%
$48,818,
Over $97,700 but not over $108)00..
over $9M700.
...----------------$ 5,127, plus 70%
Over $108,300..
over $108,30.
Over $065,W00 but not over $T,4,500..

0

of excess
of ex
of exem
of excess
of excem
0

"(d) MARRIED INDIVIDUALS FiLiNa BPAruR Ru2 TURNs.-There is hereby imposed on the taxable income of
3 every married individual (as defined in section 143) who
4 does not make a single return jointly with his spouse under
5 section 6013 a tax determined in accordance with the fol6 lowing table:

11
9
rhe tax Is:
"If the tAuhim Income Is:
No tax.
Not over $1,700 -----------------Over $1,700 but not over $2,230-.-- 14% of the ex!es over $1,700.
$74.20, plus 15% of excess
Over $228 but not over $2,T0...

over $2,W0.

Over $2,790 but not over $3$90 -----Over $8,290 but not over $3820 ....

$153.70, plus 16% of excess
over $2,780.
$288.50, plus 17% of excew

over $3,90.

$328.80, plus 18% of excess
over $,820.
Over $5,940 but not over $8,080 ------ $710.20, plus 21% of excess
over $5,940.
Over $8,060 but not over $10,180 -----$1,155.40, plus 24% of excess
over $8,060.
$1,664.20, plus 28% of excess
Over $10,180 but not over $12,30..
over $10,180.
Over $19,800 but not over $14,420 -----$2,257.80, plus 82% of excess
over $12,0.
Over $14,490 but not over $16,50 -----$2,986.20, plus 86% of excess
over $14,420.
$8,699.40, plus 89% of excess
Over $16,60 but not over $18, 860
over $16,40.
$4,526.20, plus 42% of excess
Over $18,680 but not over $0,780
over $18,60.
Over $20,780 but not over $22,0 -- $5,416.00, plus 45% of excess
over $20,780.
$6,870.00, plus 48% of excess
Over $22,00 but not over $25,020- -..
Over $8,f0 but not over $,90.....

over S2,00.

Over $25,020 but not over $29X0 .....
Over $99,60 but not over $,620
Over $U620 but not over $41,980 --Over $1980 but not over $48,8-40
Over $48, t4 but not over $5,7p00 ....

$7,M.20, plus 50% of excess
over $25,020.
.20, plus 58% of excem
$9
over $2900.
$12,9, plus 55% of excess
over $85,620.
$16,87, plus 58% of excess
over $41,980.
$20,0.80,plus 60% of excess

over $48,0.

$28,881.80, plus 82%
over $%4,700.
$80,458.80, plus 84%
Over $5,800 but not over $75,00
over $65,0.
$ 7 7.80, plus 68%
Over $75,900 but not over $86J -..
over $59.
Over $8610 but not over $
-7,100 $44,288.80, plim 08%
Over $54,700 bt& not over $6.....

over $8800.

of excess
of excess
of excess
of excem

$51,441.80, plus 69% of excess
over $P9,100.
Over $107,700 ---------------------- $58,755.80, plus 70% of excess
over $107,700.
Over $7,100 but not over $107,70....

12
10
1

"(e)

ESTATES AND

TRUSTS*-There is hereby imposed

2 on the taxable income of every estate and trust taxable under

3 this subsection a tax determined in accordance with the fol4 lowing table:
"If the taxable income Is:

The tax in:

,

14% of the taxable
$530 but not over $1,060 -------- $74.20,- plus 15%
over 50.
$1,060 but not over $1,590 ------$153.70, plus 16%
over $1,060.
$1,590 but not over $2,120 ------$238.50, plus 17%
over $1,590.
$2,120 but not over
$828.60, plus 18%

Not over $MO------------

Over
Over
Over,
Over

income.
of excess
of excess
of excess
of excess

over $2,120.
Over $4,240 but not over $8,30..

$710.20, plus 21% of excess
over $4,240.
Over $6,30 but not over $8,480-..... $1,155.40, plus 24% of excess

over $ ,860..
Over $8,480 but not over $10,600 -----$1,664.20, plus 28%
over $8,480.
Over $10,600 but not over $1%,720 .. $2,57.80, plus 8s%
over $10,600.
Over $12,720 but not over $14,84 .... $2,936-20, plus 36%
over $12,720.
Over $1440 but not over $16,90 .... $3,699A0, plus 89%
over $14,840.
Over $16,960 but not over $19,080 ....
$4,52 .20, plus 42%
over $16,980.
Over $19,080 but not over $21,900.... $5,416.60, plus 45%
over $19,060.

Over $21P0 but not over $23820....

of excess
of excess
of excess
of excess
of excess
of excess

$6,870- 0, plus 48% of exes

over $21,200.
Over $28,320 but not over $2,0... $T,88.20, plus 5% of excem
over $23,820.
Over $W,560 but not over $

0.... $9,8.20, plus 58% of excem
over 250
Over $88,20 but not over $40,80.... $1,879, plus 55% of excess

over $88,90.

Over

0 80 but not over $46,640....

$16A,3,

plus 58% of excem

over $40,280.
Over $40,640 but not over $68,000-....

$20,085.90, plus 60% of excess
over $0,640.

Over $U00 but not over $63,600 ....

$23,881.80, plus 62% of excess

Over $U00 but not over $74,20 ....

$30,453.80, plus 64% of exem
over $63,60.
$8P7.80,plus 66% of exem

Over $74,200 but not over $84,S00 ....

over $6300.

over $74,0.

13
11
The tax Is:

"If the taxable income is:

Over $84,0 but not over $95,400.... $44,2.80, plus 68% of exem
Over $95,400 but not over $106,000...
Over $108,000 -------------------

over $ M0.
$61,441.80, plus 69% of exess
over $95,400.
$58,755.80, plus 70% of excess
over $106,000,"

(b) I1owsmB nr Zii B AKw AMouNT.--Sub-

I

2 section (d) of section 63 (defining zero bracket amount) is
3 amended(1) by striking out "$3,200" and inserting in lieu

4
5

thereof "$3,400",

6
7

(2) by striking out "$2,200" and inserting in lieu
.thereof "$2,300", and

8

(3) by striking out "$1,600" and inserting in lieu

9

-thereof "$1,700".
(c) FI1INO R EQutHEX

10

s.-Paragraph (1) of see-

11 tion 6012 (a) (relating to persons required to make returns
12 of income) is amended13
14

(1) by striking out "$2,950" and inserting in lieu
thereof "$3,050",

15

(2) by striking out "$3,950" and inserting in lieu

16

thereof "$4,150", and
(3) by striking out "$4,700" and inserting in lieu

17
18

-thereof "$4,900".
.-

19

(a) TDHN OAL ADMWTDXBN

20

(1)Subparagraph (C). of section 402(e) (1) (relating to tax on lump sum distributions) is amended by

21

32-033 0 - 78 - 2

14
12
and inserting in lieu thereof

1

striking out "2,200"

2

"$2,300".

3-

-

4

to transitional rule for determining base period income)

5

is amended to read as follows:

6

(2) Paragraph (3) of section 1302(b) (relating

(3) TkANsmoNA1 BULB FOB DETEBMNIO
PERIOD INCoMB.-The base period income (deter-

7

RAB

8

mined under paragraph (2)) for any taxable year beginning before January 1, 1977, shall be increased by-

10
11

"(A) $3,200 in the case of a joint return or a
surviving spouse (as defined in section 2 (a)),

12"(B)

$2,200 MIthe case of an individual who
is not married (within the meaning of section 148)- - -

14

15

and is not a surviving spouse (as so defined), or

"()

$1600 in the case of a married indvid-

16

ual (within the meaning of section, 143) filing a

17

separate return.

18

For purposes of this paragraph, fili

19,

termined as of the computation year."

20
21

(e) Wrmowwa A mn xn .-

22

section 8402 (relating to requirment of witholding)

23

is amended by sfing out the second and third sen-

24

tenoes and ineting in lieu thereof the folowing ww

status shall be do-

(1) WrrRHLDnro TAN=.---SubeCtIon (a) of

15

13
to wages paid after Deoem-

1

sentence: "With re

2
3

ber 31, 1978, the, taes so prescribed sall be the same
as the.,MNbes prescribed mnder .tis subsection which
were ia 4tdeo

n Jnunry 1, 19T75, except, tat,.such

tables shall be modified to thecateat neee

,ary
to-sflect

6

the amendmentsmadeby.aeetiu 11 *d.102 of the

I

Taz,.Pednion end Simplifiction Act of 1977 and the
. umndwenAs mde by -section 101 of the Revenue Act
9of 1978."

1VD

12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19

o& rrm-

(2) Wmiotbnto AL awAwcn;,

10

3DDUOTIWo.--ubparag ph -(B) !of- section

withholding aewances based
3402,(m) (1) (rkting-to
on itemized deductions) is amended(A) by striking -out '43,20"

and inserting

and
in lieu.theof "$3,400",a

(B)by stikn out "42,200". anain r ng i
leuthereof "2,300".
(f) EPPBOTvI
(1) I

DATMsN RA.-The amumimeMts M

20

sections (a), ;(b), (c),xad.i(d)._ aW

21

yeam bqgis

by sub-

pIy'to taxable

g after. Deoemabw81, 1978.

wnomro .-&uiDinws.-+'4e. amend-

22

.j2) ;Wi

23

itmade' by.mbeeatioa, (e). shal apply)toniuuners-

24

tion paid afterwemberB14 *78.

16
--

1 SEC. l

2

14

PERSONAL EXEMPTIONS INCREASED TO $1,000.

(a) (inEAL RVLB.--ection 151 (relating to allowance of deductions for personal exemptions) is amended

4 bystriking out "$750" each place it appears and inserting
5 in lieu thereof "$1,000".

(b) Fxwro RquIIB'I NTS6
7(1)
Paragrph (1) of section 6012(a) (relating
8
9

to persons required to make returns of income), as
amended by section 101 (c) of this Actj is amended by

10

striking out "$750", "o,050",

11

each place they appear and inserting in lieu thereof

12

'$1,000", " ,800", "$4,400", and 36,400", re-

13
14

apectively.
(2) Subparagraph (A) of section 6013 (b) (3)

15

(relating to asssment and collection in the case of

16"

certain -rtums of husband and wife) is amended by

17

striking out "$750" and "$1,500" each place they ap-

18

pear and inserting in lien thereof "$1,000" and "$2,-

19
20

000", respectively.
(c) WMMOLDnO uZQuIUm3

"$4,150", and "$4,900"

Ts.-

21

(1) Paragraph (1) of section 3402(b) (relating

22

to percentage method of withholding income tax at

23

source) is amended by striking out*the table and in-

24

serting in lieu thereof the following:

17
15
"Percentage Method Withholding Table
"Pamon po '1'ayrofl

•

hbmidJ
of od
eamptoa

Weekly -----------------------------------------------.

$i9.28

Biweekly --------------------------------------------Semimonthly -----------------------------------------Monthly ---------------------------------------------Quarterly --------------------------------------------Semiannual ---------------------------------------- Annual ---------------------------------------------,
Daily or miscellaneous (per day of such period) ------------

88.46
41.66
88.88
250.00
50 .00
000. 00
2. 74".

1

(2) Paragraph (1) of section 3402 (m) (relating

2
3

to withholding allowances based on itemized deductions) is amended by striking out "$750" and insert-

4

ing in lieu thereof "$1,000".

5

(d) EFFEoTrIV DATis.-

6

(1) IN GBNEA.-The amendments made by sub-

.7

sections (a) and (b) shall apply to taxable years be-

8

ginning after December 31, 1978.

'9
f0

11

(2)

WITH owNo AMBNDMBNTS.--,ThO

amend-

ments made by subsection (o) shall apply with respect
to remuneration paid after December 31, 1978.

12 SEC. 10. EARNED INCOME CREDIT MADE PERMANENT.

13

(a) GBNERAL RuLe.--Subsection (b) of section 209

14 of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 is amended by striking
15 out ", and before January 1, 1979".
16

(b) TEHNIoAL AXMNDMNT.-The second sentence

17 of section 401 (e) of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 (as
18 added by section 103 of the Tax Reduction and Simplifica-

18
16
tion Act of 1977) is amended by striking out ", and shall
2 ceae to apply to taxable years beginning after December
a 81, 1978".
4 BBC. 10L SMPLIFICATION OF THE EARNED INCOME TAX
5

CREDIT.

(a) RBvI 0N oF TiE LDITATION.-Subsection (b)
6
7 of section 43 (relating to earned income credit) is amended
8 to read as ollows:
9"(b) LIMIrTIO.--The amount f,the tredit-allowable"
10 to a taxpayer under subsection (a) for'any taxable year
11 shall not exceed the excess (if any) f-

12

(1) $400, over

('2),10 .perCent'of sO mtch -of the 4sdjusted gross
13
14 "'4oome (or, if,geater, the eamed income)', the tax15

payer for the taeabli year as exceeds'#4,000."

(b) AmouN ov C==r ToBE Drmmnm U"Mw
16
11 T~mts.-,&cfion 43 .is amended by e&dig it the end
18 thereof the foftowing new subsection:
19

•(f) AMOUNT ov ORzEDT To Big-D

Minmmm UmDvm

21
2

(1) IN amRAL.-Me'amoent of the crest allowed by this section slbe determined under'ables

23

Pwesci&A,
ey-the lSwetary.

24"()
25

RqUMV

P oTMs
Aa

.- he tables
presciled widerpmrrph "(1) shall refect the provi-

19
17
sons of subsections (a) and (b) and shall have income
brackets of not greater than $W each-

1
2
3

"(A) for earned' income between 0 and $8,000,

4

and

5
6

7

"(B) for adjusted gross income between $4,000
and,000."

a

(c) ExcLUtDIJU

EAxRND IlNwC*U TAkEs INTo ,c-

8 oouV.--Subpar&gaph. (11) of section 43 (c) (2) (defiing
9 earned income) it ameadd by striking out clause (i) and
10 by redesignating clauses *(*0, (iii)-,. ang (v) as clauses
11 (ii) ,'and (iii), respectively.
12

(d:)

(i),

DEFINITION O ELIGIBLE I1tDIVIDUAL.-P#Xa-

13 graph (1) of section 43 (c) (defiaihg eligible individual) is
14 amended to read as follows:
15
1C

"(1) ELIGIBLE INDIVIDUAL.-

t

r

"(A) Is oENRAL.-The term 'eligible indi-

'17

vidual' means an individual wh6,, for tho tax~le

18

year--

1.

19

'(i)is martled (within the meaning

20

section 143) imnd is entitled to a deduction

21

under section 151. for a child (within the mew-

22

ing'of,section 1,51 (a) (8)),

23
24

"(ii) is a surviving spouse .(as determiud
under setion 2 (a)), or

20
- 18
1"11 ;

'r.(iil), is,&a-head of.4 household (as deter-

,

mined unwde subsection, (b) of section 2 without regard to subparagphs (A) (ii) and (B)

2
.,-.
.,,

of paragraph (1) of such subsection).

4

,, -,.,l .),,"(MB).,OJLD) XU8T PiXD

WITTI TAXPAYER

IN TIB UNITED BTATft.Anh Midividual shall, be

6
'

cluse ;(i),- of sozbparagrph

tr'ated.as 'sAtisfY4i

/

P7

)i only if tke child has the sume principal place

_(

.

~:9
) ,-,.')

abode'

theihdlvidul

iad such ,bbde is in the

treated as
Aii individual -hallb
" Uait, 8 t
satisfying clause, I(ii). or- (iii) of subj4aagrph

10"
11
•,;!

,"JA)i only -if the household, in qjaestioh is in the

14

"(C)

15

INCOMBn

',,, . iu.'

INmvDuA,

T

BtITLZD'T1b -BXOLtD

1
SIM3ION1"1.1V(t

BLIGIBLB' N-

,DIV1DU,4I.--he-Cekn eligiblee individual' does' ot

*'.lq:-:.I ,,inolidde
t

hajiilvilua1 who, for the taxable year, is

entitled to exclude any amount frori gross income

18

~ien

l *,.=,,
.fi&

,I,

',I

so 46e -withoutt the UA;it

-,,,...,:,,

22

.1'i (relaftng to earned income from

lt

40o

Sions.
(,) Er,''iw.,,e;A

38'

I

2

section shall apply td

2s bar 81, 1978.

Bttes) or section 981

fnom
rom
6
tudoft within the podses-

b
,-4he amendments made bytiis

tAxblae,3reaN. beginning after Deeem-

21

1 SEC." 106.'APPLiCATION 0F CERTAINN I ANGES IN THE
2

CASE OP FISCAL YEA t' AXPk'tERS.

Section 21 (relating to fe t of chdngea in rate of tax)
is amended by adding at tl6' end therebf the following new
subsection:
6

"(f)' CHANES'MADE 'BY REViNVE ACT OF 1978.-

In applying subsection (a,' to a taxable year which is iot
8 a calendar year9
"(1) the amendments made by sections 101, 102,
10
11

and 301 of the Revenue 'Act of 1978 (and no other
amendments made by ucl Act), and
"(2) the expiration of section 42 (relating to ge-

12

eral tax credit),
13
14 shaU be treated as a change in a rate of'tax."

Subtitle B--Itemized DedUctions

15

16 SEC. Ill. REPEAL O DEDUCTION" POr+STATE AND LOCAL
17TAXES

i8
19

ON :GAIJ

-F UELS.

,,'

E AND OTHER MOTon
.

,

,"

(a) REPFAL.-Paragraph (5) of section 164 (a) (rerea-

20 ing to deduction for taxes) is hereby iipeale.2
22

(1) The headig of iar'ga4h 'f5) of secion 164

•23

(b)

24

AXIH B+-'k.
.:"

is 'imehded by, springg" oti "A*D oAbOLINk
,

.I,..'

22
20
(2) The text of such paragraph (5) is amended by
striking out "or of any tax on the sale of gasoline, diesel

1
2
3

fuel; or other motor fuel".

4 SBC. UL REVISION OF DBDUCTION FOR MEDICAL- DEN-

5

TA14 ETC., EXPENSE&

6

(a) IN GimgaL.-4ubeetions (a) and (b) of seo-

7 .tion 213 (relating to medical, dental, etc., expenses) are
8 amended to read as follows:
9

"(a)

ALwOwANc

oF -DmluoroN.-There shall be

10 allowed as a deduction the expenses paid during the taxable
11 year, not compensated for by insurance or otherwise, for
12 medical care of the taxpayer, his spouse, or a dependent (as
13 defined in section 152), to the extent that such expenses
14 exceed 3 percent of adjusted gross income.
"(b), L

15
16 D

u

oyIO
WITH RnswT To M1wDioN

AND

.uo-Anmount
paid during the taxable year for medi-

17 vine or a .drug shall be taken into account under subsection

18 (a) only if such medicine or drug is a prescribed drug or is
19 uimlin."
20

21

(b) ImwaoN oF

D DiUo.--bsecion

(e) of.section 213 is ameaded by redesignating paragraphs

22 (2), (8), and(4) "upagrajs (4), (5), and (6), re23 qpecfively, and by inserting after paragraph. (1)the follow24 ing new paragraphs:
25

"(2)

PalacmEn*n DRuo.-The term 'prescribed

23
21

2

drug' means a drug or biological which requires a pre.
scription of a physician for its ase by an individual.'

3

"() Pxrrsrcmf.-le term 'physician' has the

4

meaning given to such term by section 1861 tr) of the

5

Social Security Act (42 U.S..

6
7

that, in the case of a doctor of dentistry or of dental or
oral surgery, section 1861 (r) (2) shall be applied with-

b
9

out the limitations contained in clauses (A), (B), and
(C) thereof."

I

1395x (r)); except

(c) CON1?OBMTNO AMENDMENTS.-

10

11

(1) Paragraph (5) of section 213 (e) (as redesig-

12

nated by subsection (b)) is amended by striking out
"paragraph (2)" and inserting in lieu thereof "para-

13

graph (4)".
(2) Subsections (d), (e), and (f) of section 21

14
15

are redesignated as subsections (c),

(d), and (e),

17

respectively.

18

(9) Subsection (b) of secton 105 is amended by
striking out "section 213 (e)" and inserting in lieu

19
20
21

thereof "section 213 ()".
SEC. 1M REPEAL OF IVSDVCTON
22

"Kf POLIT AL CON.

ilBU"O'Na.

(a) UxPU.-Seeton 218 Ireaing to deduaion for
24 contribution, to candidates for public office and newslettei
25 funds) is hereby repealed.

24
22
1

(b) CoNoFmOBoM

2

_(1) The table of sections for part VII of subchap-

AMBNDMBNS.-

ter B of hapter I (relating to additional itemized de4
5

duotions. for individuals) is amended by striking out the

6,.

(2) Section 642 (relating to special rules for credits

7

.and deductions of estates and trusts) is amended by

S

striking out subsection (1) and by redesignating subsec-

9

tions (j) and (k) as subsections (i) and (j), respec-

item relating to seton 218.

0

tively.

10

11 SEC. 114. TAXATION OF UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
12

BENEFITS AT CERTAIN INCOME LEVELS.

13

(a) INCLUSION.IN GROSS INCOMB.-Part II of 8ub-

14 chapter B of chapter 1 (relating to amounts specifically in15 eluded in gross income) is amended by adding at the end
16 thereof the following new section:
17 O'SEC. 85. UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION.

18

-,(a) IN GENEN A.-,If the sum-for the taxable year of

a

19 the adjusted gross income of the taxpayer (determined with-

out regard to this section and without regard to section 105
21

(d)) and the unemployment compensation exceeds the base

22 amount, gross income for the taxable year includes unem23

ployment compensation in an amount equal to the lesser
of-

V

25
23
"(1)
2
4

one-half of the aiiotmt' of the excess of such

sum over the base amonttnt,
"(2)
the amount

''
of

the

unempAoyment

Compensation.

"(b) BAsi AmouNT DFTiNm.-For

1S'*

M'%is
(%f

6 section, the term 'base amount" meaas7
"(1) except as troldod "-paragraphi (2) and

8

(3);$20,o00,

9

(2) $25,000, in the case of a joint return under
'N

"(3) zero, kn the case of a tazpayerwho;"(A) Is uwtiig .

12

'ie close of the taxable'

13

year (within the mei"ahg b'r ec"tibn' 143) but does'

14

not'file a joint retun'for such ear, a'nd'

15

"(B)' does"not livepairt' 'from is spouse' at

16

17

all times durin the WtAW..jyear.
"(c)

UNMPLOYMBNT

COM

ATiO
T

DrINbT

-

18 'For purposes of this sgction",he"emir er4~oyment cm19 sensationn' means any amount ieceived u ner a law of the
20 United States or of a State which is-in the nature of unem-

21 ployment compensation."
22-

(b) FCLERIcAL

h

AMBNDkM~T.-The:

tible' 6f seclions

23 for part II of subchapter B of'chapter l's atnendedby adding
24 at the end thereof the following ew'itni:

-I,5

26
24
"see M u m ert

(c) EFF iV

"

DATi,--The amendments made by this

2 sect"m $hall,Sply to payment. unemployment compensa-

3 tion made after December 31, 1978, in table years ending

4 Water such d&t.
5

SEC. 115. EFFECTIVE, DATE.

6"-

, Except " otherwise provided, the amendments made by

7 this subtitle shall apply to taxable years beginning after
8 December 31,-1978.

9

Subtitle C-Deferred Copem

action

10 SEC. 121. DEFERRED COMPENSATION PLANS WITH RE.
11

SPECT TO SBRVICB FOR STATE AND LOCAL

12

GOVERNMENTS

13

(a)

IN (RNiAi.-bp at R of part II of subchapter

14 H of chapter 1 (relating to taxable years for which gross
15 income included) is amended by adding at the end thereof
16. the, foowing new section:
17

"$SQ. 07. I)FERRED COMPENSATION PLANS WITH RE.

18

SICT TO SERVICE FOR STATES AND LOCAL

19

GOVERNMENT.

26
21

"(a)

YAFA

OF INCLUSION IN GROSS INCoQM.-In the

Clse of ,.particpa

22' tioa pl

in an eligible State deferred compens-

any amount of compensation deferred under the

23 plan, and any income attributable to the amounts so deferred,
24 shall be includible in gross income only for the taxable year

27
25
which such compenation or other income is paid or other,
2 wise made avalable to the participnt or other beneficiary.
3
"(b) EmOoLB 8TAmi DWFAMD iCoMPBNBATION
1

4 Pt"

Dmimn.-For purposes of this section, the term

5 eligiblee State deferred compensation plan' means a plan
6 established and maintained by a Stato-..
7

"(1) in which ovay indivi4unls who perform serv-

8
9

ice for the State'may be participants,
"(2) which provides that (except as provided in

10
11

paragraph (3)) not to exceed the lesser of"(A) $7,500, or
331 percent of the'participant's includi-

12"(B)
13

ble compensation,

14

may be deferred under the plan for any tamble year,

15

"(3) which may provide that, for I or more of the

16

participant's last $ taxable years ending before he attains

17

norinal retirement age under the plan, the oeiling set

18

forth in pargraph (2) shall be the lesser of-

19

"(A) $15,000, or'

20'

"(B) the sum of-

21

"(i) the plan ceing established for pur-

22

posesof paragraph (2) for the taxable year,

23

(determined without regard to this paragraph),

2A

plus

28
26..
M(ii), s much of the pn ceiling established
for purpos'sof:,paratraph. (21 for taxable years

1
2
,

3

'

before the taxable, year:..a, has Aot theretofore

4,

beenused under. paragiaph .(2). or this para-

6

"(4) which provides bmt,. except in the ose of
individuals first,perormng seMvlcrfor the) State and in

7

,

8
9

the case of new plos, compensation will be deferred for
huy plan )ear ottly if an'Agreement providing for such

10

deferral has been entered into before the beginning of

11
12

such year,

13

the plan will be made available ;to participants or

14

other beneflcipes t e"triet thah when the participant

'5,

is ptedfromsaoioe w*e'State,

16

oordanee with a retirement plan of the State, dies, or is

17

faced by an unforeseeable emergency determinedd in the

18

manner presibed by the' Secretay by regulations), and

19
20

"(6) which provides that"(A) all amounts of compensation deferred

21

under the plan,

22

"(5)' which provides- that mounts payable under

s

inao-

1"(B) all property and rights purchased with

23
24

such amounts, and

25

property, or rights,

"(C) all income attributable to such amounts,

29
27

1

~shrajl
remain (until mu4e available t. the participant or

2.

other.enetciary) solely the property, and righo of the.
Stqe,, available for the Sate's use for whatever pur-

4

poses it desires, but subject to the claims of the State',.
...,, loP.4o tN , ,,, .,,1,.,...,.,
...

sE,-!

6 A plan which is administered in azianner which i inoon7 Obtent d. the, requirements of any of Qie preceding par.8 grAphs shall I treated as not meeting the requirements
-of,such pagra4ih eective with respedt to;the first plan
10 year beginning more than 180 days after .the, ate
I1I., noti',

on by the scrotwiy f the ineoniwsny and failurq

it,. by thc tto, (before therfirst, day" of 'such plan,,year) to
13 remove the inconsistency.

14

,"(e)'-IsPxvmute

15 i.
16
17,-.
18

ONE PM".-!-,
10I

.

Wuo Anw P&soitlAsTs

Ut

Mon

,

"(1) Ix oEwmL.-The maximum 'amdunt of the
conipasao;
oof' any.one-individuul vhich may be de.
fearedd under subsectioi '(a) foi' any..txable year shall

19't

not' eioed. "$.7,W6., '(a" modifled by any, Adjutment

20

provided under subsection (b) (3))..

21.

"(2)

OOQRINATION WITH

SEOTIOl'

4)S

(b) .-- In

22

applfy g paragraph (1) bf this subsewion aa pars-

23

graphs (2). and: () -of subseon -..(b), an amount,

24.-

exeldded for any tilable year lnder sectibn 408 (b) shall

25

be treated asan amount deferred under subs

3I-°33 0 - i - 3

on (a).

30
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1
2
3

In applying clause (ii) of Section 403 (b) (2) (A), any
amount- deferred under subsection (a) for any year af
serve shall be taken into account as if described in such

4

Clause.

5

"(d) OmRz

D

mnITIoNs AND SPuou Rum.-For

6 purposes ofthis section-7
"(1) STATE.--The term 'State' means a State,
8
9

a political subdivision of a State, and aft agency or
instrumentality of a State or political subdivision of a

10
11

State.
",(2) l

12

ance of service includes performance of service a an

13

independent contractor.

uVM Ng op snmvio.-The perform-

14

"(3) PARTIIPANT.--The term 'participant means

15

an individual who is eligible to .defer compensation

16j

under the plan.

17

"(4) BENuFmoIAxY.--The term 'beneficiary' means

is

a beneficiary of the participant, his estate, or any other

19

person whose interest in the plan is derived from the

20

participant.

21

"d.(5) IwLuDIBnLB COmpNBATIOw.-The

term

22

'includ'ble compensation' means compensation for serve.

23

ice performed for the State which (takzig into account

24

the provisions of this section but not taking into account

25.

section 403 (b)) is currently includible in gross income.

31
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"(6) CoMPmRSATION 'rMAq INTO ACCOUNT AT

1

~RBMUNT
vALUB.--Compensatioa shall be taken into

2

P

9

&Coouft at ite present value.

"(7) 0ozxuxr y Pton LAws.- h amount
of inMludible ompensation shall be determined without

5

re d to y ommIlfity property l&W.
6
(8) INOOMB ATT&=ETA8,XN.-61
7"-

disposition of property rhal be treatedas income ;ttrilbutable to such property.

8
'9.
14""(9)
11

from the

Suonoii TO APPLY TO BRUAL

ETRIM

. COORATIVM.-

1"(A)

IN o

nmU.- This section shall apply

13
14

with respect to any- participant in a plan of a rural

15

same extent as if such plan were a plan of a State.

electric cooperative in the same manner and to the

RuAr zumio ooorERATvm

1&

"(B)

17

m.-For purposes of subparagrtph (A), the

18

DI-

term 'rural electric coopertive' meas-

19

"(i) any organization described in section

20

501 (o), (12) which is exempt from tax under

21,

section 501 (a) and which is engaged primarily

22

in providing electric service, and

23.

"(ii) any organization described in section

24

501 (c) (6) which is exempt from tax under

32
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section 501 (a) and all the members of which
are organizations described in clause (ii.

1
2

3

TAx

"(e)

T=ATmENT oF PARTIpCnYM WnmRB

PLAN OR ARRANOEMENT OF STATI? IS ZNor ELTOMLB.-

5

""(1)

IN orG m.-Ik the caeo of a plan of a

6
.7

State providing fot a deferral of .c'mpensition, if such
plan is not an eligible State deferred eomipensation plan,

8
9

then"(A) the.oo, npensation shall. be *included in

10
11

the gross income of the prki pAit' or beneficiary
for the first taxable year in which there is 'no

12
13

substantial risk of forfeiture of the rights to such
compensation, and

14

"(B) the tax treatment of any amount made

1.5

available under the plan to a participant or bene-

16

ficiary'shall be determined under section 72 (relat-

17

ing to annuities, etc.).
"2)

19

ExcEPTIoNS.-Paragraph' (1) shall not ap-

ply to-

20

"(A) a plan described in section 401 (a) which

21

includes a trust exempt from tax under section

22

501 (a),

22
21

"(B) an annuity plan or contract described in
section 403,

33
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aa-qualified bond puftaei plan described

"()

in section -405 (a),

2
3

"

41)) that portion of anyplim whiich consists of

4

a transfer of property desoibedhi ieton 8S (deter-

5

mined without regard to subsection (e) thereof),
6 ,- and

"'

-- •"

"(E)
-. that portionof fny planiwbioh oonBit of

7

a trust to which section 402(b) Ippis.

8

"(8) Dmmtnoe.-For purposes of paragraph
10 (1)-.
"(A)

11

PL"

mums
.m.

A...

T'

12

1 term" 'pima' indudee any agreement or
ZrT.-Te4

13

arrangement.
"c(B)'

14

SU

TAMTAL RIKOF FORPMIUfl.--

15

Th6d rights f a person tooompehsation are subject

16

to a stibstential'' risk cf"'6rfeituwe if such person's

17

i" it'

18

the future performanee of substantial services by any

.9
-20

.

t'au6h compensation are conditioned upon

'individual."
,Ab)OLuBaLx A

EWx11.--- The table of sections for

21suh -subprt 1I is:a mended by"&Jding at, the end thereof the

'22 following:"
"Se. 41.
efe~edcmpeait plan With respect to
mrvioe for Stat ad local government"

I
34
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1
2

(c) EFF
(1)

Tm DAT.IN GENEAL.-The amendments made by this

3

section shall apply to taxable years beginning after

4

December 81, 1978.

5

(2) TRASiONAL

RULES.-

6

(A) IN GEINR L.-In the case of any taxable

7

year beginning after Decoember 31, 1978, and be-

8
9

fore Januay 1, 1t82(i) any amount of compensation deferred

.10
11

under a plan of a State providing for a deferral
of compensation (other than a plan described in

12

section 457 (e) (2) of the Internal Revenue

13
14

Code of 1954), and any income attributable to
the amounts so deferred, shall be includible in

15--

gross income only for the taxable year in which

16

suoh compensation or other income is paid or

17

otherwise made available to the participant or

18

other beneficiary, but

19

(ii) the maximum amount of the compeea-

20

tion of any one individual which may be ex-

21

eluded from gross income by reason of clause

22

(i) and by reason of section 457"(a) of such

23

Code for any such taxable year shall not exceed

24

the lesser of-

25

(I) $7,500, or

35
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(II) 88f percent of the pArticipanes

1
2
3

includible compensation.

,

.

(B) APPLoATIoN oF oATC-uP PomosS

4

oRTAIM
U
oAM.--If, in the cae of any partici-

5

pant for any taxable year, aU of the plans are eligi-

6
7

hie State deferred compensation plans, then clause
(1i) of subparagraph (A) of.this paragraph shall

8
9

be applied with the modification provided by paragraph (3) of section 457 (b) f such Code.
%

10

(0) APPLIoATIoN

o CUAIN CooBDiNA-

l

TION PROVIlIONS.-In applying clause (ii) of sub-

12

paragraph (A) of this paragraph and section 408

is

. (b).(2) (A) (ii) of such Code, leausimilar to the

14

rules of section 457 (c) (2) of ouch Code shall

15

apply.

16

(D) MuAmz

op
oF

TM.-Except as other-

17

wise provided in this paragraph, terms used in this

18

paragraph shall have the same meaning as when

19

used in section 457 of such Code,

20 SE
21

22

M. CERTAIN PRIVATE DBFERRXD COMPENSATION
PLANS

(a) Gmn3RL RuL.-The taxable year of inclusion

23 in gross income, of apy amount covered by a private deferred
24 compensation plan shall be determined in accordanc with

36
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1 th6 principles set forth in'regtllktions, rulings, and judicial

2 decisions relating -to dderred compeniation which were in
3' effect onFebruary 1,178. ,'

,

(b) PRWATII Djcftwiw --OMN'SATION

4

PLAw Do-

6

(1,)- IwOaNBRAL.-.For phrioses of this section, the

8

* term,, f!private. deferred oompexsatibn pno" means a
1)1811, agreement oiamgemnet-i. "r.. .,

9

10

the person :f4 r Whom the service

(A) *her

..

,, , is'performed, isxnot a 8tatI/(wttn the meaning oI

11.

'

paragraph I1) o section 457(d) -,tthe Internqi
Revenue Code odf 19b4)/&nd int;aun organizOtio

i2

' whih, isiexnipt- from:tax! Oud
usich Code, %aid-, 7:~

14

15

(B) under which the paymntut or otherwise

16

making-availabh of, oomdfisatlda is deferred.

17
18

sectionn
e
501 of

.

(2) C1*TA.PJAWS

shall-not apply &

,

BXIJJDwD.-

.. ,

,

',,

aragraph (1)
,,:,"

19

(A)' a pin, dscihlkh ,& seeoi4O1 (a) of the

20

Internal
W'evidie Codoe'of 1954 :4uJlj IneTles t

21

trust exempt from tax under' etion 501 (a) 6f
i (B)

2v .Aioi

'A multyplan'ol Iontrntdeso tbe in

O431of suthOd J,,

f,

:

37
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•

"' . 1(0)l atjquAUifd bbA -Ua4o plan described

i...i~~,

,

,

in section 405 (&iof

2

1(D) thapov.ion bf ad'y tlaA-Vich consists
,h!,of~

afer,ofjprdpepi

-,d

ibed: ini section 83

(d4teniinad. .iitod ori~wd to' ,&
ubs
o h Code ia md , ,
4hoe o k udi
16 .; f. ,, q.11,0

.,7

.,,.d

tiou of,

,.,4,,tba

on (e)

,,;
Iii,..,r,)

pldii which ' consists

:: :tf a trusto..*h~ im~t~oa,0h(b1 ,.of'.swvh Code
..1 ,,,.9.1 Ill.". ~ l# /i ,. , .( ,!, ,. .,
;.

10

(o) EFFB

I '*E , I

1t.A.D,'W,--4h1S

LAPOCATOOIO.

ction;shall apply to tax-

-0ED1TIBITmATY, OF PAY.

0dJU
,4kuL~SctoID4laii
eduction

A',

I-:'foio0dtt&qf
""s.t

employbvto,.,p~ppoyees' "tmt or

17 annuity plan and compensatio

tle,;o ildefrrod-payment

18 plai4
n .ia me de&iy, iAm-

,"sade-ubtiyaj
(o). the

22 :Ip,k-pf/.wouldbgidoefib

5znteo -muoh'of subaetion. (a)

23 as precedes paragraph (Il thermf1fw('±odifd'by sub2 o

I.tinl

:

ib tl f" o tinsit
~~~o
,ma
~~ t~i,
~ ~ ~I ,,e-,t

is namployer-

,.omvenaon.-,-..
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2

shall not be deductible by the payor thereof
under section 162 or 212, but

3

(2) 'sal (if they would be deductible under

4

section 162 or 212 but for paragraph (1)) be deductible

5

under this subsection for the taxable year in which an

6
7

amount attributable to the contribution or compensation
is includible in the gross income of the persons partici-

8
9

paying in the pla, but, in the case of a plan in which
more than 1 person participates, only if separate accounts

1

"(1)

10

are maintained for each such person."

11

(b) CLavmoATioKr OF Sm prO
404 (b) .- bseoton

12

(b) of section 404 (relating to method of contributions,

13 etc., having the effect of a plan) is amended by atrikin
14 out "similar plan" and inserting in lieu thereof "other plan".
15

(c) EvMM2UV DAT&.--'e amendments made by this

16 section shall apply to deductions for taxable years beginning
17 after December 31, 1978.
18 SEC. 1Kd TAX TREATMENT OF CAFEMERIA PLAN&.
19

(a) IN G

mrAL.--Part

I

of subchapter B of chapter

20 1 (relating to items specifically excluded from gross income)
21 is amended by redesignating section 124 as section 125 and22 by inserting after section 128 the following new section:
23' "SEC. UL CAFETRIA PLAN&

24
25

"(a) IN GR

.

as provided in subsection
-zwA.-Exoept

(b)', no amount shall be included in the gross income of&

39
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1 participant in a cafeteria plan solely by reason of the fact
2 that, under the plan, the participant may choose among the
3 benefits of the plan.
"(b)

4

ExCPTOx Fm HImmy OoM~'1N8ATED PAS-

Ti5Ip lTS WEm PLAN

Is. DIrMIATOBY.-

7

() Ix GNR&L.--In the ce of a highly cornpensated participant, subsection (a) shall not apply to

8
9

any benefit attributable to a -pln year for which the
plan discriminates in favor of-

10

(A) highly compensated individuals as to
eligibility to participate, or,

6

11

1"(B)

highly compansaed participants as to

18

contributions or benefits.

;

14
15

"(2)

termining the taxable year of inclusion, any benefit de-

-16

sozibed in paragraph (1) shall be treated as received

17

or acmed in the participant's taxable year in which

18

the plan year ends.

19

"(c) DiswmiAnox An To. BmET

Ywm oF mmjumox.-For purpow of do-

oR Cox-

20 m uTioNs.-For purposes of subparagrph (B) of sub21

section (b) (1), a cafeteria plan does not discriminate where

22 nontaxable benefits and total benefits (or employer contribu23 tions allocable to nontaxable benefits and employer oontribu2

tions for total benefits) do not discimina

.26 'compenatd p

latipas.

in favor of highly

40
8
"(d)

WruA- PDiW 'l00YED.-For ,lu'powes ;of

O

2 thisseOtion
"(1)
4

I..",.

,

,

- .'eafetw&'"Vplan'

IN OENRAL-Thoft

me~s a phhundowiuii~h--

5
6
7

'

'

"(A)

ire

'employ

dio'e among 2 or

.he jartkihts-mna
"B)
morebenefits;

'

;sahd

8

The benefitsa,whieh,-may'bo oh0ven tnay be 'nontaxable

9

benefits or cash, property, or ofthe taxable'benefits.

10

FAM
~

11

CLUDED.-The term
w-'

12

plah whiah provides, for dMerild doihpensation.

13

"(e) Hiory CoimiuwSAmnD PAR IcrPANT AN!D IN-

-14 DMVIDUA!,Dii-'F
16

terih

1

pant w

Ol26ir14AriON

hb6ton

prxA'f

'

" 'i ','.
,i-WI

"(A) anofficer,

,

iea

a larti,t'

,, '.

"

.

19

•.,(B

,a shlreh M&,'

26

'"(0)

!highlyoompens&W,'or

21
22

',

25

E'X-

driaph1I:doeg not include any

hy."comen tedrt ic~lant'

18

PLANS

'

,

'(D) aipoube oi-pendent'(wiin the mean-

ing-ef section,152) oft,,n inaivlua described in

term 'highly compensated1

It

divdaulz

iymn' au indivld-

sisal qT111.111111j1pp Irl I

41
lo

'ualw-iv-de~i'bedi~subparagrph (A), (B), (C),
~"J'f"(ft ' fNTAMAMM- BANW41r"'lDE2kIfD.-For parinontaxhlie benefit' means any

4" poes of thiW seeon;, the 1ete
,'1"benmfit..whieh

with the.applioation of stbsection (a), is pot

6 includible in the gros;incom.of the e&pko ekio
", i'.:"(g) 8f'
tUL s..- +!":' '
'
"SI

1l~

'

4OLLBOTIVE'.BA.ROAIBD PLAN. NOTr 0N-

im 1

mnpwrposee-af this eo-

o

,, 9

,w,4Isc w,

10

, *ti~t pliw slhall-not *6 treatd as discriminitory if *e

11

plan is maintained under an agreement which-the Sooretary'fld. to, b3 a .coleotive. bargaining agreement be-

•n.

114.

OWed ,emilye$, re#lsehtsti~veSm ;and ,'one or more

t

-'-einm oye 4.,d* .

(

*.,r,i,

, . I

"(2) HEALTH BExnn~F.-For tpWrposes of sub-

15

ha,(.

pa,*i
,, j:ih
,Woh

,

.betni(b)
,h

u.l",';.; '

(1), a cafeteria pjan

.th benefits: shall not be treated as

!(A)sti

'ebehal
tti f of each partiqi-

. ,. .,pantlude sa'smont whih"(i)

21

equals 100 pemont of the cost of the

,- altk,.bbofit iodve* e under the plan of ,the

.,

I...

,,!Sjority of ,ieghlyd

n.nsated participants

ce,.e,'
.i 75,
.
iaiy:situaed
2E1 " .,, ,,
' O"':', +';'! "+'(ii;}'equals oreceoeds 75 perent Of tie

42
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cost of the health benefit coverage of the partio2

ipant (similarly situated) having the highet

.3

health benefit coverage under the plan, and
"(B)

4

contributions or benefits in excess of

those described in subparagraph (A) bear a uniform

.5
6

relationship to compensation.

7

"(3)

CMTAIIs

PA

CIPATON

DUOIIUNTY

8

RULS NOT TUum As DISOEIXNATOuY.-For pur-

9

poses of subparagraph (A) of subsection (b) (1), a

10

classification shall not be treated as discriminatory if the

11

plan-

12

"(A) benefits a group of employees described

13

in subparagraph (B) of section 410(b) (1), and

1.4

"(B) meets the requirements of clauses (i) aud

(ii):
16

"(i) No employee is required to complete

17

more than S years of employment with the em-

18

ployer or employers maintaining the plan as a

19

condition of participation in the plan, and the

20
21

0

--

service requirement for each employee is the
same.

22

"(U*)Any employee who has satisfied th.

23

employment requirement of clause (i) and who

24

is otherwise ' entitled to participate in the plan

25

commences particip ion no later than the first

43
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1

day of the first plan year beginning after the

2
3

date the service requirement was satisfied unless
the employee was separated from service be-

4

fore the first day of that plan year,
"(4)

5

CERTAIN CONTROLLED

owOuPs.--All em-

6
7

ployees who are treated as employed by a single
employer under subsection (b) or (c) of section 414

8
9

shall be treated as employed by a single employer for
purposes of this section.

"(h) RwUI.,xoN.-The Secretary shall prescribe
10
11 such regulations as may be necessary to carry out the pravi12 sions of this section."
1

, (b)

CLERICAL

AM

aNxENT.-The table of sections for

14 part III of subchapter B of chapter 1 is amended by etrik15 ing out the item relating to section 124 and inserting in lieu
1§ thereof the following:
--

"Sec. 194. Cafeteria plans.

"Sec. 1M. CrcrefermuestootherAct."

17

(o) E

,oTmIw
DAmz.-The amendments made by this

18 section shall apply to taxable years beginning after Decem19 ber 31, 1978.
20 SIC. 12L ADMIRATION OF 1354 CODE IN THE CASE

21

OF CERTAIN CASH OR DEFERRED ARRANGE-

22

MEN

23

.

(a) GENrRAL RuIs.-In the cue of any qualified

24 cash or deferred arrangement under a profit-sharing plan,

44
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1 the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 shall be administered
I
2 in a manner consistent with3

(1) Revenue Ruling 56-497 (1956-2 C.B. 284),

4

(2) Revenue Ruling 63-180 (1963-2 C.B. 189),

5

and

6

(3) Revenue Ruling 68-89 (1968-1 O.B. 402).

7

(b) QUALIFIED CASH OR DmuRMb AiwANOBMBPT

8 DEFINBD.-For purposes of this section9

(1) IN oNzRAL.-The term "qualified cash or de-

10

ferred arrangement" means any arrangement under

11

which a contribution is made by an' employer to a trust

12

on behalf of an employee only if the employee elects not

13

to receive such contribution from the employer in cash.

14
15

(2) Excem IoN.-The term "qualified cash or didhferred arrangement" does not include an arrangement

16

der which the contribution by the efndp1dyer to the thisi

17

made in return for a reduction in the basic or regular

18

compensation of the employee or in lieu of an increase

19

in such compensation..,

20

(c) PROFIT-SHARING PLAN DEFINHD.--.For purposes

21 of this section, the -term "profit-sharing plan" includes a stock
22 bonus plan.
23

..

(d) EFFOTivE DAT.-This caption shall apply to

24 taxable years beginning after December 81, 1977.
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4
'1

2

4

TITLE II--TAX SHELTER PROVISIONS
'Subtitle A--Provisions Related To At
Risk Rules

5 SEC. 201. EXTENSION OF SECTION 466 AT RISK RULES TO
ALL ACTIVITIES OTHER THAN REAL ESTATE.

6
2

(a) ExTEISIONq.-Subsection (c) of section 465 (re-

8 lating to activities to which section applies) is amended by
9 adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

" (3) EXTENSION TO OTHBR AOTIvTI.-

10

"(A)

11

IN ommA.--In the tase of taxable

years beginning after December 31, 1978, this sec-

12

tion also applies to each activity-t
14

"(i) engaged in by the taxpayer in carry-

15

ing on a trade or business or for the production
of income, and

"(ii) which is"ot described in paragraph

17
(1).

18

l' (B) AoOBEoATION

19

OF AOTiVITIES WHE B

n MANA6E-

20

TAXPAYER ATrVLY PARoTIPATS

21

MENT OF TRADE O BUSNEMs.-Except as provided

22

in subparagraph (0), for purposes of this section,

23

activities described in. subparagraph (A) which

24

constitute a trade 'or business shall be treated as 1

25

activity if-

32-833 0 -

74 - 4
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2
3

the taxpayer actively participates in
the management of such trade or business, or
"(ii) such trade or business is carried on

4

by a partnership or electing small business oor-

5

portion (as defined in section 1871 (b)) and

"(i)

1

6

-

65 percent or more of the losses for the taxable

7

year is allocable to persons who actively par-

8

ticipate in the management of the trade or

9

business.

10)

"(0) AooREGATIoN oR SPARATIoN oF AcREGULATIONs.--The

Secretax7

11

TIVITIES UNDER

12

shall prescribe regulations under which activities

13
14

described in subparagraph (A) shall be aggregated
or treated as separate activities.

15

"(D) EXCLUSION FOR

REAL PROPERY.-In

16

the case of activities described in suparagraph (A),

17

the holding of real property (other than mineral

18

property) shall be treated as a separate activity, and

19

subsection (a) shall not apply to losses from such

20

activity. For purposes of the preceding sentence,

21

personal property and services which are incidezktal

22

to making real property available as living accommo-

23

dations shall be treated as part of the activity: of

24

holding such real property.

47
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"(H)

OF sUBNWTION

APPLuoATIo

(b)

2
'8

(s).--In the case of an activity described in subpagph (A),. subsection (b) (3) shall apply

4

only to the extent provided in regulations prescribed
by the Secretary."

5

Bft ioi 704 (d) AT RISK RULF.(1) IN ommi L.--;-Subsection (d) of section 704

(b) RBIk

6

7

OF

'As amended by striking out the last' 2 sentences.
9

(2) Ta x~

ioxTL iauLm.-In the

ase of a loss

which was not allowed for any taxable year by reason of
tho [at 2 sentences of section 704 (d) of the Internl.
Revenue Code of 1954 (as in effect before the date o(
the enactment of this Act), *such losshall be treated as
14'

a deduction (subject-to "cion 465 (a) of such Code)

15"

for the first taxable year beginning after December 31,

16.

1978.

17 1) (zOudOLAB

18

M m

(1) The heading of section 465 is amended to read

19

-

follows:'

20 %iw 4L, DIDUOrONS LMr) D TO AMOUNT AT RISL"
" .()
22.1

I

The table of sections for mbpart O of part II of

mibhater E of apter 1 is amended by striking out

23

"in ce

24

section 465.

of

ertin atiHvities"

in the iten relating td

48
46
1 SEC. 202. EXTENSION OF AT RISK

TO

CLOSELY HELD CORPORATIONS.

2

3

PROVISIONS

Subsection (a) of section 465 (relating to deductions

4 limited to amount at risk) is amended to read as follows:

",(a)
6

LIMITATION To AMOUNT AT RISK.-

"(1) IN OENEBAL.-In the case of-

7

"(A) an individual,

8
9

"(B) an electing small business corporation
(as defined in section 1371 (b) ), and

10

"(C) a corporation with respect to which the

11
12

stock ownership requirement of paragraph (2) of
section 542 (a) is met,

13
14

engaged in an activity to which this section applies, any

15

allowed only to the extent of the aggregate amount with

16

respect to which the taxpayer is at risk (within the

17

meaning of subsection (b))

18

close of the taxable year.

19

loss from such activity for the taxable yeax shall be

"(2)

DEDuoN

for such activity at the

IN suCoCmmNG YBiL.-Any

20

loss from an activity to which this section applies not

21

allowed under this section for the taxable year shall

22

be treated as a deduction allocable to such activity in the

23

first succeeding taxable year."
I

49
47
1 SEC. 9k RECAPTURE OF LOSSES, WHERE AMOUNT AT
RISK IS LESS THAN ZERO.

2

Seotion 465 (relating to deductions limited to amount at

3

4 risk) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following
5 new subsection:
"(e)

6

RECAPrTuR

OF LosSxS WHERE

AMOUNT AT

7 RiSK Is LusS TlAN Zimo.8

9
10

"(1) I GBN AL.--If zero exceeds the amount
'. ,whichthe taxpayer is at risk in any activity at the
:close of any taxable year-'
, '" (A) the taxpayer shall include in his gross

11
12
3 ,

,,

14

income for such taxable year (as income from such
activity) an amount equal to such excess, and
"(B)

an amount equal to the amount so in-

15

e....dudedin gms income shall be treated as a deduo-

16

tion allocable to such activity for the first sucoeed-

17

ing taxable year.

18

"(2) IMUTATIOX.-The excess referred to in para-

19

graph(1). shall not exceed-

20

"(A);.the aggregate amount of the reductions

21

required by subsection (b) (5) with respect to the

22..' ,

activity for all prior taxable years, reduced by
"(B) the amounts previously included in gross

50
48
income with respect to such activity under this sub2
3

4

section."
SEC. 204. EFFECTIVE DATES.

(a) IN GwmAL.-The amendments made by this sub-

5 title shall apply to taxable years beginning after Decem6 ber31, 1978.

(b) TR

SITIONAL RULB FOB RZEAPTURB Pvi-

8 &ON.-If the amount which the taxpayer is at risk in any
9 activity as of the close of the taxpayer's last taxable year
10 beginning before January 1, 1979, is les than zero, scion
11 465(e) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (as
12 added by section 203 of this Act) shall be applied with
13 respect to such activity of the taxpayer by substituting such
14 negative amount for zero.

15

Subtitle B-Partnership Provisions

16 SEC. 211. PENALTY FOR FAILURE TO FLIe PARTNERSHIP
17

RETURN.

18

(a) Gnsmimi RuL.-Subchapter B of chapter 68

19

(relating to assessable penalties) is amended by adding at

20 the end thereof the following new section:
21 "SEC. UK8 FAILURE TO FILE PARTNERSHIP RETURN.

22

"(a) Gm

&LRULm.-In addition to the penalty im-

23 posed by section 7208 (relating to willful failure to file
24 return, supply information, or pay tax), if any patnership

51
49
1 required to file a retarn under section 6081 for any taxable
2 year-

3

"(1)

fails to file such return at the time pre

bed

4

therefor (determined with regard to any extension of

5

time for filing), or

"(2) files a return which Wig to so wthe in-

6
7

formation required under section 603f,

-8' such partnership shall be liable for &penalty' det eied
9 under subiectdon (b) for each month (or fraction thereof)

10 during which such failur6 continues (but n6t to xceed 5
i months), unless it is shown that'such fail is i atlt rer-

Son

cause.

"(b) AMOUNT P= MoXN.-For purpbsea of inbse&
13
14' tion (a), the amount determined under thil subsection for
15 any month is the product of--

16
P
18

-

"(1) $60, m tipli by
"(2) the zmber of persons who were partners in
the partnership during any part of ths tacklee year.

"() AssMXNT OP PBNALY.-The penalty imposed
be assessed against the partnership.
20 by subsection (a) s
19

NOTT To APPLY.--"
(d) DFICOEITOY PROONDUD
21
22 Subchapter B of chapter 63 relatingg to deficiency pro 4 .

23 d"re for income, estate, gift, and certain excise taxes)f
24 -shall not apply in respect of the assessment or collection 6f
2S any penalty imposed by subsection (a) ."

52
50

1
2

(b) OLuaoAL AM

MlBDmT.-The table of sections for

subohapter B of chapter 68 is amended by adding at the

3 end thereof the following new item:
"See. 6&OFailur to file partnership return"
4

(o) EPFoTvB DAT.--The amendments made by this

5

section shall apply with respect to returns for taxable years

6

beginning after Deoember 31, 1978.

7 SZC. 21

I

EXTENSION OF STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS IN

8

THE CASE OF PARTNEsEHP ITML

9

(a) AssuMai,~m oF DmonNomriS.ection 6501

10

(relating to limitations on assessment and collection) is

11

amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

12
13

"(q)

8 WUL RLMS IFoa Px

UMm

ITMs OF

14
.15

"(1)

omim

.- In the am of any tax imposed

16

by subtitle A with respect to any person, the period for

17

a

18

item of a federally registered partnership shall not expire

19

before the later of-

a deficiency attributable to any partnership

20

"(A) the dat which is 4 years after the date

21

on which the partnerhip return !or the pateship

22

taxable year in which the item arose was filed (or, if

23

later, the date prescribed for filing the return), or

24

"(B) if the name or addre

of such person

16

53
51
1
2
3

does not appear on the partnership return, the date
which is I year after the date on which such information is furnished to the Secretary in such man-

4

ner and at such place as he may prescribe by regu-

5

lations.

6

"(2) PAwx TUP

rrm DuNED.-For purposes

7

of this subsection, the term 'partership item' means-

8
9

"(A) any item required to be taken into acount for the partnership taxable year under any

10
11

provison of subchapter K of chapter 1 to the extent
that regulations prescribed by the Secretary provide

12

that for purposes of this subtitle such item is more

13

appropriately determined at the partnership level

1

15

than at the partner level, and
"(B) any other item to the extent affected by

16

an item described in subparagraph (A).

17.

" (3) ExTE13s16S BY AGUMU.iT.-The exten-

18

sons referred to in subsection (c) (4), insofar as they

19

relate to partnership items, may, with' respect to any

20

person, be consented to-

21:

"(A)

except to the extekit the Secretary is

22

otherwise notified by the pirtnership, by a general

23

partner of the partnership, or

24
25

"(B) by any person authorized to do so by the
partnership in writing.

54
52

1

(4) FEDUKLLY

awisTsU

PAwR

=

P--

2
3

For purposes of this subsection, the term 'federally registered partnership' means, with respect to any partner-

4

ship taxable year, any partnership-

5

"(A) interests in which have been offered for

6

sale at any time during such taxable year or a

7

prior taxable year in any offering required to be

8

registered with the Securities and Exchange Com-.

9

miMon, or
" (B) which at any time during suchtaxable

10
11

year or a prior taxable year, was subject to the

12

annual reporting requirements of the securities and

13
14
15

Exchange Commisson."
(b) (Qmrrs ww :Rwuze.-(1) IN om"a.-&ction 6611 ratingg to lim-

16

itaons on credit or refund) is amended by redesn

17
18

ubsection (g) as subsection (h) and by inserting after
susection (f) the following new subsection:

19

"(g) OPWUot

20

FM eAU, Y

21

"(1)

E

RULB FOR PA~N

g

MWu ITEMR OF

&M~MPAwRTMRMP&IN OBNI

1.--In the cae of any tax im-

22

posed by subtitle A with respect to any person, the

23

period for filing a claim for credit or refund of any over-

24

payment attributable to any partnenhp item of a feder-

55
53
1

ally registered partnership shall not expire before the

2

later of-

3

"(A) the date which is 4 years after the date

4

prescribed by law (including extensions thereof) for

5

filing the partnership return for the partnership tax-

6

able year in which the item arose, or

7

"(B) if an agreement under the provisions of

8

section 6501 (c) (4) extending the period for the

9

assessment of any deficiency attributable to such

10

partnership item is made before the date specified in

11

subparagraph (A), the date 6 months after the

12

expiration of such extension.

13

In any case to which the preceding sentence applies,

14

the amount of the credit or refund may exceed the por-

15

tion of the tax paid within the period provided in msb-

16

section (b) (2) or (c), whichever is applicable.

17

"(2) DwsmnTmoi.-For purposes of this sabseo-

18

tion, the terms 'partnership item' and 'federally regis-

19

tered partnership' have the inme meanings as such terms

20

have when used in section 6501 (q)

."

(2) TwoI[nIcA1 AWW MBNT.--Paftgmph (2) Of

21

22

section 6512 (b) (relating to overpayment determined

23

by Tax Court) is amended by striking out "(c), or

24

(d)" each place it appears and inserting in lieu thereof

25

"(o),

(d), or (g)".

56
54

(e) E&Fo~rivE DATE.-The amendments made by this
2 section shall apply to partnership items arising in partner3 ship taxable years beginning after December 31, 1978.
1

4
5
6

TITLE III-PROVISIONS PRIMARILY
AFFECTING BUSINESS INCOME

TAX

7

Subtitle A-Corporate Rate Reductions

8

SEC. ML CORPORATE RAT$ REDUCTION.,

9

(a) IN GEN=U.--Secton

11 (relating to the tax

10 imposed on corporations) is amended to read s follows:
"SeC. IL TAX IMPOSED.

"(a) ClOEOa&Tows nr GNwUit.--A tax is hereby
12
13 imposed for eah taauble year Q9 the taxable inoome, of every
14 corporation.

15

"(b) Axomr or Tx,-The amount of the tax im.

16 posed by subsection (a) dall be the sum of-17

"(1) 17 pret

.,

of so much of the taxable income.

18

as does not exceed P5,000;

19
20

"(2) 20 percmt of so much of the. taxable income
as exoeeds $5,000 but does not exceed $50,000;

21

"(3) 80 percent of so much of the taxable income

2

as exceeds $50,000 but does not ewceed $75,000;

23

"(4) 40 percent of so much of the taxable income

24

as exceeds $75,000 but does not exceed $100,000; plus

25

"(5) 46 percent of s much of the taxable income

26

u exceeds $100,000.

57
55

1

(a) shall not apply to
ON
"(c) Ex ro~s.-Bubsection

2 a corporation subject to a tax imposed by-"(1) section 594 (relating to mutual savings banks
3

4

conducting life insurance business),
"(2) subchapter L (sec. 801 and following, relating

6
7

to insurance companies), or
"(3) subchapter X (sec. 851 and following, relat-

8
9

ing to regulated investment companies and real estate
investment trusts).

10

"(d)

I the case of a
FoisoN CORPORATIONS.-h

11 foreign corporation, the tax imposed by subsection (a) shall
12 apply only as provided by section 882."
(b) CONFouMnto Axwa xnrs.13
(1) CR08 RMFBBNSCO

14

RULATIGO TO OOPORA-

15

TIONS.-Paragraph (7) of section 12 (relating to cross

16

references relating to tax on corporations) is amended

17

to read as follows:
"(7) For limitation on bemnits of graduted rate
schedule provided In action 11(b), see section I L"

(2) DivDnw ECIVRD ON OZTA

is

PERUPnMM

cK.-Subparagraph (B) of section 244 (a) (2) (re-

19

s

20

lating to dividends received on certain preferred stock)

21-

is amended by striking out "the sum of the normal tax

22

rate and the surtax rate for the taxable year prescribed

23

by section 11" and inserting in lieu thereot "the high-

24

est rate of tax specified in section 11( b) ".

58
56
-

,i(3)

DIwmuNDS PAID ON

ORTAIN PRBPUFRD

STOCK OF PUBLIC UTILITIR.--SubpaMgraph (B) of

2
.

-setion 247 (a) (2) (relating to dividends paid on oer-

4

tain preferred stock of public utilities) is amended by
striking out "the sum of the normal tax rate and the

6
7:

surtax rate for the taxable year specified in section 11"
and inserting in lieu thereof "the highest rate of tax
specified in section 11 (b)".

9
10 '

(4) TAx ON uIRLAuTz Busnas InooMB OF
., OGAr,ATIONS.-

HAW

i1 " - - -,

(A) IIpomoN oF TAX.-Paragraph (1) of

12

section 511 (a) (relating to charitable, etc., organi-

13

zations taxable at corporation rates) is amended by

14

striking out "a normal tax and a surtax" and insert-

15"

mn gin lieu thereof a tax".

()6

Ou

._TIoNs SUWBJOT TO TAX.-

17

Paragraph (2) of section 511 (a) is amended by

18 ..,

striking out "taxes" each place it appears and in-

serting in lieu thereof "tax".
20

(5) POLITICAL OGANIATIONS.-Paragraph (1)

21

of section 527 (b) (relating to tax imposed) is amended

22,

to read as foUows:-

23"(1)

IN ONn

.- A tax is hereby. imposed for

each taxable year on the political organizton taxable
25

income of every political organization. Ouch tax shal be

59
57.
1

computed by multiplying the p6liticai organization tax-

2

able income by the highest iate, of tax, specified in see-

4

6
7

•

(6) HoMnowNPM Aa8O&TIros.-Paragraph (1)
of section 528 (b) (relating to tar imposed) is amended
.
to read as lows : "- ' ,
"(1) IN

aNNIx.-A tax is hereby imposed for

8
9

eaoli texable year. on ,theholieowneit association taxable income of every Iomeowners-Lssooistin.. Such tax

to

shall be "eemputed. by mult-plyidg,,the homeowners as-

11

soation taxable icunbe by't te highest rate of tax

12

specified in secfion

13

(7) Lum

( ) ."
mNs&uwo

o-pA-ig.-Paragraph

14

(1) of section 802(a) (relating to. tax imposed) is

15

amended by striking out "a norm! tax and surtax" and

16

insertng in lieu thereof "a tax".

17

(8) MUTUA INSUBV&o8 OMOPANI.-

18

(A) I" ORm L.--ubsectiou (a) of section

19

821 (relating to toi on matu insurance companies

20

to which pait 1- applies) ii amended t- read as

21

follows:

22

23

"(a) IMoSffoN OV TAX."(1)

I ON
ofn"AL.--A tax is hereby imposed for

24

each taxabe" year on. the mutWal'insurance company

25

taxable income 'of every mrutal insurance CompaDy

60

58
2
3

company and other than a
(other than a life insmu
firelood, or mrzinesurace company subject to the
tax imposed by notion 881). Such tax h be oom-

4

pated by multiplyin

5

table inomm by the rats provided in setion 11 (b).

6

(2) OAw ON TAX wHDD 11OOMB 18

I

the mutual insrance company
TH

7

tsi,ooo.--The tax imposed by ptagrph (1) shall not

8

exceed 84 percent of the mount by which the mutual

9

insuace company table fnme exeeds $6,W000."

10

(B) SMALL ooMPAimuL.hr-ragraph (1) of

i

section 821 (a) (relating to vlternatve tax for

12

certain mall companies) is amended to read as

13

follows:

14

"(1) IOF

TAX.--

15

"(A) I, oamaL.--There is hereby imposed

16

for each taxable year on the income of every mutual

17

surface company to which this sbsetion applies

18

a tax (widishall be in lieu of the tax imposed by

19

sabseton (a)). SBuch tax

20

multiplying the taxable invesment income by the

21

rates provided in eection 11 (b).

-22

"(B) (W wnM

a

be computed by

noox is xe T

23

se,ooo.-The tax imposed by sbp

rh

24

shall not exceed 84 percent of the amount by which

25

the taale invement income exceeds $8,000."

(A)

61
59
1

(9)

ELBOrION BY MUTUAL INSURANOB

OM-

2

PANY WMOH IS A ROIPRoAL.-Paragraph (1) of

3

section 826(o) (relating to exception) is amended to

4

read as follows:
"(1) is subject to the tax imposed by section 11;".
(10)

6

ILUGUIATSD

INTMBNT

COMPANi.-

7

Paragraph (1) of section 852 (b) (relating to method

8
9

of taxation of companies and shareholders) is amended
to read as follows:

10
11

"(1) IMPOSTION OF TAX ON UGULAT D INVSTMBNT OoMPAMIM.-Iere is hereby imposed for each

12

taxable year upon the investment company taxable in-

13

come of every regulated investment company a tax oom-

14

puted as provided in section 11, as though the investment

I,

company taxable income were the taxable income

16

referred to in section 11."

17

(11) RA

E TATB INVSTMN

T TRUS.--Para

18

graph (1) of section 857 (b) (relating to imposition of

19

normal tax and surtax on real estate investment trusts)

20

is amended to read as follows:

"(1) IMPOSTION OF TAX ON

21

RIMA

*T.&T IN-

22

vswxmm'r T ounr.-There is hereby imposed for each

23

taxable year on the real estate investment trust taxable

24

income of every real estate investment trt

25

puted as provided in section 11, as though the real

32-8353
0 - 73 - 5

a tax com-

62
60
1

estate investment trust taxable income were the taxable

2

income referred to in section 11."

3

(12) TAx oN ioomE oF FOREIoN o RPORATIONS

4

CONNECTED WITH UNITED STATES BUSINBS.-The

5

heading of subsection (a) of section 882 (relating to

6

tax on income of foreign corporations connected with

7

United States business) and the heading of paragraph

8

(1) of such subsection are amended to read as follows:

9

"(a) IMPOSITION OF TA.-

10

"(I) INOE4ERAL.--".

11

(13)

FoimN TAx CEDI.-Paragraph (2) of
(relating to reduction in amount al-

12

section 907 (a)

13

lowed as foreign tax under section 901) is amended to

14

read as follows:

15
16

"(2) the percentage which is equal to the highest
rate of tax specified in section 11 (b)

."

17

(14) SPWIAL DEDUCTION FOR WESTERN HEM-

18

SPHERE TRADE COBPORATION.-Subparagraph (B) of

19

section 922 (a) (2)

20

amended by striking out "the sum of the normal tax

21

rate and the surtax rate for the taxable year prescribed

22

by section 11" and inserting in lieu thereof "the highest

23

rate of tax specified in section 11 (b)

24

25

(15)

(relating to general rule)

is

."

ELECTION BY INDIVIDUALS To BR

SUS-

JCT TO TAX AT CORPORATE RATE.-Subsection (o)

63
61

of section 962 (relating to surtax exemption with respect
2
3

to individuals subject to tax at corporate rates) is
amended to read as follows:

4

"()

Pro RATIo OF EACH SuvoN 11 BRAKES

5 AmoUNT.--For purposes of applying subsection (a) (1),
6 the amount in each taxable income bracket in the tax table
7 in section 11 (b) shall not exceed an amount which bears
8 the same ratio to such bracket amount as the amount in9 eluded in the gross income of the United States shareholder
10 under section 951 (a) for the taxable year bears to such
l shareholder's pro rata share of the earnings and profits for
12

the taxable year of all controlled foreign corporations with

13 respta to which such shareholder includes any amount in

14 grow income under section 951 (a)."

15

(16) TRA=TMmT oF

u3Oovmmm

oF FOnioIN Ex-

16

PrOPIAIOx LOWO.--Paragraph (4) of section 1851

17

(d) (relating to adjustment for prior tax benefits) is

18

amended to read as follows:

19

"(4)

SN

OF OUBI

NT TAX R"T.-

20

For purposes of this subsection, the rates of tax specified

21

in section 11 (b) for the taxable year of the recovery

22

shall be treated as having been in effect for all prior tax-

23

able yea."

24

25'

(17) AmmmDmrS OF sUToN 1551.-

(A) Subsection (a) of section 1551 (relating

64
62

2
0

to disallowance of surtax exemption and accumulated earnings credit) is amended(i) by striking out "disallow the surtax

4

exemption (as defined in section 11 (d))" and

5

inserting in lieu thereof "disallow the benefits

6
7

of the rates contained in section 11 (b) which
are lower than the highest rate specified in such

8
9

section", and
(ii) by striking out "such exemption or"

10

and inserting in lieu thereof "such benefits or".

11

(B) The section heading of section 1551 is

1

12

amended to read as follows:

13 "SEC. 155L DISALLOWANCE OF THE BENEFITS OF THE
14

GRADUATED CORPORATE RATES AND AC.

15

CUMULATED EARNINGS CREDIT."

16

(0) The table of sections for part I of sub-

17

chapter B of chapter 6 is amended by striking out

18

the item relating to section. 1551 and inserting in

19

lieu thereof the following new item:
"Sec. 1551. Disalloance of the benefits of the graduated
corporate rates and accumulated earnings
credit."

20

(18) LIMITATIONS ON CERTAIN MULTIPLE TAX

21

BEXYTS IN TiE CASE OF CERTAIN CONTROLLED

22

CORPORATIONS.--

23

(A) IN OEmRAL.-Subsection (a) of section

65
68

I

1501 (relating to limitations on certain multiple

2
3

tax benefits in the case of certain controlled corporations) ii amended-

4

(i) by striking out psgraph (1) and in-

serting in lieu thereof the following:

5
6
7

"(1) amounts in each taxable income bracket in
the tax table in section 11 (b) which do not aggregate

8
9

more than the maximum amount in such bracket to
which a corporation which is not a component member

10

of a controlled group is entitled,",

11

(ii) by striking out "amount" each place

12

it appears in the second sentence and inserting

13

in lien thereof "amounts", and

14

(iii) by striking out the last sentence.

15

(B)

UTM

oS0T TAXABLE YtNA.-Para

16

graph (1) ofdsection 1561 (b) (relating to certain

17

short taxable years) is amended to read as follows:

18

"(1) the amount in eac taxable income bracket in

19

the tax table in section 11 (b),".

20

(19)

21

8o1N.--

RBPMM oF COMAM

2(A)

OMOUTS PWVI-

Subsecon (o) of seetion 6154 (defining
estimate

23

"(c)

ESTImA

tax) is amended to red as follows:
TAx Dmm .- For Purposes of this

66
94
title, in the case of 'a corporation the term 'estimated tax'
2 means the excess of-'.
0n

"(1)

the amount which the* corporation estimates

4

as the -amount of the income tax imposed by section 11

5

or 1201 (a), or subchapter L of.chapter 1, whichever

6

is applicable, over

7

"(2) the amount which the corporation estimates as

s

the sum of the credits against tax provided by part IV

9

of subchapter A of chapter 1."
(B) Subsection (e) of section 6655 (defining

10
11
12

tax) is amended to read ks follows:
"(e)

TAx.-For. purposes of subseeoN
DFi tIONOF

13 tiomi (b) and (d), the term 'tax' means the excess of14

"(1) the taximposed by geion 11 or 1201(a), or

15

subchapter It of chapter 1, whichever is applicable, over

16

"(2) the credits against tax provided by part IV

17

of subchapter A of apter 1."

18

(c) EFkoTwV DATm.--The amendmetits made by this

19 section shall apply to taxable years beginning after Decem20 ber 31, 1978
21

-

Subtitle B-Credits

22 SEC. s1L 10-PERCUNT INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT AND
23

$100000 LIMITATION

24

MADE PERMANENT.

25

ON USED

PROPERTY

(a) 10-PMaBNT INVRBTMZNT TAX CUrDIr.-Para-

67
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1 graph (2) of section 46(a) (relating to amount of credit
2 for current taxable year) is amended(1) by striking out ", ad before January 1, 1981"
S
4

5

in clauses (i)-and (iii) of subparagraph (D),
(2) by striking out ", and before January 1, 1981,

6
7

and placed in service by the taxpayer before January 1,
1981" in clause (i) of subparagraph (D), and

8
9

(3) by adding at the end thereof the following new
subparagraph:

10

SPHoUL RULB FO SUBPA ORAPH

"(E)

11

(.-For purposes of applying subparagraph (B),

12

subpLunraph (D) shall be applied-

13

"(i) by inserting 'and before January 1,

14

1981,' after '1975,' the second place it-appears

15

in clause (i) and where it appears in clause

16

(iii), and

17

"(ii) by inserting 'ed before January 1,

18

1981, and placed in service by the taxpayer

19

before January 1, 1981,' after '1975,' in clause

20

(ii)."

21

(b) $100,000 LIMITATION ON UBU) PROPBRTY.-

22 Paragraph (2) of section 301 (c) of the Tax Reduction Act

23 of 1975 (relating to effective date for increase of dollar,
24 limitation on used property) is amended by striking out
25 and before January 1, 1981".

",
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1 SEC. 312. INCREASE IN LIMITATION ON INVESTMENT
CREDIT TO 90 PERCENT OF TAX LIABILITY.

2
3

(a) INCREASE IN GENERAL LIMITATIO.-Paragraph

4

(3) of section 46(a) (relating to amount of credit) is

5 amended to read as follows:
6

"(3)

LIMITATION BASED ON AMOUNT OF TAX.-

7

Notwithstanding paragraph (1), the credit allowed by

8

section 38 for the taxable year shall not exceed-

9

"(A) so much of the liability for tax for the

10
11

taxable year as does not exceed $25,000, plus
"(B) the following percentage of so much

12

of the liability for tax for the taxable year as

13

exceeds $25,000:
"If the taxable year
The percentse b:
ends In:
t------------- 60
W9 -----------------0
O-------------------------------1980
80
1981 -----------------------------------1982 or thereafter ------------------------

14

(b) SPECIAL RuLS FOR CmTA

90."

UTLITIES, RAIL-

15 ROADS, AND AIRLINES.16

(1) UTILITIES.-Paragraph (7) of section 46(a)

17

relating to alternative limitation in the case of cer-

18

tain utilities)

19

"(7)

20

21
22

is amended to read as follows:

ALTERNATIVE LIMITATION IN THE CASN

OF CERTAIN UTILITIE.-

"(A)

IN OEzERAL.--If, for the taxable year

ending in 1979-

69
(;7
"(i)

the amount of the qualified investment of the taxpayer which is attributable to
3

public utility property is 25 percent or more

4'

of his aggregate qualified investment, and

5

"(i i) the application of this paragraph re-

6
7

sults in a percentage higher than 60 percent,
then subparagraph (B) of paragraph (3) of this

C

subsection shall be applied by substituting for '60

9

percent' the taxpayer's applicable percentage for

10

such year.

11

"(B) APPLICABLE PECENTAE.-The appli-

12

cable percentage for any taxpayer for any taxable

13

year ending in 1979 is--

14

"(i)

'As

"(ii) that portion of 20 percent which the

50 percent, plus

1i

taxpayer's amount

17

which is public utility property bears to his ag-

18

gregate qualified investment. '

of qualified

investment

19

If the proportion referred to in clause (ii) is 75

20

percent or more, the applicable percentage of the

21

taxpayer for the year shall be 70 percent.

22

"(C)

PUBLIC UTILITY PROPERTY DEFINED.-

23

For purposes of this paragraph, the term 'publo

24

utility property' has the meaning given to such term

25

by the first sentence of subsection (c) (3) (B)

."

70
68

(2)
2_

CMRAIN RAILROADS AND AIRLINM.--Subsecton (a)

3

of section 46 is amended by striking out paragraphs (8)

4

and (9) and by inserting in lieu thereof the following

5

new paragraph:

6

7
8
9
--

ALTERNATIVE LIMITATION IN THE CASB OF

"(8)

ALTERNATIVE LIMITATION IN THE CASE OF

CERTAIN RAILROADS AND AIRLINES."(A)

IN G-NERAL.-If, for a taxable year

ending in 1979 or 1980-

"(i) the aniount of the qualified investment

10
11--

of the taxpayer which is attributable to railroad

12

property or to airline property, as the case may

13

be, is 25 percent or more of his aggregate quali-

14

fled investment, and

15

"(ii) the application of this paragraph re-

16

suits in a percentage higher than 60 percent

17

(70 percent in the casa of a taxable year end-

18

ing in 1980),

19

then subparagraph (B) of paragraph (3) of this

20

subsection shall be applied by substituting for '60

21

percent' ('70 percent' in the case of a taxable year

22

ending in 1980) the taxpayer's applicable percent-

2.3

age for such year.

24

"(B)

APPLICABLE P

CWETAO.-The

appli-
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1
2

cable percentage of any taxpayer for any taxable
year under this paragraph is--

3

(i) 50 percent, plus

4

"(ii)

that portion of the tentative per-

5

centage for the taxable year which the taxpay-

6
7

er's amount of qualified investment which is
railroad property or airline property (as the

8

case may be) bears to his aggregate qualified

9

investment.

-

10

If the proportion referred to in clause (ii) is 75

11

percent or more, the applicable percentage of the

12

taxpayer for the taxable year shall be 90 percent

13
14

(80 percent in the case of a taxable year ending
in 1980).

15

"(C)

TENTATIVE PER NTAGE.-For pur-

16

poses of subparagraph (B), the tentative percent-

17

age shall be determined under the following table:
"I the taxable year
The tentative prcettag is:
ends in:
1979 ----------------------------------40
1980 -----------------------------------80

18

"(D)

RAILROAD PROPERTY DBIIND.-For

19

purposes of this paragraph, the term 'rilroad

20

property' means section 38 property used by the

21

taxpayer directly in connection with the trade or

22

business carried on by the taxpayer of operating a

72
70
1

railroad (including a railroad switching or tenninal

2
3

company).

4'

poses of this paragraph, the term 'airline property'

5

means section 38 property used by the taxpayer

6
7

directly in connection with the trade or business
carried on by the taxpayer of the furnishing or

8
9

sale of transportation as a common carrier by air
subject to the jurisdiction of the Civil Aeronautics

10
11
12.

"*(E) AIRLINE PROPERTY DEFINx.-For pur-

Board or the Federal Aviation Administration."

(o) REPEAL OF CERTAIN 0BSOLBB PROVISIONS.(1) Subsections (h),

(i), and (j) of section 48

13

and sections 49 and 50 are hereby repealed.

14

(2) Paragraphs (1) and (2)

of section 46(f)

15

and subparagraph (B) of section 48 (a) (7) are each

16
17

amended by striking out "described in section 50".
(3) Subparagraph (A) of section 48 (a) (7)

18

amended by striking out "(other than pre-termination

19

property) ".

20

21

is

(4) Subsection (i) of section 167 is hereby re-

pealed.

212

(5) The table of sections for subpart B of part IV

23

of subchapter A of chapter 1 is amended by striking

24

out the items relating to sections 49 and 50.

25

(d) EFFEOT[vB DATE.-The amendments made by

73
71
1 this section shall apply to taxable years ending after December 31, 1978.
SEC. 31& INVESTMENT CREDIT FOR POLLUTION CONTROL
4

5

FACILITIES.

(a) IN GBNHX

AL.-Paragraph (5) of section 46(c)

6 (relating to applicable percentage in the case of certain pol7 lution control facilities) is amended to read as follows:
8
9

10

11

"(5)

APPLICABLB PERBNTAGB IN THB OAJi OF

CBRTAYN POLLUTION CONTROL PACLITIRS.-

"(A) IN oBNEmRA.-Notwithstanding paragraph (2), in the case of property"(i)

12
13

with respect to which an election

under section 169 appis, and

14

"(ii) the useful life of which (determined

1-5

without regard to section 169) is not less than

16

5 years,

17

100 percent shall be the applicable percentage for

18

purposes of applying paragraph (1) with respect

19

to so much of the adjusted basis of the property as

20

(after the application of section 169 (f)) constitutes

21

the amortizable basis for purposes of section 169.

22

"(B)

SP

AlouRULB WERE PROPERTY IS

23

FINANCED BY INDUSTRIAL DBVBWPMWNT BONDS.-

24

To the extent that any property is financed by the

25

proceeds of an industrial development bond (within

74
72

the meaning of section 103 (b) (2)) the interest
on which is exempt from tax under section 103,

1
2.
3

subparagraph (A) shall be applied by substituting
'50 percent' for '100 percent'."

4
5

(b)

EFFBCTIVE DATB.-The amendment made by

6 subsection (a) shall apply to-

7

(1) property acquired by the taxpayer after De-

8
9

cember 31, 1978, and
(2) property the construction, reconstruction, or

10

erection of which was completed by the taxpayer after

11

December 31, 1978 (but only to the extent of the basis

12

thereof attributable to construction, reconstruction, or

13

erection after such date).

14 SEC. 314. INVESTMENT CREDIT ALLOWED FOR CERTAIN
REHABILITATED BUILDINGS.

15
16

(a) IN GBENAL.-Paragraph (1) of section 48(a)

17

(defining section 38 property) is amended by striking out

18 the period at the end of subparagraph (C) and by inserting
19 in lieu thereof "; or" and the following new subparagraph:
4

20

"(D) in the case of a qualified rehabilitated

21

building, that portion of the basis which is attribut-

22

able to qualified rehabilitation expenditures (within

23

the meaningof subsection (g))."

24

(b)

QUALITIED REHABILITATED

BUIDnINSo

DE-

75
78

1 FIND.--Section 48 is amended by inserting after subsection
f
2 (f) the following new subsection:

3

"(g)

SPROUL RuLu

4 TATED BUIwINos.-For

5
6

7

FOR QUALIFIED REHABILI-

purposes of this subpart-

" (1) QUALIFIED REHABILITATED BUILDING DEFINXED.-

"(A) IN oE

.nAI.--The
term 'qualified re-

8
9

habilitated building' means *Aiy building (and its
structural components) -,

10
11

"(i) which has been rehabilitated,
"(ii) which was placed in service before'

12

the beginning of the rehabilitation, and

13

"(il) 75 percent or more of the existing

14

external walls of which are retained in place as

15

external walls in the rehabilitation process.

16

"(B)

5 mAW MUST HAVE nAPSED SINCE

17

CONSTRUCTION OR PRIOR REHABILITATION.-A

18

building shall not be a qualified rehabilitated build-

19

ing unless there is a period of at least 5 years

20

between-

21
22
23
24
20

"(i) the date the physical work on this rehabilitation of the building began, and

"(i) the later of"(I) the date such building was first
placed in service, or

76
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"(II)

1

the date such building was

2
3

placed in service in connection with a prior
rehabilitation with respect to which a credit

4

was allowed by reason of subsection (a)

5

(1) (D).
"(C)

6

MAJOR PORTION TREATED AS BEPA-

7

RATE BUILDING IN CERTAIN CASM.-Where there

8
9

is a separate rehabilitation of a major portion of a
building, such major portion shall be treated as a
separate building.

10

11

"(D)

REHABILITATION

12

SmUOTION.-Reha'lUtation

13

tion.

14

"(2)

15

INCLUDES RECONincludes

reconstruc-

QUALYFrBD RETAILITATION BXPENDITURB

DEFINED.-

16

"(A) IN ORNBRAL.-The term 'qualified reha-

17

bilitation expenditure' means any amount properly

18

chargeable to capital account which is incurred after

19

July 26, 1978-

"(i)

-

for property (or additions or im-

21

provements to property) with a useful life of

22

5 years or more, and

"(ii) in connection with the rehabilitation

23
24

of a qualified rehabilitated building.

25

"(D)

CERTAIN

EXPENDITURBS

NOT

IS-

77
75
t

CLUDE.-The term 'qualified rehabilitation expend-

2

iture' does not include-"(i) PROPERTY OTHERWISE SECTION 88

3
4

PROPERTY.-Any

5

which constitutes section 38 property (deter-

expenditure

for property

mined without regard to subsection (a) (1)
7

(D)).

8

(ii) COST OF ACQUISITION.-The cost of

9

acquiring any building or any interest therein.
"(iii) ENT.A

10

BXBN.-Any expenditure

11

attributable to the enlargement of the existing

12

building.
"(3)

13

PROPERTY TREATED AS NEW SECTION -38

14

PROPERTY.-Property which is treated as section 38

15

property by reason of subsection (a) (1) (D) shall be

16

treated as new section 38 property."

17

(c)

TECHNICAL AMENDMENT.-Paragraph

(8)

of

18 section 48 (a) (relating to amortized property) is amended
19 by striking out "or 188" and inserting in leu thereof "188,
20 or 191".
21

(d) EFFECTIVB DA.-The amendments made by this

22 section shall apply to taxable years ending after July 26,
23 1978; except that the amendment made by subsection (c)

24 shall only apply with respect to property placed in service
25 after such date.
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1 SEC. 315. TARGETED JOBS CREDIT.
(a) IN G(ENURAL.--0ction 51 (relating to amount
2
3 of credit) is amended to read as follows:

4 'SIEC. 51. AMOUNT OF CREDIT.
5

"(a)

DETERMINATION OF AMOUNT.-The amount of

6 the credit allowable by section 44B for the taxable year
7 shall be the sum of8
9

"(1)

50 percent of the qualified first-year wages

for such year, and
"(2) 16 percent of the qualified second-year wages

10
11

for such year.

12

"(b)

QuALnuz

WAoS DFiNwB.-For purposes of

13 this subpart14

" (1) IN GENERAL-The term 'qualified wages'

15

means the wages paid or incurred by the employer

16

during the taxable year to individuals who are mem-

17

hers of a' targeted group.

18

-

"(2) QuAuPmD PsT-YEAz wAoEs.-The term

20

'qualified first-year wages' means, with respect to- any
individual, qualified wages attributable to service ren-

21

dered during the 1-year period beginning %ith the day

22

the individual begins work for the employer (or, in the

23

case of a vocational rehabilitation referral, the day the

24

individual begins work for the employer on or after the

25

beginning of such individual's rehabilitation plan).

19

79
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"(3)

1

QUALIFIED

SECOND-YEAB

WAGES.-The

2,

term 'qualified second-year wages' means, with respect

3

to any individual, the qualified wages attributable to

4

service rendered during the i-year period beginning on

5

the day after the last day of the 1-year period with re-

6
7

spect to such individual determined under paragraph
(2).

s

"(4)

ONLY FIRST $6,000 OF WAGES PER YEAR

9

TAKEN INTO ACOOUNT.-The amount of the qualified

10

first-year wages, and the amount of the -qualified second-

11

year wages, which may be taken into account with re-

12_

spect to any individual shall not exceed $6,000 per year.

13

"(5) WAGES DFIxNHD.-Except as provided in

14

subsection (g) (2), the term 'wages' has the meaning
given to such term by subsection (b) of section 3306

16

(determined without regard to any dollar limitation

17

contained in such section).

18

"(c)

MEMEBRaS OF TAR BTBD G(ouPs.-For pur-

19 poses of this subpart20
21

"(1)

IN GBNRAL.-An individual is a member of

a targeted group if such individual is-

22

"(A) a WIN registrant,

23

"(B) a vocational rehabilitation referral,

24

"(C) a food stamp youth,

80
78
"(D) a Vietnam veteran who is a member of

1

a household receiving food stamps,
"(E) an 8SI recipient,

2
3
4

"(F) a general assistance recipient, or

5

"(G) a youth participatingin a qualified co-

6
7

operative education program.
"(2) WIN BEISTRANT.-The term 'WIN regis-

8

trant' means any individual who is certified by the

9

Secretary of Labor as having been placed in employ-

10
11

ment under a work incentive program established under
section 432 (b) (1) of the Social Security Act.

12

"(3)

VOCATIONAL RMIABILITATION REFERRALr.-

13

The term 'vocational rehabilitation referral" means any

14

individual who is certified by the Secretary of Labor

15

or by the appropriate vocational rehabilitation agency

16

s-

17

"(A) having a physical or mental disability

18

which, for such individual, constitutes or results in

19

a substantial handicap to employment, and

20

"(B)

having been referred to the employer

21

upon completion of (or while receiving) rehabilita-

22

tive services pursuant to-

23

"(i) an individualized written rehabilita-

24

tion plan under a State plan for vocational

81
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1
2
.3

rehabilitation services approved under the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, or
"(ii)

a program. of vocational rehabilita-

4

tion carried out under chapter 31 of title 38,

5

United States Code.

6

"(4) FOOD STAMP YOUTH.-

7

"(A)

IN OGNBL.-The term 'food stamp

8
9

youth' means any individual who is certified by the
Secretary of Labor as meeting-

10

"(i) the age requirements of subparagraph

11

(B) ,and

"(ii) the food stamp requirements of para-

12

13

graph (9).

14

"(B)

Ao

EQUIRBMENTS.-An

individual

-1I9

meets the age requirements of this subparagaph if

16

such individual has attained age 18 but not age 25

1i

on the hiring date. For purposes of the preceding

18

sentence, an individual who, on the hiring date, has

19

attained age 16 and has graduated from high school

20

or a vocational school shall be treated as having at-

21

tained age 18.

22

"(5) VIETNAM VETERAN WHO 18 MEMBER OF

'Viet-

23

HOUSEHOLD RECEIVING FOOD STAMPS.-The term

24

nam veteran who is a member of a household receiv-

82
80
I
2.
3

ing food stamps' means any individual who is certified
by the Secretary of Ihbor as-"(A) (i) having served on active duty (other

4

than active duty for training) in the Armed Forces

5

of the United States for a period of more than 180

6
7

days, any part of which occurred after August 4,
1964, and before May 8, 1975, or

8
9

"(ii) having been discharged or released from
active duty in the Armed Forces of the United States

10

for a service-connected disability if any part of such

11

active duty was performed after August 4, 1964,

12

and before May 8, 1975,

13

"(B)

not having any day during the pre-

14

employment period which was a day of extended ao-

15

tive duty in the Armed Forces of the United States,

16

and

17
18

"(0) meeting the food stamp requirements of
paragraph (9).

19

For purposes of subparagraph (B), the term 'extended

20

active duty' means a period of more than 90 days during

21

which the individual was on active duty (other than

22

active duty for training).

23

"(6)

81 mwimNsm.-The term '88I recipient'

24

means any individual who is certified by the Secretary

25

of Labor is receiving supplemental security income bene-

83
81
1
.

-~-

fits under title XVI of the Social Security Act (inud-;
ing supplemental security income benefits of the type

3

described in section 1616 of such Act or section 212 of

4

Public Law 93-66) for any month ending in the pre-

5

employment period.

6

(7) GENERAL AMSTANC RCIPIENTS."(A) IN OBNEAL.-The term 'general assist-

8
9

ance recipient' means any individual who is certified
by the Secretary of Labor as receiving assistance

__10

under a qualified general assistance program for any

11

period of not less than 30 days ending within the

12

pre-employment period.

13

"(B)

QuALLin

OENEMAL

AS8ITAN0B

14

PEOGRA.-The term 'qualified general assistance

15

program' means any program of a State or a politi-

16

cal subdivision of a State-

17
18

"(i) which provides general assistance or
similar assistance which-

19

"(I) is based on need, and

20

"(II) consists of money payments, and

21

"(ii) which is designated by the Secretaqy

22

(after consultation with the Secretary of Health.

23

Education, and Welfare) as meeting the m,

24

quirements of clause (i).

84

"(8) YouTH PA RICIPAo
To IN A QUALrPIrD
COOPRATIVE EDUCATION PROGAM.--*

2

"(A)

3

GNEAL.-The

term 'youth partici-

4
5

pating in a qualified cooperative education program!
means any individual who is certified by the school

6
.7

participating in the program as"(i) having attained age 16 and not having
attained age 19,

8
9
10

"(ii)
-

not-having graduated from a high

school or vocational school, and

11

"(ii) being enrolled. in and actively pur-

12

suing a qualified cooperative education program.

1s

"(B) QUALI

D COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

14

PROGRAM DEFIND.-The term 'qualified coopera-

15

tive education program' means a program of voca-

16

tional education for individuals who (through writ

-17

ten cooperative arrangements between a qualified

18

school and 1 or more employers) receive instruc-

19

tion (including required academic instruction) by

20

alternation of study and school with a job in any

21

occupational field (but only if these 2 experience

A

are planned by the school and employer so that each

28

contributes to the student's education and em-

24

ployability).

85

8s

I

"(0)

QUALPX

SCHOOL DBFINED.-The

2
3

term 'qualified school' means"(i) a specialized high school used exclu-

4

sively or principally for the provision of voca-

5

tional education to individuals who are available

6
7

for study in preparation for entering the labor
market,

8
9

"(ii) the department of a high school exclusively or principally used for providing vo-

10
11

cational education to persons who are available
for study in preparation for entering the labor

12

market, or

-

13

"(iii) a technical or vocational school used

14

exclusively or principally for the provision of

15

vocational education to persons. who have com-

16

pleted or left high school and who are available

17

for study in preparation for entering the labor

18

market.

19

A school which is not a public school shall be treated

20

as a qualified school only if it is exempt from tax

21

under section 501 (a).

22

"(D) INivmuAL MusT BB OUUBNTLY Pua-

23

SUinG PRmO

24

count with respect to a qualified cooperative educa-

25

tion program only if the wages are attributable to

A.-Wages shall be taken into ao-

86
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1

services performed while the individual meets the

2

requirements of subparagraph (A).

3

"(9) FOOD STAMP EQUMBBMNTS.-An individ-

4

ual meets the food stamp requirements of this paragraph

5

if the appropriate food stamp agency determines that,

6

during the pre-employment period, such individual was

7

a member of a household which, at any time daring such

8

period, was receiving food stamps under the Food Stamp

9

Act of 1977.

10

"(10) PBR-EMPLOYMENT PBIOD.-The term 'pro-

11

employment period' means the 60-day period ending on

12

the hiring date.

13

"(11) Hmo DAT .- The term 'hiring date'

14 .

means the day the individual is hired by the employer.

15

"(d) QuAnnz

FnwT-Ywm WAon CAzo Ex-

16 cUmD 30 PERCMT op FUTA WAomE FOB ALL EMPLOY17 'ms.-The amount of the qualified first-year wages which
18 may be taken into account under -ubsection (a) (1) for
19 any taxable year shaU not exceed 30 percent of the aggregate
20 unemployment insurance wages paid by the employer during
21 the calendar year ending in such taxable year. For purposes
22 of the preceding sentence, the term 'unemployment insurance
23 wages' has the meaning given to the term 'wages' by section
24 SSW0(b).
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1

"(e)

ReMUNERATION MUST BB FOR TRADE OR Busi-

2 NESS EMPLOYMENT.-IN OENERAL.-For purposes of this subpart,
3"(1)
4

remunenation paid by an employer to an employee dur-

5

ing any year shall be taken into account only if more than

6
7

one-half of the remuneration so paid is for services performed in a trade or business of the employer.
"(2)

8

SPECIAL RULE FOR CERTAIN DETRMINA-

9

TION.-Any determination as to whether paragraph (1),

10

or subparagraph (A) or (B) of subsection (g) (1),

11

applies with respect to any employee for any year shall

12

be made without regard to subsections (a) and (b) of

13

section 52.
"(3)

14

YEAR DBFINBD.-For purposes of this sub-

15

section and subsection (g), the term 'year' means the

16

taxable year; except that, for purposes of applying so

17

much of suoh subsections as relates to subsection (d),

18

such term means the calendar year.

19

"(f)

-

ScERETARY OFI LABOR To NOTIFY EMPLoYmB

20 OF AVAILABILITY OF CwDIT.-The Secretary of Labor,
21 in consultation with the Internal Revenue Service, shall take
22 such steps as may be necessary or appropriate to keep em23 ployers apprised of the availability of the credit provided by
24. section 44B.

, 88
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1

2 AND

"(g)

SPECIAL RULES

RAILWAY

OE AouicuvrURAL LABOR

LABo.-For purposes of this subpart-

"(1) UNBMPLOYMENT INSURANCE WAGES.4

"(A) AoRICULTURAL LABOR.-If the services

5

performed by any employee for an employer during

6
7

more than one-half of any pay period (within the
meaning of section 3306 (d)) taken into account

8
9

with respect to any year constitute agricultural labor

10

'unemployment insurance wages' means, with re-

11

spect to the remuneration paid by the employer to

12

such employee for such year, an amount equal to so

is

much of such remuneration as constitutes 'wages'

14

within the meaning of section 3121 (a), except that

.r%
16
17

(within the meaning of section 3306 (k)), the term

the contribution and benefit base for each calendar
year shall be deemed to be $6,000.
"(B)

RAILWAY LABOR.-If more than one-

18

half of remuneration paid by an employer to an

19

employee during any year is remuneration for serv-

20

ice described in section 3306(c) (9), the term 'un-

21

employment insurance wages' means, with respect

22

to such employee for such year, an amount equal to

3--

so much of the remuneration paid to such employee

24

during such year which would be subject to control ,

s

butions under setion 8 (a) of the Railroad Unem-

89
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1

ployment Insurance Act (45 U.S.C. 358 (a)) if
the maximum amount subject to such contributions

2
3

were $500 per month.

4

"(2) WAOBs.-In any case to which subparagraph

5

(A) or (B) of paragraph (1) applies, the term 'wages'

6
7

means unemployment insurance wages (determined
without regard to any.-dollar limitation) ."

8

(b) ThmmTATow ov WIN CREDIT.-Subsection (a)

9 of section 50B (relating to definitions; special rules for WIN
10 credit) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following
11, new paragraph:

14

"(4) TEmMNATIom.-For purposes of this subpart,
the term 'work incentive program expenses' shall not
include any amount paid or incurred by the taxpayer in

15

a taxable year beginning after December 31, 1978."

16

(o) TnomocAL A"r CommFO

12
13

17

woAx= imr.-

(1) Amm"MENT OF SOTMON

52.-

18

(A) section 52 (relating to special rules for

19'

computing credit for employment of certain new

20

employees) is amended-.-.

21
22

(i) by striking out subsections (c), (e),
(i), and (j), and

23

(ii) by redesignating subsections (d), (f) j

24,

(g), and (h) as sub actions (c), (d), (e)j

25

and (f) , respectively.

90
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1

(B) Subsections (a) and (b) of section 52 are

2

each amended by striking -out "proportionate con-

8

tribution to the increase in unemployment insurance

4

wages" and inserting in lieu thereof "proportionate

5

share of the wages".

(C) Subsection (e) of section 52 (u re-

6
7

designated by subparagraph (A)) is amended-

8

(i) by adding "and" at the end of pars-

9

graph (1);
(ii) by striking. out ", and" at the end of

10"

11

paragraph (2) and inserting a period; and

12
18

(iii) by striking out paragraph (8).
(2)

AMNDMrNT oF SMOTION 5s.-Section 53

14

(relating to limitation based on amount of tax) is

15

amended by striking out subsection (b) and by re-

.16

designating subsection (c) as subsection (b).

17

(d) EFFcT rvB DATB.-

15

(1) Ix dBN AL.-Except as otherwise provided

19

in this subsection, the amendments made by this section

20--

shall apply to amounts paid or incurred after Decem-

21

ber 31, 1978, in taxable years ending after such date,

22

23

2(A)

(2)

SPECIAL

RULE

FOR NEWLY

TAERO

GROUPS.-

INDIMVhuAl XVM M M

AD

I)

91

.7

89
1

JULY 26, 1978.-In the case of a member of a

2
3

newly targeted group(i) such individual shall be taken into ac-

4

count for purposes of the credit allowable by

5

section 44B of the Internal Revenue Code of

6
7

1954 only if such individual is first hired by the
employer after July 26, 1978, and

8
9

(ii) such individual shall be treated for
purposes of such credit as having first begun

10
11

work for the employer not earlier than January 1, 1979.

12

(B) MEMBER OF NEWLY TARGETED OOUP

purposes of subparagraph (A),

13

DEINED.-For

14

an individual is a member of a newly targeted group

15

if-

.

16

(i) such individual meets the requirements

17

of subparagraph (0), (D), (E), (F), or (G)

18

.

of section 51 (c) (1) of such Code, and

19

(ii) such individual does not meet the re-

20

quirements of subparagraph (A) or (B) of

21

such section 51 (o) (1).

22

(3) TRANSITIONAL ULE.-In the case of a taxable

23

year which begins in 1978 and ends after December 31,

24

1978, the amount of the credit allowable by section 44B

92
90
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (determined without regard to section 53 of such Code) shall be the
a sum of4
(A) the amount of the credit which would be so
2

5

allowable without regad to tho amendments made

6

by thisseoion, plus

7

(B) -the amount which would be so allowable by

8
9

reason of the amendments made by this section.
(4) SumscC ox (c) (2).-The amendments made

10

by subsection (c) (2) shall apply to taxable years begin-

u

ning after December 31, 1978.
(e) Rimowr oN EzoTr Nmss or JoBs Cs Drr.-

12

(1) RrPouRT ON TARGETED JOBS cwwrr.--Not
14

later than June 30, 1981, the Secretary of the Treasury

15

and the Secretary of Labor shall jointly submit to the

16.

Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Repre-

17

sentatives and the Committee on Finance of the Senate

18

a report on-

19

(A) the effectiveness of the targeted lobe

20

credit provided by the amendments made by this

21

section in improving the employment situation ol

22

the targeted groups, and

23

(B) the types of employers timing such credit'

24

(2) GONBRAL JOBs oRDIT.--The report required

93
91
1

under paragraph (1) shall also include an evaluation

2

of-

3

(A) the effectiveness of the general jobs credit

4

provided by section 44B of the Internal Revenue

5

Code of 1954 for 1977 and 1978 in stimulating em-

6
7

ployment and enhancing economic growth, and
(B) the types of employers claiming such

8

credit.

9

Subtitle C-Miscellaneous Provisions

IDB'S
10 SEC. 321. INCREASE IN LIMIT ON SMALL ISSUES OF
TO $10,OOO.
11

(a) GENERAL RULE.-Subparagraph (D) of section
12
13 103 (b) (6) .(relating to $5,000,000 limit in certain cases)
14 is tumended by striking out "$5,000,000" in the heading and
15 in the text and inserting in lieu thereof "$10,000,000".
(b) EFFECTIvE DATrE.-The amendment made by sub-

16

17 section (a) shall apply to obligations issued after December
18

31, 1978, in taxable years ending after such dte.

19 SEC. 22. TiREE-YEAR EXTENSION OF PROVISION FOR W
20

MONTH DEPRECIATION OF EXPENDITURES TO

21

REHABILITATE LOW-INCOME RENTAL HOUSE.

22

ING.
Subsection (k) of section 167 (relating to depreciation

23

24 of expenditures to rehabiitate low-income rental housing)

22.1M 0-

78 -7

94
92

3 is amended by striking out "January 1, 1979" each place
2 it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "January 1, 1982".

3

Subtitle D-Smali Business Provisions

4

PART I-PROVISIONS RELATING TO

5

SUBCHAPTER S

6 SEC. 331. SUBCHAPTER S CORPORATIONS ALLOWED 15
7

8

SHAREHOLDERS.

(a) GENERAL RuLE.-Paragraph (1) of section 1371

9 (a) (defining small business corporation) is amended to
10 read as follows:
11

"(1) have more than 15 shareholders

;".

12

(b) TImNIOAxL AMBNDMBNT.--

13
14

(1) section 1371 is amended by striking out subsection (e) and by redesignating subsection (f) as

115

subsection (e).

16

(2) Paragraph (2) of section 1371 (a) is amended

17

by striking out "subsection (f)" and inserting in lieu

18

thereof "subsection (e)".

19 SEC. 33. PERMITTED SHAREHOLDERS OF SUBCHAPTER S
20-

21

CORPORATIONS.

(a) HUSBAND AND WIft THEATED AS ONE INDIVM)

22 uAL.-Subsection (c) of section 1371 (relating to stock
23 owned by husband and wife) is amended to read as follows:

24

"(c) STwocx OWNsD By HuS

A

Win.-For

95
93
purposes of subsection (a) (1), a husband and wife (and
2 their estates) shall be treated as one shareholder."

3

(b) ORANToR or

GRANTOR TRUST TREATED AS THE

R.--&bsection (e) of section 1371 (as re-

4 BiA&R=LUo

5 designated by section 331 (b) (1) of this Act) is amended
6 by inserting after the first sentence the following new sen7 tence: "In the case of a trust described in paragraph (1),
8 the grantor shall be treated as the shareholder."
9

SEC. 33. EXTENSION OF PERIOD FOR MAKING SUBCHAP.
TER S ELECTIONS.

10
11

12

(a)

(OBNERAL RuL.--S ubsection

(c) of section 1372

(relating to when and how subchapter S election may be

13 made) is amended to read as follows:

14

"(c) WHEN AND How M DB.-

15

"(1)

IN OGN

AL.-An election under subsection

16

(a) may be made by a small business corporation for

17

any taxable year-

18

"(A) at any time during the preceding taxable

19

year, or

20

"(B) at any time during the first 75 days of

21

the taxable year.

22

"(2) TRETMENT OF cURTAIN 14TE BLSOTONS.--

23
24

I

If"(A) a small business corporation makes an

96
04

2
3

election under subsection (a) for any taxable year,
and
"(B) such election is made after the first 75

4

days of the taxable year and on or before the last

5'

day of such taxable year,

2

6
.7
8
9

then such election shall be treated as made for the
following taxable year.
"(3)

MANNER OF MAKING ELBCTION.-An elec-

tion under subsection (a) shall be made in such manner

10

as the Secretary shall prescribe by regulations."

11

-(b) TECHNICAL

12
13

(1) The second sentence of section 1372 (a) is
amended to read as follows: "Such election shall be valid

14
15.,

only if all persons who are shareholders in such corporation on the day on which such , election is made consent

16

to such election."

17
18

AMENDMENTS.-

(2) Subparagraph (A) of section 1372(e) (1) is
amended to read as follows:

19

"(A) An election under subsection (a) made

20

by a small business corporation shall terminate if

21
22

any person who was not a shareholder in such
corporation on the day on which the election is

23

made becomes a shareholder in such corporation and

24

affirmatively refuses (in such manner as the Becre-

25

tary may by regulations prescribe) to consent to

97

95
1

such election on or before the 60th day after the

2

day on which he acquires the stock."

3

(3) Subparagraph (C) of section 1372(e) (1) is

4

amended by inserting "(or, if later, the first taxable

,5

year for which such election would otherwise have been

6

effective)" after "in the corporation".

7 SEC. 33X EFFECTIVE DATE,

8

The amendments made by this part shall apply to tax-

9 able years beginning after December 31, 1978.
10

PART II-OTHER PROVISIONS

11 SEC. 335. SMALL BUSINESS CORPORATION STOCK.
12

(a) INCREASE TO $1,000,000 AMOUNT OF STOCK

13

POTENTIAijY SUBJECT TO ORDINARY Loss TREATMENT;

14 REMOVAL OF EQUITY CAPITAL TEsT.-.ubsection (c) of
1i

section 1244 (relating to losses on small business stock)

16 is amended by striking out paragraph (2) and inserting in
17 lieu thereof the following:
18

"(3)

SMALL BUSINESS CORPORATION DEFINED.-

19

" (A) IN OENE.L.-For purposes of this sec-

20

tion, a corporation shall be treated as a small busi-

21

ness corporation if the aggregate amount of money

22

and other property received by the corporation

23

for stock, as a contribution to capital, and as

24

paid-in surplus, does not exceed $1,000,000. The

25

determination under the preceding sentence &hal

98

96
1

be made as of the time of the issuance of the

2
3

stock in question but shall include amounts received

4

" (B) AMOUNT TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT WITH

5

RESPECT TO PROPERTY.-For purposes of subpara-

6

graph (A), the amount taken into account with

7

respect to any property other than money shall be

8
9

the amount equal to the adjusted basis to the corporation of such property for determining gain, re-

10

duced by any liability to which the property was

11

subject or which was assumed by the corporation.

12

The determination under the preceding sentence

13

shall be made as of the time the property was re-

14

ceived by the corporation."

15

for such stock and for all stock theretofore issued.

(b) IN CREAE IN MAXIMUM AMOUNT TREiTED AS

16 ORDINARY Loss FOR ANY TAXABLE YEAR.-Subsection

17 (b) of section 1244 isamended18
19
20

(1) by striking out "$25,000" in paragraph (1)
and inserting in lieu thereof "$50,000", and
(2) by striking out "$50,000" in paragraph (2)

21

and inserting in lieu thereof "$100,000".

22

(c) REMOVAL OF REQUIREMENT THAT STOCK IS-

23

RUANCE BB PURSUANT TO PLAN.-Subsection (c) of see-

24 tion 1244 (defining section 1244 stock) is amended by

99
97
1 striking out paragraph (1) and inserting in lieu thereof the
2 following new paragraphs:
3
"(1) If oENERA.-For purposes of this section,
4

the term 'section 1244 stock' means common stock in

5

a dozhestic coporation if-

6
7
8
9
10

at the time such stock is issued, such

"(A)

corporation was a small business corporation,
"(B)

such stock was issued by such corpora-

tion for money or other property (other than stock
and securities), and
"(C)

11

such corporation, during the period of

12

its 5 most recent taxable years ending before the

13

date the loss on such stock was sustained, derived

14

more than 50 percent of its aggregate gross receipts

EN

from sources other than royalties, rents, dividends,

16

interests, annuities, and sales or exchanges of stocks

17

or securities.

18

"(2)

19

20

RiLs FOR APPLICATION OF PARAGRAPH

(IXO).-

"(A) PMOD TAXRN INTO ACoOUNT Wrr

21

RESPECT TO NEW COuPORATIONS.-For purposes of

22

paragraph (1) (0),i the corporation has not be

23

in existence for 5 taxable years ending before the

24

date the loss on the stock was sustned, there shall

25

be substituted for such 5-year period.

100
98
",(i) the period of the corporation's taxable
years ending before such date, or

2

"ii)

if the corporation has not been in

existence for 1 taxable year ending before such
5

date, the period such corporation has been in

6

existence before such date.

7

"(B)

Goss RECEIPTS FROM SALES OF SE-

CURITiEs.-'-For purposes of paragraph (1) (C),
gross receipts from the sales or exchanges of stock
10

or securities shall be taken into account only to the

11

extent of gains therefrom.

1
3')

"(C) NONAPPLICATION WHERE DEDUCTIONS

-

;,

zxcEED GROSS INCOMB.-Paragraph -(1) (C) sh41l

14'

not apply with respect to any corporation if, for the

15*,

period taken into account for purposes of paragraph

16

(1) (C), the amount of the deductions allowed by

17

this chapter (other than by sections 172, 243, 244,
and 245) exceeds the amount of.gross income.".

19

(d)

TECILNICAL AMENDMENTS.-Paragraph'

20 actionn 1244 (d)

22
23-

of

(relating to special rules) is amended-;-

(1) by striking out "subparagraph

21

(2)

(E)"

and

inserting in lieu thereof "subparagraph (C) ", and
.(2)

by striking out "paragraphs

(1) (E) and

and inserting in lieu thereof "paragraphs

24

.(2) (A-)"

25

(1) (C)and (3) (A)".

101
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(e)

:L

EP

Ttv

-DATE.-4The

Anendments Ehade by

2 this sedtioh shall apply t6 stock issuied after the date of the
3 enactment of this Act.
4 SEC. SK SPECIAL DEPRECIATION RULES FOR SMALL,

(a) ScTIQO

6'

179 PNURaITAoE INC.BU&

TO 25

7 PWERBNT.--&tubectjon (4) of section 179 ,(relating to addi
8 tional first-year depreciation allowance for small business)
is amended by striking out "20 percent" and inserting in lieu
i0 thereof "25 percent".

11

(b) INCREASE IN DOLLAR LrMITATION.;-

12

1) The first sentence of section 1V9 (b) is amended

13

by striking out "$10,000" each place it -appear, and

3A

inserting in lieu thereof "$20,000",

15

(2)

The second sentence of svotion: 179 (b)

16'

amended by striking nut" '20,O00

17

and inserting in- lieu, thereof "$40,000 in li,,u qf

18

$2,000".

-

i lieu of $10,000".

(c) BENEFITS LIMITED TO SMALL BUsiNE88.-

0

(1) IN ORNEBAL.-'Section 179 is asended by
(d), an4 (e) -as sub-,

21

redesignating subsections (c),

22

sections (d), (e), and (f),, respectively, and by insert-

23.

ing after -subsection (b) the followig new axbsection:

24

': (o) BBNFImT LIMITED TO u$,JBusNBSS..L-..

25"(1)

IN aRKAT.--Thi

.. iyn
"Otif4

W Ut ply.

102
100
S

for the taiable year if (as ofthe first day'of such year)

2
3

the aggregate adjusted basis of the depreeiable ptoperty
of the taxpayer is $1,000,000 or more i

4

"(2)' DzPmcw

.

v

P

mtPRTY

DE

EI.-For

purposes of this subsection, the term 'depreciable
p'operty' means propmty whA is of' a''Ainaer subJct to the allowance for depreciation provides by
8

secon 16i."

9

oR0UPR.-LPatAraph

(2) CONTOLLBD

(6) of

10

subsection (e) (as redesignated by psagraph (1) of

11

this subsection) of section 179 is amended(A) by strking out th eating and insert-

12
13

in lieu thereof "(6)

"ng

(b)

AND

APPLIoAIOx OF Su'-

(C)" IN THE CAM OF

14

BECTIONS

15

TROLLED GROUP.-" ; and

O'N-

16

(B) by striking out "For pMrposes of sub-

17

section (b)" and inserting in lieu thereof "For

18

purposes of subsections (b) and (c)

19

'(3)

".

OiONFORMING A:4NDMNTr-ubp

ph

20

(A) of section 48 (c) (3). is amended by striking out

21

"section 179 (d) (2)"

22

"seoticn 179 (e) (2)

23

(d)

EFFECTrW

and inserting in lieu thereof

".

DATE.--Tho amendments made by

24 this section shall apply t6 taxable years beginni
1
26S Dwwer~k, 1978.

af tdr
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Subtitle E--Accounting Provisions

'

SEC. 34L TREATMBNT OF CERTAIN CLOSELY HELD FARM
CORPORATIONS FOR PURPOSES OF RULE RE.
QUIRING ACCRUAL ACCOUNTING.

4

(a) 1NmiAL, RuL.-ection 447 (relating to method

5

6 of soco(nting for 'mrporat;ons engaged in farming) is
7 amended, by adding at the end thereof the following new
8 subsection:
"(h) Exmros FoR CxRTAJWi CLosELY Ilia

9

CoB-

10 PORATIONS.-'

1i 031mNT,.--Tis section shall not apply

"(1)

11
12'

to any corporation if, on October 4, 1976, and at all

13

tnms their
"(A)

14

members of 2 families

(within the

15

meaning of subsection (d) (1))" have owned (di-

16

rectly or through the application of subsection (d))

17

at least: 65 percent of the total combined voting

18

'power of ell' dcses of stock of such corporation en-

"19

'titled

to vote, and at least 65 percent of the total

20

number of shares of all other olasses of stock of such

21

corporation; or

22

:

"(B)

(i) members of 3 families (within the

23

tnediing 6f subsection (d) (1)) have owned (di-

24

reoctly or throi&g the application of subsection (d))

25

jj I lat 50 pent

' the total combined votng

104
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1
2
3,
4
5

power of all classes of stock of such corporation
entitled to vote, and at least 50 percent of the total
number of shares of all other classes of stock of such
corporation; and
substantially all of the stock of such cor-

"(ii)

6
7

poration which is not so owned (directly or through
the application of subsection (d)) by members of

8
9

such 3 families is owned directly-

10
"II1 I

"(I)

by employees of the corporation or

members of their families (within the meaning
of section 267 (c) (4)), or

12

"(II) by a trustfor the benefit of the em-

13

ployees of such corporation which it described

-14

in section 401 (a) and 'which is exempt from

1.5
16
.17
18

"taxation under section 501 (a).

"(2) STOCK HELD BY EMPLOYEM, ETc.-For purposes of this subsection, stock which"(A)

is owned directly by employees of the

'19

corporation or' members of their families (within

20

the meaning of section 267 (c) (4)) or -by a trust

21

described in paragraph. (1) (B) (ii) (II), and

'22

"(B) was acquired on or after October 4, 1976,
from the corporation or from a member of a family

24

which, on October 4,, 1970, was described in sub-

25

pmr

ph (A). or (B) (i) of pazagraph (1),

105
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1
2
3

shall be treated as oWned by a member of t.Afaumily which,
on October 4, 1976, was described in subparagraph (A)
or (B) (i) of paragraph (1).

"(3) 0ORPORATION MUST BE ENOAdED INFARM5

IN.-This subsection shall apply only in the ease ot.a
corporationn which was, on October' 4, 1976, hand at ll

7
.8
9

times thereafter, engaged in the trade or buhsiess Of
farming."
(b)

EFicivi

DA'rE.-The amendment, made thy

0 subsection (a) shall apply'tQ taxable years 'beginning after
11 December 31, 1977.
12 SEt. 342. ACCOUNTING FOR GROWING CROPS.
3

(a.) APPLiO~T6N OF SECTION.-This section shaU

14 apply to a: taxpayer who15'

(1) is a farmer, nurseryman, or florist,

16

(2) is ofn an accrual method of acounting, and

17

(3) is not required by section 447 of the hiternil

18

-Revenuo Code of 1954 to capitalize preproductive period

19

expenses.

20

(b) TAXPAYER MAY NOT Bic REQUIRED To INvzN,-

21

TORY GBbwINO CRoP.-A tapsyer to whom this section

22 applies may not be required -to" iventor$ growirig crops
23 fot any taxable ydar beginning after Ddcember 31, 1977.
24

(e) TAgXPAYRB 'MAy "Xi

"To C

oB To CASn

25 Miro.-A taxpayer to whom this sectionappUes may,

106
104
1 for any taxable year beginning after December 31, 1977,

2 and before January 1, 1981, change to the cash receipts
3 and disbursements method of accounting with respect to any
4 trade or business in which the principal activity is growing
5 crops.
change
(d) SECTION 481 OF CODB To APPLY.-Any
6
7 in the way in which a taxpayer accounts for the costs of
8 growing crops resulting from the application of subsection
9
10
11

(b) or (c)(1) shall not require the consent of the Secretary
of the Treasury or his delegate, and

12

(2) shall be treated, for purposes of section 481

13

of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as a change in

14

the method of accounting initiated by the taxpayer.

15

(e) Gow No CRoPs.-For purposes of this section,

16

the term "growing crops" does not include trees grown for

17 lumber, pulp, or other nonlife purposes.
18

TITLE IV-CAPITAL GAINS

19

SEC. 401. REPEAL OF ALTERNATIVE TAX ON CAPITAL

20

21

GAINS OF INDIVIDUALS.

(a) GENUAL RULE.-Sedion 1201 (relating to alter-

22 native tax) is amended23

(1) by striking out subsections (b) and (c),

24

(2) by rede4ingsubeotion (d) as

25 (b)i sud

seton

107
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1

(8) by amending the s"cion heading to read s
follows:

3 "SEC. 1201. ALTERNATIVE TAX FOR CORPORATIONS."
4

(b) Co vuixo AME M NT.-

5

(1) Parigrph (1) of section 3(b) is amended by

6
7

striking out subparegrph (B) and by redesignating

8

(0) , repectively.

subpiragrphs (0) and (D) as subpsmgaphs (B) and

9

(2) Subsection (a) of section 5 is amended by

10

striking out paragraph (3) and by redesigtating para-

11

graphs (4) and (5) as pagrphs (3) and (4),

12

respectively.
(3) Paragrpti (1) of section 871 (b) is amended

13
14

by striking out "section 1,402(e) (1), or 1201 (b)"

15

and inserting in lieu thereof "section 1 or 402 (e) (1)".

16

(4) Subsection (b) of section F,77 is amended by

17

striking out "section 1, 402 (e) (1), or 1201 (b)" and

18

inserting in lieu thereof "section 1 or 402(e) (1)".

19

(5) Paragraph (1) of section 911 (d) is amended-

20

(A) by striking out "section 1 or section 1201"

21

each place it appears and inserting in lieu thereof

22

",ection i", and

23
24

(B) by striking out "(whichever is applieshIe)" ewh plac it appems.
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1

(6) Subsection (b) of se"fi6n 1304 is amended.-

2

(A) by adding "and" at th6 end of para

3

graph (2),

4

(B) byetrikingloutparagrsph (3),and

5

(C) by redesignating paragraph (4) as para-

6

graph (3).

7

(7) The table of sections for part I of subchapter.P

8

of chapter 1 is amended by striking out the item relat-

9

ing to section 1201 and inserting in lieu thereof the

10

following:
"See 12,01. Akerntive tu for corpbratini.

11

EFTECTWVE DATE.-The aoe idments made by

(c)

12 this section shall apply to taxable yeas beginning after
13 December 31, 1978.
14

SEC. 402. REMOVAL OF CAPITAL GAINS FROM ITEMS OF

15

TAX PREFERENCE FOR PURPOSES OF MINI.

16

MUM AND MAXIMUM TAX.

17

(a)

GENER&L RULB.-Subsec im

(a)

of 8~ction

57

18 -(defining items of preference) N. amended by striking dut
19 paragraph (9).
20

(b) ComoRxiwo AM EDMENT.L- '

21

(1) Section 56 (rela*gt'imlnit

ion of
rninimdih

22

tax) is amended by striking otit ltbsections (d) and

23

(e).

IU4
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(2) Section 57 (defining items of tax preference)

1
2-

is amended by striking out subsection (e).
(3) Subsection (d) of section 58 (relating to elect-

3
4

ing small business corporations and their shareholders)

5

is amended to read a folows:

"(d) ELOTWO SMALL BUSIVEs CORPORATIONS AND
6
7 Tn m:SHAEHOtDms.-The items of tax preference of an
8 electing small business corporation (as defined in section
9 1371 (b)) for each taxable year of the corporation shall be
jo tre.ted'as items of tax preference of thb shareholders of such
11 corporation, and shall not be treated as items'of. tax prefer12 ence of such corpbration. The sum of the items so treated
.13 shall be" apportioned'pro rata ramong such shareholders in a
14 manner consistent with section 1374(c) (1). For purposes
15

of this subsection, this part shall be treated as applying to

16 such corporation."
17

(4) Subsection (f) of section 58 (relating to reg-

18

ulated investment companies, etc.) is amended to read

.19

as follows:

20

"' (f)

21

REGULATED INVE8TMBNT COiMPANIES, ETC.-

In the case of a regulwed investment company to which part

22 I of subchapter M applies or a real estate investment trust to
23' which part 11 of subchapter M applies, the items of trx
24 preference of such company or such trust for each taxable

32-833 0 - 78 - 8
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1 year (other than, in the cse of a real estate investment
2 trust, the item of tai preferonbe set forth in section 57 (a)
3 (2)) shall be treated as items oftax preference of the shareholders of such compaiay.,or the,-shireholders or holders. of
beneficial interests of: such trust (and nos as items of tax
6 preference of such comp~hy or vth tItust) j kiie same pro7 portion that the divideids .(othw ,than capital gains divi8 dends) paid to each such shareholder, dr holder of beneficial
9 interest, bears to the taxale ineomia of such company or such
10 trust determined without regard to the deduction for divi11 dends paid."

12
13

(5) Subsection (g) of section 58' (relating to tax
preferences attributable to foreign sources) is amended-

14

(A) by striking out "paragraphs (6) and

15

(9)" in paragraph (1) ind inserting, in lien there-f

16-

"paragraph (6) ",

..0. "

17

(B) by amending the irst sentence of para-

48

graph (2) to read as follows: "For purposes of seo-

19

tion 56, any item of tax preference set forth in par.--

20

graph (6) of section 57 (a) which is attributable to,

21

sources within any foreign country or possession of

22

the United States shall not be taken into account if,

23

under the tax 14ws of su4l vuntry or po 's on,

111
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transfers of
preferential treatment is not accorded
shares of stock pursuant to stock options described

2

in such paragraph (6) .", and
(C) by amending the heading of paragraph

4
5

(2) to read as follows:

6
7

"(2) STOCK OPTIONS.-.
(6) Subsection (i) of section 58 (defining cor-

8

portion) is amended by striking out "Except as provided in subsection (d) (2), for" and inserting in lleu

10

thereof "For".
(7) Paragraph (1) of section 1372(b) (relating

12
13

to the effect of election by small business corporation)
is amended by striking out "by section 58 (d) (2) and".

14

(8) Sections 1373(c) and 1375(a) (3) are each

15

amended by striking out "taxes imposed by sections 56

16

and 1378 (a)" and inserting in lieu thereof "tax imposed

17

by section 1378 (a)

18

(c)

ErFnmrIv

".

DATE.-The amendments made by

19 this section shall apply to taxable years beginning after
20 December 31, 1978.
21 SEC. 403. SEPARATE MINIMUM TAX ON CAPITAL GAINS.
22

(a) IN GENER.,.-Subchapter A of chapter 1 (relat-

23 ing to determination of tax liability) is amended by adding at
24 the end thereof the following new part:

112
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1

"PART VII-SEPARATE MINIMUM TAX ON

2

CAPITAL GAINS
"See. 59. Imposition of tax.
"SEC. 59. IMPOSITION OF TAX.

4

"(a) GENERAL RULE.-In the case of a taxpayer other

5 than a corporation, if6
7

"(1) 10 percent of an amount equal to (A) 4f of
the net capital gain for the taxable year, reduced by

8
9

(B) $10,000, exceeds
"(2) the regular tax for the taxable year,

10 then there is hereby imposed (in addition to all other taxes
,,

imposed by this title) a tax equal to the amount of such

12 excess.
" (b) MARRIED INDIVIDUALS FILING SEPARATE lE13
14 TuRNS.-In the case of a married individual who files a
15 separate return for the taxable year, paragraph (1) (B) of
16 subsection (a) shall be applied by substituting '$5,000' for

17 '$1o,ooo'.
18

"(c)

GAIN FROM SALE OF PRjNCIPAL RESIDENCE

19 NOT TA:EN INTO ACCOUNT.-In determining net capital
20 gain for purposes of subsection (a) (1) (A), there shall not
21 be taken into account gain on the sale or exchange of any
22 principal residence which satisfies the holding and use23 requirements of section 121 (a)

(relating to one-time ex-

% clusion of gain from sale of principal residence).

113
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1

"(d)

REGULAR TAX DEFINED.-For purposes of this

2 section, the term 'regular tax' means the taxes imposed by
3 this chapter for the taxable year (computed without regard
4" to this part and part VI and without regard to the taxes
5 imposed by sections 72 (m) (5) (B), 402 (e), and 408 (f) )
6 reduced by the sum of the credits allowable under subpart
7 A of part IV of this subchapter (other than under sections
8 31, 39, and 43).
9

"(e)

CREDITS NOT ALLOWABLE.-For purposes of

10 determining the amount of any credit allowable under sub11 part A of part IV of this subchapter, the tax imposed by
12 this section shall not be treated as a tax imposed by this
13 chapter."
14

(b) TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS.-

15

(1) Subsection (a) of section 5 (relating to cross

16

references relating to tax on individuals) is amended

17.

-by adding at the end thereof the following new

18

paragraph:
"(6) For separate minimum tax on capital gains, see
section 59."

19

(2) Subsection (c) of section 56 (defining regular

20

tax deduction) is amended by striking out "without

21

regard to this part" and inserting in lieu thereof "with-

22

out regard to this part and part VII".

23

(3) Subsection (d) of section 443 (relating to

114
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1
2
3

for
adjustment in exclusion for computing minimum tax
tax preferences) is amended to read as follows:
" (d) ADJUSTMENT IN EXCLUSION FOR COMPUTING
M rNimi TAX.-If a return is made for a short period

5 by reason of subsection (a) , then6

"(1) the $10,000 amount specified in section 56,
modified as provided by section 58, and

8
9

"(2) the $10,000 amount specified in section 59
(a) , modified as provided by section 59 (b),

AJ shall be reduced to the amount which bears the same ratio to
11 such specified amount as the number of days in the short
12 period bears to 365."
13

(4) Subsection (d) of section 511 (relating to tax

14

preferences) is amended byadding at the end thereof the

15

following new sentence: "The tax imposed by section 59

16

shall apply to an organization subject to tax under sub-

17

section (b) with respect to items which enter into the

18

computation of unrelated business taxable income."

19

(5) Subsection (a) of section 901 (relating to

20

allowance of foreign tax credit) is amended by inserting

21

"or by section 59 (relating to separate minimum tax on

22

capital gains) " after "for tax preferences)

23

".

(6) Paragraph (1) of section 6015 (c)

(defining

24

estimated tax) is amended by striking out "section 56"

25

and inserting in lieu thereof "section 56 or 59".
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1

(7) Subparagraph (A)

of section 6362(b) (2)

2
3

(relating to permitted adjustments) is amended by insorting "or a tax on the amount taxed under section 59

4

(relating to separate minimum tax on capital gains)"

5

after "tax preferences)

".

(8) Paragraph (1) of section 6654 (f) (relating to

6
7

tax computed after applications of credit against tax) is

8

amended by striking out "section 56" and inserting in

9

lieu thereof "section 56 or 59".

10

(c) CLERicA.L AmENaiDM

T.-The table of parts for

11 subchapter A of chapter 1 is amended by adding at the end
12 thereof the following new item:
"Part VII. Separate minimum tax on capital gains."

13

(d) EFFFCTIVH DA'z.-The amendments made by this

14 section shall apply to taxable years beginning after Decem15 ber 31, 1978.
16

SEC. 404. INDEXING OF CERTAIN ASSETS FOR PURPOSES

17

OF DETERMINING GAIN OR LOSS.

18

(a) IN GENERAL.-Part II of subchapter 0 of chapter

19

1 (relating to basis rules of general application) is amended

20 by redesignating section 1024 as section 1025 and by in-

21 seating after section 1023 the following new section:
22
23

24

"SEC. 1024. INDEXING 07 CERTAIN ASSETS FOR PURPOSES
OF DE IBRM

INO QAYN OR LOSS.

"(a) GENERAL RuLB.-If an indexed asset is sold or

116
114

1 changed int a taxable transaction, for purposes of deterI
rA'**ag gain qr loss on the transaction (but for no other pur-

'.

pose) the indexed basis of the asset shall be substituted for its

4 *djustd basis.
5

"(b) INDEXED ASSET.'

"6

,",(1)

IN aExERAL.-For purposes of this section,

;7 :"the term 'indexed asset' means-

S".(A)

stock which is common stock or possesses

9

most of the attributes of common stock,

•t0

.

"(B) tangible personal property, and

.,i

"(C)

real property,

12

which has been held for more than 1 year and which is

13

a capital asset or property used in the trade or business

14

{Jas defined in section 1231 (b)).
"(2)

15

"(A) IN GENERAL.-The term 'indexed hasset'

16

17

-does not include stock in-

18

"(i) an electing small business corporation

19

.

(within the meaning of section 1371 (b)),

0'.

"(ii)

21

,

',

.

22

a regulated investment company

(within the meaning of sectior 851 (a)),
"(Iii) a real estate investment trust (within

23 -

the meaning of section 856 (a)),

'

24
.,

CERTAIN PROPERTY EXCLUDED.-

"(iv) a foreign aopdratibn, and
*',*j,I-

'

..

FIT11 Ifil I U!"'M
1412K
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1

"(v) %personaI holding company (as defined in section 542).

2
3

"(B)

COLLAPSIBLB CORPO ATIOW.-In the

4

case of a sale, exchange, or distribution to which

5

section 341 (a) (relating to collapsible qorpqrations)

6

applies, such transaction shall not be tre#e as a sale

7

or exchange of an indexed asset to whith subsection

8

(a) 'applies.

9
10
11

"(c)

INDEXED

"(1) INDeXED BASI.-The indexed basis for any
asset is-

"(A) the adjusted'basis of the apet, multiplied

12
13

by
"(B) the-applicable inflation ratio.

14
15

BAsns.--For purposes of this section-

"(2)

APPLICABLE INFLATION IRATIo.-The ap-

16

pliable inflation ratio for any asset L the percentage'

17

arrived at by dividing-

18
19

20

'

"(A) the OPI for the calendar month in which r
the sale or exchange takes place, by

"(B) the CPI forth Wiandar, mouth in whicV2

21

the holding period of the *ss

22

December 1979). - I , .

begin (or, if later"

,

23

The applicable inflation, ratio-shall dot be taken int6

24

account unless it is greater than 1. The applicable infla-'

118
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1'

tion ratio for any asset shall be rounded to the nearest

%oof 1 percent.
S"(3)
OPI M CMLAl AR

2

4'

MONTH.-

The CPI for

any calendar month is the Consumer Pribe Index for
All Urban Consumers for such month.
"(d)

TAXABLE TuAN SACTION.-For purposes of this

7 section, the term 'taxable transaction' means a sale or ez8 change in which gain or loss is recognized in whole or in
9 pad to the person disposing of the asset.
"*(e) 8BPoAL RuLM.-For purposes of this sectioni1

"(1)

TREATMENT AS SEPARATE

AsSE.-In the

12

wase
ef any aset, the flowing shall be treated as a'

13
14

separate asset:
"(A) a substantial improvement to property,

14

"(B) in the case of a corporation, a substantial

16

otriibutio

17

in capital,

18

"

.

to capital or a substantial reduction

0"(C)
in the case of a transaction in which gain

19

or loss is rocognized only in part, that portion of the

20

aet to which the recognized gain or loss is properly

21,

attributable, ad

22

"(D) any other portion of an asset to the ex-

23

tant that sepamie treatment of such portion is ap-

2

.

propriake to MrY oat the' PUP"" of this section.
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1
2

"(2)

ASSETS WHICH ARE NOT INDEXED ASSETS

THROUGHOUT HOLDING PERIOD.-

3

"(A) IN GBNRAL.-The applicable inflation

4

ratio shall be appropriately reduced for calendar

5

months at any time during which the asset (or the

6
7

predecessor asset) was not an indexed asset.
"(B) CERTAIN SHORT &LE.-For purposes

8
9

of applying subparagraph (A), an asset shall
be treated as not an indexed asset for any short sale

10

period during which the taxpayer or the taxpayer's

11
12

spouse sells short property substantially identical to
the asset. For purposes of the preceding sentence,

la

the short sale period begins on the day after the sub-

14

stantially identical property is sold and ends on

15

the closing date for the sale.

16

"1(3) SECTION CANNOT INCREASE ORDINARY LOS

17

UNDER SEOTION 1281.-To the extent that (but for this

18

paragraph) this section would create or increase the net

19

ordinary loss to which the second senteace ,of section

20

1231 (a) applies, such second sentence shall not apply.

21

The taxpayer shall be treated as having a long-term

22

capital loss in an amount equal to the amount of the

23

net ordinary loss to which the preceding sentence applies.

24

"(f) SALE BzWEEN PLTM

Pm8os.-

120
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1

£

'

"(1)

IN OENERAL.-This section shall not apply

to any sale or exchange between related persons.

3
4
3

"(2)

RELATED PERSONS DEFINED.-For

of this section, the term 'related persons' means"(A)

persons bearing a relationship set forth

6
7

in section 267 (b), and

8

subsection (b) or (c) of section 414.

9

purposes

"(B) persons treated as single employer under

"(g) 'REOULATION.-The

Secretary shall prescribe

10 such regulations as may be necessary or appropriate to cary
11 out the purposes of this section."
12

(b) CLERICAl. AMENDMENT.-The table of sections for

Hof subchapter 0 of chapter 1 is amended by striking
13 part II
14 out the item relating to section 1024 and inserting in lieu
15 thereof the following:
"See. 1024. Indexing of certain assets for purposes of deter-

mininggain or loss.
"Sec. 1025. Cross references."
16

(C) EFFBCTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by this

17 section shall iipply to dispositions after December 31, 1979,
18 :M' inaabf6ek6i&W jidafier such date.
19
20
21

SEC. " O4E-TI [E EXCLUSION OF GAIN FROM SALE OF
PRINCIPAL RESIDENCE.
(a) GENERAL RuL i-Tho section heading and sub-

22 sections (a) and (b) of section 121 (relating to gain from

121
119

1 sale or exchange of residence of individual who hAs attained
2 age 65) are amended to read as follows:
3 "SEC. 121. ONE-TIME EXCLUSION OF GAIN FROM SALE OF
PRINCIPAL RESIDENCE.

4

5

"(a) GENERAL RuLrc.-At the election of thd taxpayer,

6 gross income does not include gain from the sale or exchange
7 of property if, during the 3-year period ending on the date
8 of such sale or exchange, such property has been owned and
9 used by the taxpayer as his principal res'

nee for periods

10 aggregating 2 years or more.
11
12

"(b) LIMITATIONS."(1)

DOLLAR LIMITATIO.-Th

mount of t&he

13

gain excluded from gross income under subsection (a)

14

shall not exceed $100,000 ($50,000 in the case -of a

15

separate return by a married individual).

16

"(2) APPLICATION TO ONLY 1 SALE OR Eishall not apply to any sale

17

CHANGE.---Subsection (a)

18

or exchange by the taxpayer i an election by the tax-

19

payer or his spouse under subsection (a) with respect to

20

any other sale or exchange is in effect.

21

" (3) ADDITIONAL ELECTION

IF PRIOR SALE WAS

22

MADE ON OR BEFORE JULY 26, 1978.---In the case--of

23

any sale or exchange after July 26, 1978, this section

24

shall be applied by not taking into account any electdol

122
120
made wikh respect to a sale or exchange on or before
such date."

(b) TECHNICAL AND CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.4

(1) Paragraph (1) of section 121 (d) is amended

5

by striking out "age, holding, and use" each place it ap-

6

pears and iuserting in lieu thereof "holding and use".

7

(2) Paragraph (2) of section 121 (d) is amended-

8
9

(A) by striking out "8-year period" and inserting in lieu thereof "3-year period", aid

10

(B) by striking out "subsection (a) (2)" each

11

place it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "sub-

12

section (a)

13

(3) Paragraph (3) of section 121 (d) is amended

1.1

by striking out "subsection (a) (2)" each place it ap-

1i

pears and inserting in lieu thereof "subsection (a)

16
17

".

(4) Paragraph

(5

".

of section 121 (d)

is

taneuded-

18

(A) by striking out "8-year period" and insert-

19

ing in lieu thereof "3-year period", and

20

(B) by spring out "5 years" and inserting in

21

lieu thereof "2 years".

22

(5) Paragraph (7) of section 121 (d) is amended

23

to readas foUows:

24

25

"(7)

TO

ALE

SECTIONS 1033 AND 1034 NOT TO APPLY
TO WHICH THIS SECTION APPLIBS.-- 5 ton
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1

1033 (relating to involuntary conversions) and 1034

2

(relating to rollover of gain on sale of principal resi-

3

deuce) shall not apply to any sale or exchange of a resi-

4

dence with respect to which an election under this

5

section applies."

6

(6) The table of sections for part III of subchapter

7

B of chapter 1 is amended by striking out the item

8

relating to section 121 and inserting in lieu thereof the

9

following:
"Sec. 121. One-thne exclusion of gain from sale of principal
residence."

10

11

(7) Paragraph (3) of section 1033 (g) (relating to
cross references) is amended to read as follows:
6(3) For one-time exclusion from gross Income ef
gain from involuntary conversion of principal residence,
see section 12L"

12

(8) Subsection (k) of section 1034 (relating to

13

cross references) is amended to read as follows:

14

"(k) Cnos Rt

IS2YCE.-

"Fer one.timi exclusion from grosw income of gain
from sale of principal residence, see section 121."

15

(9) Section 1038 (e) (1) (A) is amended by striking

16

out "relating to gaim from sale or exchange of residence

11

of an individual who has attained age 65" and inserting

18

in lieu thereof "relating to one-time exclusion of gain

19

from sale of principal residence".

20

(10) Section 1250 (d) (7) (B) is amended by strik.

124
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1

ing out "relating to gains from sale or exchange of
residence of individual who has attained'the atge of 60'

3

and inserting in lieu thbreof "relating to one-time exclusion of gain from sale of principal residence".

5

(11) Section 6012(c) is amended by striking and

6
7

"relating to sale of residence by individual who has
attained age 65" and ins Tthng in lieu thereof "relating

8

to one-time exclusion of gain from sale of principal

9

residence".

10

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by this

11 section shall apply to salesor exchanges after July 26, 1978,
12 in taxable years ending after such date.
13 SEC. 406. WAIVER OF CERTAIN 18-MONTH RULES OF SEC14

TION 1034 WHEN SALE
BOF RESIDENCE IS CON-

15

NECTED WITH COMMENCING WORK AT NEW

16

PLACE.

-

17

(a) IN GENERAL.--Subsection' (d)'of section 1034

18

(relating to sale or exchange of residence), is amended to

19 read as follows:
20

"(d) LilITATION.-

21

"(1) IN GENRBAL.--ubsection (a) shall not apply

22

with respect to the sale of the .taxpayer's residence if

23

within 18 months before thq date of such sale the tax-

24

payer sold at s gain other property used by him as his

125
123
principal residence, and any part of such gain was not
2

-- eeognized by reason of subsection (a).
"(2)

3

SUBSEQUENT SALE CONNECTED WITH COM-

(1) shall

4

MENCING WORK AT NEW PLACE.-Paragraph

5

not apply sith respect to the sale of the taxpayer's resi-

6
7

deuce if"(A) such sale was in connection with the cornmencement of work by the taxpayer as an employee

8
9

or as a self-employed individual at a new principal
place of work, and

10
11

"(B)

if the residence so sold is treated as the

12

former residence for purposes of section 217 (relat-

13

ing to moving expenses), the taxpayer would satisfy

14

the conditions of subsection (c) of section 217

15

modified by the other subsections of such section)."

16

(b) RELATED TECHNICAL AMENDMENT.-Paragraph

17

as

(4) of section 1034 (c) is amended by adding at the end

18 -thereofthe following new sentence: "If a principal residence
19 is sold in a sale to which subsection (d) (2) applies within
20 18 months after the sale of the old residence, for purposes of
21 applying the preceding sentence with respect to the old resl22 dence, the principal residence so sold shall be treated as the
23 last residence used during such 18-month period."
24
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(c)

CLEICAL AMENDMENTS.-
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1
2
3

(1) The section heading of section 1034 is amended
to read as follows:
"SEC. 1034. ROLLOVER OF GAIN ON SALE OF PRINCIPAL
RESIDENCE."

4

5

(2) The table of sections for part III of subchapter

6

0 of chapter 1 is amended by striking out the item relat-

7

ing to section 1034 and inserting in lieu thereof the fol-

8

lowing new item:
"Sec. 1034. Rollover of gain on sale of principal residence."

9

(3) Subparagraph (B)

of section 1038 (e) (1)

10

(relating to certain acquisitions of real property) is

11

amended by striking out "(relating to sale or exchange

12

of residence)" and inserting in-lieu thereof "(relating to

13
14

rollover of gain on sale of principal residence) ".
(4) Subparagraph (A) of section 1250(d) (7)

15
I r,

(relating to gain from dispositions of certain depreciable
realty)' is amended by striking out "relating to sale or

17

exchange of residence" and inserting in lieu thereof

18

"relating to rollover of gain on sale of principal

19

residence".

20

(5)

Subparagraph (C)

of section 0212 (c) (2)

21

(relating to cross references) is amended by striking out

22

"personal residence"

23

cipal residence".

2(6)

and inserting in lieu thereof print .

Paragraph (4) of section 6504 (relating to
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1

cross references) is amended by striking out "reidence"

2

and inserting in lieu thereof "principal president".
(d) EFFECTIVE DATB.-The amendments made by this

-3

4 section shall apply to sales and exchanges of residences after
5 July 26, 1978, in taxable years ending after such date.
6 SEC. 407. STUDY OF EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN THE TAX
7
TREATMENT OF CAPITAL GAINS ON STIMULAT8

ING INVESTMENT AND ECONOMIC GROWTH.

9

Not later than September 30, 1981, the Secretary of the

110 Treasury shall submit to the Committee on Ways and Means

11 of the House of Representatives and to the Cominittee on
12 Finance of the Senate a report on the effectiveness of the
13 changes made by this title in the tax treatment of capital gains
14 of individuals and corporations in stimulating investment
15 and increasing the rate of economic growth. The report shall

16 also include an analysis of the effects these changes had on
17 employment growth and on income tax revenues.
Passed the House of Representatives August 10, 1978.
Attest:

EDMUND L. HENSHAW, JR.,
Clerk.
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The CHAIRMAN. I will submit a very brief opening statinent for
record and I would urge everybody else to do the same if vhey would,
please. so we could aet on with the Secretary's statement.
Senator HANsE.'.Ir. Chairman. on behalf of Senator Curtis who
cannot be here. I submit his opening statement to submit for the
record, also.
[The material referred to follows:]
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR LONG

This morning the Committee on Finance begins hearings on H.R. 13511, the
Revenue Act of 1078. This bill provides significant tax reductions for individuals
and corporations, contains important provisions to stimulate investment and
employment, and reduces effective capital gains tax rates.
We look forward to hearing the many suggestions of witnesses on ways we
can improve on what the House has done. Our first witness will be Hon. W.
Michael Blumenthal, Secretary of the Treasury.
STATEMENT OF SENATOR CARL

T.

CURTIS

Mr. Chairman, it gives me great pleasure to participate in the opening of
hearings on H.R. 13511. This is a historic occasion. This bill represents a move
toward true tax reform as contrasted with income distribution schemes which
have been offered in the past in the name of tax reform.
While the bill provides- some needed tax reduction to individuals and corporate taxpayers I am confident that under the leadership of Chairman Long
we can improve upon a good beginning.
The provisions relating to capital gains are one of the most important pieces
of legislation to be considered by Congress in several years. From a policy standIoint it is a welcome relief to see the Congress finally make the distinction
between capital and income and between economic gain and inflation.
Finally. it is refreshing to see that the economic community, to a large extent,
have now come to realize that taxes have an impact on economic decisions and
a tax reduction often will provide a net gain in Federal revenues.
This bill before us represents a departure from past tax bills and Is a step
toward economic growth, a trend that should be welcomed and encouraged.
STATEMENT BY SENATOR FLOYD K. HASKELL

On July 14 of this year I sat in this room and talked about the most serious
domestic problem our country faces: inflation.
Our Nation's economic outlook has changed dramatically in the past several
months.
In 1975 unemployment was 8.5 percent. Industrial plant capacity in 1975 fell
below 70 percent. We took steps to stimulate economic recovery. Our most important goal was to reduce unemployment and stimulate economic growth. These
were sound economic steps at that time.
Today conditions are different. Now unemployment is 6.2 percent. Industrial
plant utilization Is over 84.1 percent. Yet today we are considering the same
policy we advocated in 1975--tax cuts and deficit spending. It's time to recognize
that the economic remedies necessary in 1975 are not the economic remedies
necessary in 1978.
Reducing deficit spending and moving toward a balanced budget is one weapon
in our hands to reduce inflation. Cutting taxes does not stop Inflation. But reducing inflation will stop the increase In taxes.
The American public is tired of inflation. A whole generation of Americans is
beginning to feel that it may never achieve financial security. Prices of the basic
necessities of life-food, energy, housing, medical care-are rising faster than
anything else.
I believe we are missing the mark. What is needed now Is a new economic
focus. There are several steps Congress could take that would be a major step
toward bringing inflation under control.
First, we should delay the scheduled Social Security tax increases, as recommended by Senator Nelson. I voted against these increases last year and putting
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them Into effect now would only add to inflation. Anticipated Increases in social
security taxes will merely cause prices to rise as the cost of labor rises. It we
can impose a three year moratorium on the social security increases, we can
give ourselves a chance to study the problems of this complex system and come
up with a better solution-rather than directly increasing labor costs in an
inflationary period.
Secondly, we should cut federal spending by three to five percent. Such a
move would not scar Important federal programs but would cut the fat from
the budget the bureaucrats build in each year. Such a cut would reduce the
federal deficit by at least $15-billion.
Thirdly, we should reject the tax cuts being proposed today, and maintain
the 1975 tax reduction. By enacting a tax cut such as adopted by the House, we
are promising the American public a short-term reduction in their taxes, without telling them that the result will be a further loss of buying power in the
long run. Commonsense tells us that in today's economy, increasing purchasing
power-which a tax cut does-only fuels inflation.
An income tax cut of the magnitude suggested by the House or the Administration will require more deficit spending and will take us further and further
away from balancing the budget. Further deficit spending in an inflationary
period will have the effect of forcing the Federal Reserve to deflate the economy
through monetary policy. The expansion we desperately need In our economy
will be deterred by higher interest rates, thus defeating any stimulative effect
a tax cut might have.
The maxim Is simple: unless Congress controls inflation through restrained
fiscal policy, the Federal Reserve will "deflate" the economy through restrictive
monetary policy. Restrictive monetary policy has induced two recessions this
decade. The fact that mortgage interest rates have now reached an all-time high
should warn us that we must send a signal to the Federal Reserve that Congress
is willing to moderate fiscal policy.
If we want a vote of confidence from business, we must create confidence
again in the dollar and the economy. What better message can we send the business community than a first step at balancing the budget. Now that is a green
light for expansion.
A reduction in federal spending, and a rejection of the tax cut together with
a rollback of the Social Security taxes would demonstrate to the American people that Congress is serious about cutting Inflation. These moves would demonstrate to a world that has lost confidence in the American dollar that we intend
to change that reality.
I believe the American people are willing to sacrifice a tax cut if It will help
our battle against inflation, and If Congress can cut federal spending.
And, if the American people are willing to sacrifice a tax-cut if It will help our
battle against inflation, and if Congress can cut federal spending.
And, if the American people know we are committed to fighting inflation and
balancing the federal budget, they will join that fight wholeheartedly.

Senator ROTi. Mr. Chairman, I have a very brief statement, if I
could take the liberty of reading it.
The CHAIRMAN. How about summarizing it, Senator.

Senator ROTH. It is only one page.
*Mr.Chairman, as we begin the hearings on the House-passed tax
bill, I believe it is essential to emphasize that the House tax bill is
not a tax cut bill at all. If this bill is enacted, virtually every working
American will pay higher taxes next year.
Neither the House tax bill nor the administration's tax bill would
offset the massive new social security tax increases and the automatic
tax increases caused by inflation.
According to the Joint Committee on Taxation. social security and
inflation tax increases will amount to at least $20 billion next year.
Within 5 years. these tax increases will soar to more than $100 million
per year.
Now, the House bill seeks to take care of business and it seeks to take
care of investors. But the House bill shortchanges the individual taxpayers of this country.
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I believe we need a real tax cut to offset, the massive tax increases
and to reduce the tax burden on the working men and women of this
country.
The Roth-Kemp bill is just such a tax cut, one that can restore incentive to our stagnant economy, creating real economic growth and
meaningful jobs. The basic tLrust of this administration's economic
policy is to fight inflation by slowing economic growth and permitting
taxes to increase.
Roth-Kemp signals a new economics based upon lower taxes and real
economic growth without inflation.
Thank yjou, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I have a chart here that I was going to ask the Secretary about during the course of his testimony. The chart indicates
that even after you allow for the social security'tax increase and after
you allow for inflation, there is a net tax cut over and above those two
elements for a family of 4 with income from $12,500 up to $17,500,
but not for families in higher brackets, that is, in the middle income
brackets. If we have enough budget authority, we should make this a
tax cut for everybody, I would hope that we can change-the bill so it
will be a tax cut for everybody.
Now, I know we have enough room within the budget to cover the
social security tax increase, and my hope is that we have enough
slack within the budget. resolution to take care of inflation as well for
all taxpayers. That is something we will have to ask the Secretary
about as the matter goes along.
Mr. Secretary, we are pleased to have you with us, and we will certainly welcome your statement.
STATEMENT OF HON. W. MICHAEL BLUMENTHAL, SECRETARY
OF THE TREASURY
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. Thank you. Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the committee.'We' have submitted a rather detailed, formal document with my testimony on this important matter.
It is of Mreat significance to the economy and to all taxpayers. I will
not suggest that I read all of it, Mr. Chairman.
I do want to read some portions of it. somewhat more than I normally do, because of its importance, but I will be summarizing others
with your permission, so that. we can get on with the questioning.
The committee begins consideration today of H.R. 13511. the Revenue Act of 1978. This bill recently adopted by the House of Representatives would reduce tax liabilities by $16.3 billion in calendar year
1979. Of this amount. $10.4 billion is attributable to personal tax relief, $4 billion to business tax reductions, and $1.4 billion to a cut in
capital gains tax.
My testimony will assess the House-passed bill in light of the objectives outlined in the President's tax message last January. One
goal emphasized by the President is to provide substantial tax relief
for individuals, particularly those in the low and middle income
categories.
Another obietive is to furnish sufficient investment incentives that
encourage business to modernize productive facilities and to create
permanent, meaningful jobs. We also believe that the income tax
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structure should be improved through forms that make the system
more equitable and simpler for the average taxpayer.
H.R. 13511 takes some steps toward these goals, but there is substantial room for improvement. The size of the net tax reduction,
about $16 billion, is within a reasonable range of tax cuts that will
maintain growth without increasing inflationary pressure. Moreover,
the bill's split between personal and business relief is acceptable.But we do not like the distribution of the cuts among taxpayers. In
my statement, I will describe ways in which we believe the relief can
be distributed more equitably.
I will also suggest, Mr. Chairman, additional structural tax changes
for the committee's consideration.
We are pleased that the House adopted some of the reform proposals
recommended by the President. The bill includes new tax shelter restrictions, simplification of the itemized deductions schedule, elimination of the tax exclusion for unemployment benefits at high income
levels, and repeal of the special alternative tax ceiling on the capital
gains interest in the top rate bracket.
We urge the committee to build upon these reforms now contained
in H.R. 13511.
I think, Mr. Chairman, in this regard, the results of a recent Roper
survey are illuminating, for they indicate that the American public
considers tax reform the third most pressing nationa I problem ranking
behind only controlling inflation and lowering the crime rate.
And, significantly, tax reform to the Roper respondents is equated
much more frequently with tax fairness and with tax reductions. I
think this expression of public sentiment is a matter which would provide a useful guide for your consideration.
I do want to spend a minute, Mr. Chairman, on the economic situation and the need for prudent tax reduction, including the size of the
tax reduction.
Evaluation of the present situation clearly is required in the general
economy. In many ways, our economy has performed remarkably well
over the past year and a half. The unemployment rate has dropped
from 7.8 percent at the end of 1976 to 6.2 percent in July of this year.
Almost 6 million more people are employed now than were employed
at the beginning of this administration, and a larger percentage of
the working age population now holds jobs than ever before.
So in the fourth year of our recovery from recession, we are still expanding at a real growth rate of about 4 percent.
To maintain this recovery, tax policy must take account of several
factors. In 1979, social security tax liabilities will be increased over
1977 levels by $4 billion due to previously scheduled rate increases,
and by an additional $7 billion due to changes enacted in 1977. Other
tax increases will result as a higher cost of living pushes individuals
into higher rate brackets without increasing real income.
An income tax cut in 1979 will help to compensate for these factors
and thereby maintain adequate purchasing power to continue our
economic growth.
Perhaps the most,significant risk in the economic outlook is inflation,
and I would sav, Mr. Chairman, I would strike the word "perhaps."
It is the most significant risk in our economic output.
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Over the first half of 1978, the consumer price index has risen at an
annual rate exceeding 10.4 percent. We believe that the inflation rate
for the second half of this year will be substantially lower, I would
estimate by about one-third, to between 6 and 6.5 percent, and that the
annual rate will be more moderate in 1979 for the year as a whole than
it is for 1978 as a whole.
Nevertheless, inflation will continue to be a troublesome problem.
It is, therefore, our No. 1 concern.
In recognition of the need to restrain inflationary pressures, the administration has called for a reduction in the size of the 1979 tax cut
from the $25 billion originally recommended in January to $20 billion.
Moreover, we have urged Congress to trim an additional $5 billion
from Federal budget outlays for fiscal 1979 in order to reduce the
deficit for that year to $43.5 billion. That kind of budgetary restraint,
in our view, is essential under these circumstances.
Tax and budget policy must address another threat to continued
economic recovery and that is sluggish business investment. Investment and new plant and equipment now accounts for only one-tenth of
our Nation's real gross national product, a much smaller share than is
needed to provide the tools of production for a full employment economy in the 1980's.
Manufacturing capacity has increased at an annual rate of only 3
percent over the past. 4 years, as opposed to a 41/2 -percent capacity
growth rate during the postwar period through 1973.
Incentives in the form of business tax cuts are needed to improve this
disappointing record of business fixed investment and to avoid inflationary capacity bottlenecks in the years ahead.
We believe that the tax reduction contained in the House bill for
1979 represents generally an appropriate fiscal response to these economic concerns. The magnitude of the cut is about $1.2 billion less than
that recommended by the administration.
Tax relief of this size would help maintain the recovery without
bloating the deficit and exacerbating inflation.
We recommend that the Finance Committee adopt a tax cut of approximately the same magnitude.
A tax cut substantially larger than that in the House bill would
create serious risks for our economic recovery, in particular for inflation. Whatever temporary benefits might be obtained through a lower
tax burden would be quickly negated by the resulting rise in prices
and interest rates.
Increased after-tax incomes for individuals would be illusory and
the tax incentives for business investment and job creation would be
undermined. These economic risks should not be taken. We ask this
committee not to adopt a significant increase in the tax reduction over
that now contained in H.R. 13511.
Let me then, briefly, turn to the tax relief for individuals as the
first specific iterh, Mr. Chairman.
I would hope that the Committee would bear in mind, in dealing
with individual tax cuts. that. above all, what we must do is to maintain
the fundamental principle of tax equity that individuals are taxed in
accordance with the ability to pay. That is a principle which is deeply
embedded in our tax system, and has been for a good many years, and it
should be maintained.
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In our view, that means that tax reduction should be focused primarily on people in the middle and in the lower income brackets, although not exclusively so.
The tax bill that has been adopted by the House does not adequately
respond to this principle of tax equity, in our view. The changes that
have been made in the House may, in the abstract., appear to have
merit but if you examine them, you see the obvious inequities.
According to that bill, a typical four-person family with wages of
$10,000 would receive an income tax reduction of only $62. That is a
cut that is one-fifteenth the size of the reduction provided to a family
with a salary 10 times as large. Relief for the typical four-person family of $20,000 income level is less than one-sixth the tax cut enjoyed by
a $100,000 income family.
It is also important to recognize, Mr. Chairman, that these figures
relating to the personal income tax relief that I have cited do not include the impact of the reduction in capital gains taxes that is included
in the House bill. It is natural that capital gains tax reductions tend to
benefit primarily higher income groups. That means that if that is factored in, the regressive nature of the tax cut as the House has presented
it is intensified.
As you know, we supported in the House the Fisher-Corman substitute that would have emphasized greater tax cuts for people up to
$50,000, and clearly those are not only the lower, but also the middle
level of taxpayers. We would strongly urge that the committee, in reviewing the individual tax cuts, take a close look at what is happening
to people up to $50,000 of income and distribute the individual tax
cuts in such a way as to provide an equitable distribution of the available resources in that regard.
In considering how to do this, Mr. Chairman, you are obviously
aware that there are two ways of doing this. One is by rate changes
and the other is by deciding on the size of the exemption or credit
for dependents. Neither of these factors can be viewed in isolation.
You have to take the two factors together, either the exemption or the
credit, together with the kind of rate cut that you hve in order to get
to a final result on the distribution, and to get the proper degree of
progressivity.
In that regard, we suggest, Mr. Chairman, that a $240 credit for each
dependent be combined with generous rate cuts in the middle income
bracket to achieve the recommended distribution.
The new credit, $240, would replace the current $750 exemption
for each dependent and the general tax credit, which is equal to the
greater of $35 per dependent or 2 percent on the first $9,000 of taxable
income.
By eliminating this complicated scheme, you would also do a great,
deal to contribute to the simplification in the tax schedules and help
individuals in filling out their forms.
Let me now turn quickly to changes in the itemized deductions.
The House has responded favorably to a number of the personal tax
changes that were recommended by the President. Amongst those were
a number of proposals for changes in simplification and itemized
deductions, and we ask this committee, Mr. Chairman, to accept these
provisions in order to continue the tax simplification efforts which
began last year.
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In the Tax Reduction and Simplification Act of 1977, Congress
worked with the administration to enact changes that incorporated the
standard deduction in the tax table, lessen the number of computations
made by taxpayers and simplify the total-reporting and recordkeeping burden.
As a result of these changes, approximately 40 percent, of fill individual taxpayers w-re able to file a short form 1040A for tax year
1977, and the number of lines on that form was reduced from 25 to 15.
The error rate of taxpayers has decreased dramatically from 9.1
percent to 6.5 percent for the long form and from 12 percent to 5.1
percent for the short form.
We have received encouraging indications from taxpayers that they
like this simplification. I hope this committee can help in continuing
that trend.
State and local taxes which would be eliminated according to 13511
of the House bill refer primarily to the deduction of State and local
gasoline taxes, and we hope that you will accept that particular proposal. We also recommend, Mr. Chairman, that this committee decides
to eliminate the special deduction for general sales taxes as well as
personal property tax and miscellaneous tax, while retaining the State
and local income and real property taxes, the deductions for those.
By extending H.R. 13511 to remove deductions for these other forms
of State and local taxes, the committee could achieve further simplification, and tax increases could be avoided by using the revenue raised
from these changes to provide larger tax reductions in the schedule.
We are gratified that the House has approved and adopted the Administration's proposal to simplify the confusing scheme for deductions and credits for political contributions, and I hope that that will
be retained by this committee also.
Similarly,'we feel that the current provision for medical deductions
is unnecessarily complicated. There are 12 lines on schedule A of
form 1040 which we are devoted to computation for deductions for
dental and medical expenses alone. Currently, one-half of the first
$300 of health insurance premium is deductible outright for those who
itemize. Other medical expenses are deductible to the extent that they
exceed 3 percent, and so forth.
The House has accepted the President's proposal to treat medical insurance premiums. drugs and medicines, in one manner, in the same
manner. All of these expenditures would be subject to one floor in the
House bill-3 percent of adjusted gross income. We think that this
change would simplify the return preparation. However, for those who
now itemize their medicines and drugs, the House bill would have the
effect of reducing the overall floor from 4 to 3 percent, and this change
would increase, would offset it, and increase the number of itemizers.
We therefore think that the committee may wish to consider additional simplification measures in this area and take a look at the kind
of floor that, should be adopted. Possibly, a 5-percent floor would be
more appropriate to the situation that can be judged to be normal on
the one hand and abnormal on the other.
The House also adopted the administration's recommendation with
regard to taxing unemployment compensation for those persons who
have incomes, that in the case of individuals are above $20,000 and for
a married couple are above $25,000. Under the bill, 50 cents of unem-
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ployment comensation would be taxed for every dollar of taxable
income above the ceiling, and we recommend that that be retained in
your version of the bill as well.
As to the earned income credit action that was taken by the House,
we similarly recommend that that be retained. We agree with the
House version on this.
Oasdeferred compensation arrangements as contained in the House
bill, we agree with what has been done. We would like to work with the
committee on further technical changes that we think would be
desirable.
Let me then turn to the next important area, Mr. Chairman; namely,
that relating to tax shelters. It is an important area because it has been
recognized by the Congress and by this committee over a good many
years. It is tax shelters-the ability for some individuals to shelter
much or all of their income from taxation-that has caused the greatest
concern among the average taxpayers and the kind of feeling, even to
some extent unjustified feeling, that there are a large number of people
who pay no taxes. That number has been decreasing.
We have a report that has recently been put out on that, a subject
which I believe you have seen, but certainly there are still many individuals who pay virtually no tax, or very little tax, and who are in
high brackets.
And therefore, the continued tightening in the tax shelter area is an
important consideration, and I hope you will look at it carefully.
These are devices used by taxpayers to generate artificial paper
losses to offset income from other sources. There are at. least two undesirable byproducts of this kind of activity. First, this kind of avoidance by high income persons is demoralizing to the average taxpayer
who bears a substantial tax burden on all other income. Secondly, many
shelter activities drain investment funds from productive enterprises
into schemes designed primarily to generate tax loss. I think all of :
have had the experience of being approached with all kinds of schenies
that have no other purpose than to figure out how you might avoid
paying taxes to the Federal Government.
I have had occasion to look at many of these. I have known many
persons who have invested in these kinds of things. The irony of it is,
while they avoid paying taxes, they generally lose their money some
other way by investing in some of these harebrained schemes.
I think we would do much better, Mr. Chairman, if we just eliminated and tightened up on the possibility of doing this in the first
place.
In an effort to combat these various new shelter devices, Mr. Chairman, the House adopted an extension of the current at-risk rules
recommended by the President. The at-risk limitation denies deductibility for certain paper losses that exceed an individual's cash investment and indebtedness for which he has personal liability.
The 1976 act extended coverage only to partnerships and to a few
specialized activities of individuals. Under the House bill, the at-risk
rule would be broadened to cover all activities except real estate carried
on individually, through partnership, or by corporation controlled by
five or fewer persons. This important provision in H.R. 13511 should
be retained.
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The President has also recommended that the Internal Revenue
Service be authorized to implement tax audits of partnerships and to
resolve, tax issues at the partnership level rather than l)eing forced to
proceed against each partner individually.
H.R. 13511 now contains only minor portions of tile President's
proposal. He would like to work with you to adopt additional portions
of the administration's partnership audit proposal.
Let me now turn to entertainment expenses. I will not go into the
justification that motivated the administration to recommend in the
original legislation that the allowance for the deductibility for
various kinds of entertainment expenses be substantially tightened.
None of these provisions are contained in H.R. 13511. We continue to
believe that these proposals are in accord with sound principles of tax
policy and, more importantly, that they address the overwhelming
sentiment of the American public.
I referred earlier to the Roper poll. The Roper poll clearly indicates
that most people feel that way.
If this committee, in considering this, does not wish to go all the
wvay along the line of what the administration has proposed, we do urge
that, you take account of the attitude of taxl)ayerq and at least deny a
deduction for the expenses of maintaining facilities such as yachts,
hunting lodges and swimming pools and the fees paid to social athletic
or sporting clubs.
Let me now turn to corporate rate reductions. The present law taxes
the first S'25.000 of corporate income at a 20-percent rate and the
second $2,5.000 of income at 22 percent with income over $50,000 being
taxed at a 48-percent rate.
The House bill provides a corporate rate schedule that is much
more steeply graduated than the current rate structure and, in fact,
taxes corporate income at the full rate, now reduced to 46 percent, only
at $100,000.
We certainly would prefer to provide relief to small business,
genuine snial business, in other ways. We think that this graduation
at the bottom is really what has been referred to in the literature as
the ultimate tax haven, tax shelter, for a high income individual. We
have done a number of studies to indicate in what tax brackets shareholders and small corporations are. We find that shareholders and
small corporations frequently, or generally, are in higher tax brackets
than those, for example, receiving dividends from corporations as
a whole. We do not believe that graduation of this kind at the bottom
above $50.000 really helps small business. We do have some proposals,
some of which have been adopted by the House, that we feel are of
better help to small business. We certainly feel that this committee
should not go beyond the. graduation up to $100,000 as it has been
proposed in the House bill.
There are a number of other items which I have commented %n
in my prepared testimony but which I will skip, Mr. Chairman.
They relate to the investment tax credit on which the House took
some action that we agree with. They relate to industrial development
bonds and small issue exemptions for economically distressed areas.
I think the documents that I have prepared speak for themselves.
I would like to briefly mention that we do support generally the
targeted job tax credit provision that is in the House bill. That is in
9
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line with our own proposals. We think that this targeting of the existing job tax credit will be of help to small business, will be of help in
providing additiomial employment for people and therefore, we hope
that you will also accept it.
Turning now to the small business proposal, as I said a moment ago,
Mr. Chairman. that there tire a number of ways in which small business each be genuine helpful.
.Therefore, we urge the committee to retain in H.R. 13511 two provisions recommend by the President to provide specific relief to small
corporations. The. first of these is the subchapter S rule that treats
certain corporations as partnerships and that would be simplified and
liberalized under the House bill.
The second relating to risk taking would be encouraged by doubling,
from $500,000 to $1 million, the akiount of a small corporation's stock
that could qualify for special ordinary loss treatment, and 'by doubling
from $25,000 to $50,000 the amount of losses that cmn be claimed by
any taxpayer with respect to such stock and by eliminating several
other technical requirements that needlessly restrict the ability of small
businesses to use this provision.
We do not support a provision in the House bill that increases
the first year depreciation allowance for certain businesses. Under
the House bill, the maximum allowance of first year bonus depreciation that could be taken would be increased from $2,000 to $5,000 and
this special provision would be limited for the first time to taxpayers
with less than $1 million of depreciable property.
This new depreciation provision would add further complications to
a system that is already quite confusing to many small businesses. Far
more valuable assistance can be provided to businesses by simplifying
the depreciation calculation that must now be made.
We repeat here our recommendation outlined in H.R. 12078 for a
new simple table for equipment depreciation tantamount to a streamlined ADR system for small business.
I will not comment on the farm accounting provisions. I think they
are clear as to my testimony.
Let me then turn to the domestic international sales corporations.
Mr. Chairman, we had recommended, in the original proposal by the
administration, that this particular provision for the DISC be eliminated primarily because we have found that it is quite expensive.
There is a lot, of revenue loss to the Treasury involved in thisand it
has not resulted, in our judgment, in increases in exports in any way
commensu rate to this very large loss of revenue.
We do need to stimulate exports. The current DISC provision is
the wrong approach.
If a DISC program is going to be maintained, Mr. Chairman,
we would like to work with you to focus it more effectively. Many
DISC benefits now go to exporters with large profit margins, companies that would obviously be exporting in the absence of any special
incentive. The committee therefore may consider the elimination of
the 50-50 nle that commits one-half of those large profits to be allocated to DISC.
Another possible restriction might place a dollar limitation on
DISC benefits, in order to target the relief to small companies that
may experience difficulties entering the export market. What we want
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is to encourage middle and smaller business, help them get into the
export market for the first time.
The large corporations of this country know all about exports, are
intimately involved in it, and DISC is really very little more than a
windfall for many of them.
I now return to the much-discussed subject of capital gains, Mr.
Chairman, I.R. 13511 contains significant changes in the tax treatment
of capital gains. Following a recommendation of the President, the
House bill would have repealed the special 25-percent alternative tax
that now applies to the first $50,000 of capital gains of high-income
individuals.
A one-time exclusion will be, permitted for up to $100,000 of gain
on the sale of a principal residence. The bill would also eliminate
capital gains as an item of tax preference for purposes of the individual and corporate minimum tax, and as a preference offset to the
amount of personal service income eligible for the 50-percent maximum tax ceiling.
Capital gains in excess of $20,000 would be subject to a new alternative minimum tax of 5 percent, if that tax exceeded regular tax
liability.
Finally, in determining capital gains or losses, an inflation adjustment would be provided after 1979 for common stock, for real estate
and tangible personal property only. Taken together, these changes
would reduce capital gains tax liabilities by $1.9 billion in 1979 with
that figure expanding to nearly $7 billion in 1980.
Mr. Chairman, as we have indicated in the past. we had recommended other forms of providing tax relief for the income from
capital gains. If capital gains relief is to be chosen, we recommend
that consideration of several modifications in the House-passed version of H.R. 13511 be considered and enacted by this bill.
First, to limit tax avoidance by wealthy individuals, a reasonable
alternative minimum tax on large capital 'gains should be adopted in
place of the token, what we have called "micro-mini tax" in the House
bill.
Second, the existing minimum tax on the capital gains of corporations should be retained.
Third, the exclusion for residences might be altered to reduce the
revenue loss.
Fourth, the special -inflation adjustment for certain capital gains
and certain capital assets should be eliminated.
I think it is important, Mr. Chairman, that I comment briefly on
the reasons for each of these four recommended changes in the House
bill that we are making to you.
As to the adoption of a true alternative tax on capital gains, in
attempting to provide relief for persons with significant capital gains
tax liabilities, the House created an undesirable b product. Their bill
would exacerbate the problem of tax avoidance by wealthy individuals making extensive use of tax shelters. Eliminating the current
minimum tax provisions would reduce the top rate. on capital gains
to 35 percent. That result appears to he the objective sought by the
House.
But the replacement of the current minimum tax with the new
micro-mini tax also has the effect of reducing from 7.5 percent to 5
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percent the maximum capital gains tax rate paid by individuals who
have completely sheltered millions of dollars of capital gains taxes
from regular tax liability. The present minimum tax with a modest
income on sheltered capital gains-would be diluted, by reducing it
from 7.5 percent to 5 percent.
An example derived from actual tax files may help to illustrate the
increased sheltering opportunities that would be available under the
House bill. Let me emphasize that it is available only for the very
highest income brackets.
An individual with $2,184,982 of capital gains uses $1,095,057 of
shelter losses to eliminate all regular tax liability. The regular tax
that would normally be paid on one-half of capital gains--$1,092,491is offset completely by the tax loss.
Under current law, he would pay at least a minimum tax of
$160,984 on that over $2 million gain, so that he would have an
effective tax rate on all of his capital gains of 7.4 percent. If the
micro-mini tax in the House bill were adopted in place of the current
minimum tax, this person's minimum tax liability would fall to
$108,249, a tax rate of less than 5 percent on capital gains exceeding
-$2 million.
Viewed in the context of the other capital gains changes in H.R.
13511, there is no justification for an alternative minimum tax that
is so insignificant. The current minimum tax rate was kept low because it affects unsheltered taxpayers. It can add several percentage
points to an effective tax rate that is already substantial.
If the current add-on minimum tax of capital gains is eliminated
in favor of an alternative tax approach, a graduated alternative minimum tax can be adopted so that persons with very large capital gains
would have to pay more than a token 5- or 7.5-percent tax.
Such a graduated true alternative tax is reflected in the amendment
we supported on the House floor-the Corman-Fisher approach-and
it is an approach that we commend to this committee.
This amendment would affect only persons with ordinary losses
exceeding ordinary income. For those individuals, the true alternative
tax would simply require that ordinary losses be offset against capital
gains before the special capital gains tax deductions--that is, half of
the total gain is applied.
This new limitation would never reduce the amount of the special
gains tax deduction below $5,000, nor would it apply in a manner to
reduce the benefit of charitable deductions.
This true alternative tax approach would provide a much more
reasonable minimum tax liability for the individual described earlier
who has sheltered over $2 million of capital gains from all regular
tax liability. He would be required to pay tax on about one-fourth
of his total capital gains.
Rather than paying a micro-mini tax of $108,249 as imposed under
the House bill, this taxpayer's liability would be $345,628 under the
true alternative tax.
The effective tax rate on $2 million of capital gains would be nearly
16 percent under this amendment. Hardly an extraordinary amount
of tax, Mr. Chairman, if we consider that we pay up to 50 percent
of earned income at much lower levels than $2 million and that on
unearned income, we pay a marginal rate of 70 percent. I do not
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shudder at the thought of a 16-percent tax rate for someone declaring
a $2 million gain.
Mr. Chairman, you and other members of this committee have
played an instrumental role in developing the minimum tax concept,
an effort to minimize the extent to which high income taxpayers can
use. various preferences to eliminate all or most tax liability.
The Treasury Department will release today its high income report
for the tax year 1976. This report will show that provisions in the
tax reform act of 1976 have succeeded in reducing dramatically the
number of high-income nontaxable returns.
In 1976, the number of nontaxable returns for individuals with
expanded incomes of over $200,000 fell by 75 percent, from 210 in
1975 to 53 in 1976. The number of nontaxable individuals with adjusted gross income over $200,000 fell from 260 to 22, a decrease of
over 90 percent.
The results of this report should not lead to complacency, however,
for there are, still nontaxable returns with high economic incomes
that, for various reasons, do not fit into the categories of expanded
income, or adjusted gross income. Moreover, for every nontaxable
high-income return, there are still 10 or more nearly nontaxable returns, where income has been reduced by more than 80 percent by use
of preferences, deductions and tax credits.
We believe that the true alternative tax on capital gains represents
a significant effort to continue the important work already performed
by this committee in reducing large-scale tax avoidance. It begins to
focus on the problem of the nearly nontaxable return.
You may wish to expand the alternative tax concept to include
-preferences other than capital gains. Whatever course of action is
selected, we believe it is critical to amend H.R. 13511 to avoid a serious
setback to the important minimum tax reform effort that you have
already successfully conducted throughyour work here.
Next, as to the retention of the minimum tax on capital gains for
--

corporations, a corporation can now elect to have its capital gains

taxed at a 30-percent alternative rate as opposed to a top rate of 48
percent under the regular corporate schedule.
The corporate alternative tax on capital gains is considered a preference item for minimum tax purposes, but unlike the individual
minimum tax, the corporate minimum tax adds a very insignificant
amount to the effective capital pains rate, a maximum increase of only
1.125 percentage points, even if all the corporations income is eligible
for the capital gains preference.
Other provisions in the House bill would cause a corporate minimum
income tax to be even less burdensome than it is now.If the corporate
rate schedule in H.R. 13511 is enacted, the impact of a corporate minimum tax would be reduced still further to a maximum 0.717 percentage point addition to the capital gains rate.
Moreover, by providing a 30-percent corporate- rate on ordinary
income between $50,000 and $75.000, the House bill would reduce the
number of corporations that would elect the alternative capital gains
tax and subject themselves to an additional minimum tax liability.
We see no reason for eliminating the corporate minimum tax on
capital gains as it has been proposed in H.R. 13511. Even with the
individual capital gains relief in the House bill, a maximum corporate
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rate on capital gains tax would still be more than four percentage
points below the maximum individual rate.
In our view, the elimination of the corporate minimum tax can be
justified only if the alternative capital gains rate for corporations is
raised to the maximum individual level-that is, 35 percent.
On the question of the reduction and the revenue cost for the exclusion of residences. As you know, that has an exclusion up to
$100,000 in H.R. 13511. It is quite costly. It would cost the Treasury
$700 million.
We certainly believe-indeed, have proposed-liberalization in this
area for the average homeowner. We wonder, Mr. Chairman, whether
you might not wish to consider reducing that $100,000 amount, if you
reduced it to the first $50,000 of the sales price on residences for persons 55 years or older, for example, you would be able to reduce this
loss from $700 million to $300 million and possibly use the revenue in
some other way that might, in your judgment, be more acceptable,
I would now like to come to a conclusion by spending just a very
few minutes on the inflation adjustment which is contained in the
House bill, the so-called Archer amendment. We believe that this
amendment, which would provide inflation adjustment for certain
capital assets, reflects a serious mistake by the House. This provision
is unfair, complicating and very costly.
It should be eliminated from the bill.
The Archer amendment is inequitable because it selects for inflation
adjustment only one aspect of the tax law-the income of persons
who already enjoy the benefits of the capital gains preference. It is
difficult to justify an inflation adjustment for owners of capital assets
while ignoring the effects of inflation on the savings account depositor,
for example.
Nor is it fair to permit the holder of debt-financed property to adjust
the awets base for inflation while making no allowance for the fact
that the debt is being repaid with cheaper dollars. You cannot have
it both way.,, and that is really what is happening if you are using
debt in order to finance the holding of a particular asset.
These inequities are illustrated graphically by considering three
hypothetical taxpayers: Taxpayer A, who has a $100,000 certificate of
deposit which bears interest at a rate of 5 percent; taxpayer B, who
purchases a capital asset for $100,000, sells it for $105,000 after it
appreciates 5 percent in 1 year; and taxpayer C who purchases a
capital asset for $200,000 financing the purchase with $100,000 of debt
bearing 5 percent interest. This asset is then sold for $210,000, after
it had also appreciated 5 percent in 1 year.
At the end of 1 year, each of these taxpayers has an additional
$5,000 in cash and is in the same economic position before taxes.
However, the Archer amendment would result in disparate tax
treatment.
Assume an inflation rate of 5 percent. Taxpayer A has an additional
$5,000 of taxable income and receives no relief under Archer. Taxpayer
B has no additional taxable income because the inflation adjustment
equals his apreciation. Taxpayer C is in a better position than either
A or B. Although he has $5,000 more cash upon the sale of his capital
assets, he will show a loss for tax purposes equal to the $5,000 of interest paid.
32-3330
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Such disparities make no tax sense at all and they will distort investments and borrowing decisions.
The economic distortions and tax shelter possibilities of the Archer
amendment are only beginning to be analyzed by tax specialists. For
example, the special inflation adjustment granted to owners of corporate stock would undoubtedly lead to the subterfuge of incorporating assets not eligible for the adjustment. Indexing the basis for
depreciable assets only for tax purposes of measuring gain would encourage businesses to engage in unproductive asset exchanges, using
an inflation adjustment to avoid reporting gain on the exchange while
taking a stepped-up basis to increase depreciation allowances for the
newly acquired equipment.
The amendment would introduce staggering new complexities into
the tax problem. Taxpayers and the Internal Revenue Service would
have to make determinations such as: one, whether a particular asset
qualifies for indexation either in whole or in part; two, if an asset
qualifies only in part, the portion of the asset basis that is adjustable;
three, whether a particular transaction is one in which indexation is
allowed; and four, the holding period for measuring adjustment
where, for example, the basis of an asset is the sum of the cost of
numerous property improvements made through the years.
The answer to each of these questions might differ from that applied
for other tax purposes. Recardkeeping and return preparations burden
for other taxpayers would be increased substantially and disputes
with the IRS would arise more frequently.
The revenue cost of the Archer amendment would exceed $4 billion
annually in 1983. This cut is twice as large as all the other forms of
capital gains deductions in the bill. In combination with the other
capital gains changes, the tax reduction on business and investment
income, this amendment would result in a tax bill that provides 71
percent of the total relief to the owners of capital.
As H.R. 3511 now stands with the Archer amendment, it is a bill
tilted far too heavily away from American wage earners. In addition
to this proposal, the proposal's inequity, complexity, and excessive cost,
there is a problem with Archer that is even more fundamental. Indexation is a response to high inflation rates, but the proliferation of indexation scheme tends to make those rates an accepted fact of economic
life.
The economic defect becomes institutionalized; rather than accommodating to inflation, we should bend all our efforts to control and
eliminate them.
Mr. Chairman, I apologize again for the length of my comments,
but I think theimportance of the bill that is before you justifies it.
We certainly want to work closely with you and your committee in
considering these many matters. We are keenly aware of the fact that
it is late in the session. For this reason, we have not proposed any
further structural changes that otherwise might be desirable and that
ought to be considered at a later date.
I thank you and the members of the committee for your attention.
The CfA1RMA?;. Thank you very much for a very useful and informative statement, Mr. Secretarv. I think most of us had the opportunity
to read your statement in full before you delivered this statement this
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morning and we will certainly study it again to get the full benefit
and full impact of it.
In order to let every Senator participate in this morning's session,
it is going to be necessary to ask that on the first round of questions
Senators limit themselves to five minutes. After that we will see how
many we have here in the afternoon session and perhaps we can give
each" Senator more time to ask his questions.
We are going to go by the usual early bird rule that we use on this
committee, that the Senator who arrives first, will ask questions first.
Senators will have their turn in this order: Senators Byrd, Roth,
Haskell, Hansen, Ribicoff, Talmadge, Long, Bentsen, Nelson, Packwood, Laxalt, Dansforth, and Dole.
Senator Byrd?
Senator ByRD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, President Carter yesterday expressed great concern,
and I think justifiably so, at the recent sharp drop in the value of the
U.S. dollar. If one looks at this over a period of a relatively few
years, we find that, the dollar now has shown a reduction in value of
roughly 50 percent compared to the German mark, 55 to 65 percent
compared to the Swiss franc, 35 to 40 percent compared to the Japanese
yen. We have held our own in regard to the Italian lira, or nearly so.
During the past 10 days, I have talked io a number of economists
and others who have a wide knowledge of the European and foreign
money markets and the consensus seems to be that the problem is not
that the dollar is overvalued, but rather the problem is that there is
a lack of confidence in the way the United States has been handling its
own financial matters.
Would you comment on that?
Secretary BiUMENr IAL. Mr. Chairman, I am going to have to be
very cautious in commenting on this matter. The President indicated
in a statement issued yesterday that he is concerned about the disorderly conditions that have existed in the foreign exchange markets
over the last few day, and that he has asked the Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board and myself, as a result of a number of consultations that we have had with him, to recommend to him what can be
done to restore order in the foreign exchange markets and to counteract this situation.
We will be doing so, and doing so shortly.
It is clear that there are both short-term and long-term factors at
work here. There has been a lot of speculation; there has been disorder.
We are determined to do all we can in cooperation with other countries
to counteract those factors, and I think you are quite right that
amongst those factors the two principal long-term structural issues
that worry people in other countries, indeed, that worry this administration and, I think, all thinking Americans, are first, the high rate of
inflation and second, the imbalance in our trade accounts, our current
accounts.
I think it is those two factors. I think what is required is an understanding that that, situation will be improving through the proper
policies followed by the U.S. Government.
We had an inflation rate of 10.4 percent in the first 6 months of this
year. That clearly is totally unacceptable. We expect a significantly
lower inflation rate in the second 6 months of this year, because the
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high food prices, amongst others, are dropping. We expect that rate to
be only about 6 to 6.5 percent, one-third lower.
But that, double digit figure has been implanted ni the minds of
some people and clearly I think that that has been of some concern.
We expect 1979, for the year -s a whole, to have a lower inflation
rate than 1978.
So inflation measures am critical.
Second, the external account. I would have to say, through all of
my contacts-and I in no way exaggerate-the fact that, for the last 15
months, a proposal on energy has been before the Congress without
action is a major factor of concern to the international community.
It is perceived by the international community to be an indication of
some kind of lack of will by the United States in dealing with what
everyone agrees is a critical problem.
Without my going into the reasons for the delay, indeed, you understand those matters probably better than I; without judging which of
these various viewpoints on energy is the right one. or not the right
one; simply the fact that for 15 or 16 months we cannot. get together
and the Congress cannot pass energy legislation is very important because it means that. the international community sees that there seems
to be. no common view on how to proceed.
I think that that is something that has to be addressed. I therefore
urge, most strongly, that the Congress move forward on energy legislation. If that is done, if we can make progress on inflation as we must
and deal with some of the other temporary measures, I think that we
will be in better shape.
Senator BymD. I assume that my time has expired, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you.
Secretary BLumENTH1AL. I am sorry. It is not easy to give that
answer in three words.
Senator BYRD. I understand.

The

CHAIRMAN.

Senators, that is What you are up against if you ask

a question that requires an involved answer. You do not get a second
shot on the first round of questioning.
Senator Roth?
Senator ROTiT. Mr. Secretary, recent. polls show that the American
people believe, by an 80 to 16 margain, that this administration is
not handling the economy well.
Very candidly, I feel that your message today demonstrates why
that, is the case. On page. 2 of your statement, you say our economy
has performed remarkably well over the past 11/2 years.
W"'
ell, Mr. Secretary, I am not satisfied and I do not think the
American people are satisfied with double digit inflation, with 6.2
percent unemployment, with the dollar going down, with productivity
at a very low rate, and with serious problems on the trade balance.
But in all candor, what concerns me the most is that you have no positive game plan, no major strategy to get the country moving again.
All you are talking about is some fine tuning, some of which may
be good, some of which may be bad. But there is no proposal to do
anything long-term to get this country moving upward.
You propose a $16 billion tax cut. As I see it, your proposal means
most Americans would face a tax increase next year, and I would ask
you this question: Have you-assuming Congress adopts your recom-
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mendations--determined by income level what this would mean to the
American people in taxes, not, only for this year,.but for the. next 5
years, and considering the fact that they are *goingto be paying substantially higher social security taxes, and higher inflation taxes.
Has such a chart been prepared, assu ming your recommendations
are accepted by this committee and the Congress? What will it do to
the taxes paid by each level of income?
Secretary BiUMrEN.% THTA,. First, of all, let me simply state for the
record thai I totally disagree with your characterization of this administration's policy of lacking a major game plan, and of being
inadequate in terms of maintaining employment, and the growth of the
economy.
record that I notify disagree with your characterization of this adBut, be that as it may, we have tables that indicate the impact
of this particular reduction on taxpayers by income class for next year
and for the out years, and we can 'provide that to you.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]
COMPARISON OF CHANGES IN THE COMBINED INCOME AND SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES RESULTING FROM H.R.
13511 AND THE ALTERNATIVE COMPARED WITH 1977 LAW TAXES I

4-person, 1-earner families
H.R. 13511 Alternative
Wage income:

$5,000 -----------$10,000 ............
$15,000 -----------$20,000 ............
$25,000 -----------$30,000 -----------$40,000 ----------- $50,000 ------------

$100,000 ...........

- 14
-34
-35
115
207
135
-47
-215

-485

14
-232
-187
33
131
16
-215
-261

-261

4-person, 2-earner families'
H.R. 13511
Alternative
14
-34
-35
-90
-162
-220
35
223

-47

14
-232
-187
-172
-237
-339
-133
177

177

Single individuals
H.R. 13511 Alternative
-7
13
-29
157
279
226
112
3

3

-44
19
-14
162
339
339
339
339

339

'Assumes deductible expenses equal to 23 percent of income.
'Assumes each spouse earns 50 percent of total family income.
Source: Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Office of Tax Analysis, Aug. 3, 1978.

Senator ROTIh. Does that include the effect of inflation and social
security taxes?
Secretary BLUMENTH,L. We can certainly give it to you for inflation in 1979 and for social security increases, but we cannot give it
to you for the out years. You can make your own assumptions as to
what kind of inflation we are going to have in 1982 and 1983.
Senator ROTh. I think the administration has already made certain
estimates for inflation.
Secretary BLUMENTHAL., At the same time, we assume that there
will be further tax reductions as we go along, so we have to look at
what this particular bill will do to the impact of taxes next year,
becauseSenator ROTr. Mr. Secretary, are you saying then that you are
planning to propose additional tax cuts next year ?
Secretary BLUMFNTHAL, I am not saying that there will be a new
tax cut next year. I am saying that it will certainly be in the out
years. We are talking about a 5-year period. It could'be next year or
it could be the year after that. I really do not know. It depends on
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the state of the economy. It depends on the rate of inflation. It depends on various other things.
But I clearly do not believe that there will be no further tax reduction in the next 5 years.
Senator RomrY. Would it not make more sense to program the tax
cuts in advance rather than year by year? Would this not help to
improve confidence, and some predictability and certainty to our
economy?
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. I think tax policy, particular tax proposals, have to be evaluated in light of -existing circumstances.
I have certainly noted that the Congress tends to change its mind
rather rapidly-and perhaps quite understandably in the light of
changing economic circumstances. I would not be comfortable with
making tax proposals for a multiyear period without recognizing
that depending on whether the economy grows by 2 percent or 4
percent or 6 percent, depending on whether the rate of inflation is at
7 percent or 5 percent or 3 percent that all of those factors have to be
considered from time to time and then decisions made.
Senator RoTi. Mr. Chairman, my time is up, but I think one of the
most pressing needs in the economy today, both from the standpoint
of the American people and business s, is to get some certainty into
the tax picture. It seems to me that the most helpful thing that could
be done at this stage to instill confidence in the economy is to begin
planning forward on the tax picture.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Haskell?
Senator HASKELL. Mr. Chairman, I have a statement that I would
like to have put in the record.' I would like to summarize it, Mr. Secretary, and get your comments.
About a month ago, Senator Byrd had a hearing here and I talked
about inflation: that it is the most important problem. I think we
both agree with that.
Three years ago when unemployment was 8.5 and industrial utilization was down below 7) percent, we were talking about stimulating the economy by a tax cut. Now we have a 6.2 unemployment rate
and it is probably going down. We have 84.1% plant utilization-and
we are still talking about a tax cut.
It seems to me, Mr. Secretary, that different economic times require different economic solutions. If we adopt an expansionist fiscal
policy that puts more money into the economy and thereby feeds inflation when you have these economic circumstances, the Federal Reserve is going to adopt a restrictive monetary policy. As a matter of
fact. they cranked it up one-eighth of a percent yesterday, I read
in the paper. This is going to in turn fuel inflation, and it. is going
to cause a recesion-at least, if history repeats itself.
Now, my suggestions would be-and I would like to get your reaction-that we do not. have a tax cut. We bring forward the 1975
temporary reductions. We adopt Senator Nelson's suggestion of deferring the Social Security increases for 3 years because we know
they are inflationary and we attempt to cut the budget by 3 to 5
percent which would knock about $15 billion off. We would narrow
the gap of the deficit to about $20 billion if we did that. It seems to
me that this is the kind of program that both the people in our country
18.6 P. 128.
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and the people across the world are looking for in the United States-a responsiveness to a situation and a willingness to take a stand.
Now, could I have your comments on that?
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. Senator, this, I suppose, is a counterpart
to what Senator Roth has in mind, who has a- game plan, as I understand it, for increasing the budget deficit by $100 billion.
Senator HASKELL. That is in his plan, not mine.
Secretary BLUiMENTIIAL. And by making the kinds of tax cuts, in

the hope that inflation will not accelerate, but just go away.
We have looked at what is likely to happen with the economy in the
absence of any type of tax cut as best we can-and heaven knows, the
economists are hardly infallible.
As best we can tell, if we had no tax cuts, you would not only have
particular hardships on low- and middle-income groups who have to
suffer the impact of inflation, but you would have a slowing down
of the economy below 2 percent, 2 to 3 percent, in such a way that
unemployemnt would rise, and that tends to impact, obviously, those
groups in the economy least able to afford it.
We have a game plan in the sense that the President has strongly
indicated that he. wants to move that budget towards balance. H6
started out with a deficit, as Senator Byrd well knows, of $60 billion
for 1979 as our target. We are now down to $43.5, I believe, or maybe
even less, depending on what action the Congress takes on the budget,
so we have reduced that budget deficit by also one-third. That is a
mar factor.
We are cutting taxes to offset the Social Security taxes fully--even
somewhat more than fullySenator HASKELL. May I interrupt? I think we all recognize that
Social Security increases are inflationary. I think we would probably
find reasonable concurrence that income tax decreases are inflationary.
Why not postpone for 3 years the increases in Social Security and not
have a tax decrease?
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. In the first place, we clearly need some
reductions in order to help business, small business, and corporations
to invest more, to expand the economy, so that we do not get bottlenecks and inflation that way. In the second place, the total impact
on the cost of living of a postponement of the Social Security taxes
is, I believe, two to three-tenths of a percentage point.
Now, I do not minimize the importance of this. But it is clearly not,
in itself, a reason to d'eal with the Social Security taxes in this way, to
get into the problem of using general revenues to finance Social Security taxes without having looked at the coverage questions that are involved in this, and really also making sure that the trust funds are
generally maintained in sound condition.
I think the whole Social Security problem needs to be looked at, perhaps next year or the year after, as soon as possible, and that we need
to look at all of those elements. I want to be sure that the integrity
of those funds is maintained, that the coverage is broad, and that when
we go into general revenue financing of Social Security reaching a
principle which has not been previously reached, that we know what we
are doing.
Senator HASKELL. I guess I, too, asked a complicated question, Mr.
Chairman.
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The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hansen?

Senator HASEN. Mr. Secretary, Martin Feldstein recently completed a study funded by the Treasury and based exclusively on Treasury data showing that Just the 1969 changes in the capital gains law
created an enormous lockin of capital. Had the 1969 capital gains tax
rate of 25 percent been in effect in 1973, corporate stock sales, according to his study, funded by the Treasury, would nearly have doubled
from $29.2 billion to $49.5 billion.
Realized gains would have increased from $5.4 billion to $15.8
billion.
It does not take much to see that the investment climate is improved
with lower tax. In my view, a broadbrush approach is essential to creating a good investment climate and does more for growth than targeted concepts like a special venture capital credit which conjures
nightmares of regulation, or even the exclusion of the sale of a house.
I want to know how the administration proposes to create a healthy
investment climate in which all Americans can participate and from
which all can benefit.
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. Senator Hansen, in our judgment, the study
conducted by Professor Feldstein has a number of defects and special
characteristics which make its conclusions, for certain purposes,
questionable.
For purposes of evaluating the impact of certain types of capital
gains taxes on a permanent basis. That is my main point. He took a
particular year and tried to calculate the impact in the following year.
Even if he is correct and without taking up the time, or I will be
accused of giving a complicated answer again, this probably deals, in
our judonent, with the transitional, with the 1st year of the tax rather
than with the permanent tax.
But your question was, How do we create a climate of confidence?
It seems to me the climate of confidence has to be created by bringing
inflation under control, by having a stable dollar, by maintaining adequate growth of the economy, and by providing incentives for capital
accumlation, so that there can be adequate levels for business investment together with the confidence of business in the future of this
economy.
Senator HANSEN. Earlier you spoke about inflation and the imbalance in trade accounts being two major problems that are of concern
in trying to assess the woes of the dollar internationally. You mentioned that inflation was 10.4 percent the first 6 months of this year,
and yet I understand that you and others were on the Hill yesterday
trying to promote the passage of the natural gas bill. I just read in
this morning's paper that the imports of oil into this country have
not increased, but rather have dropped from slightly over 9 billion
barrels per day to just under 8 billion barrels per day.
We do not start to import the amount of energy in the form of oil
that Japan does. And I have read, too, what ther'lublic Service Commissioner for the State of Wisconsion says about this gas bill. Now,
he does not find anything in that bill to encourage him that the people
in the State of Wisconsin would be benefited, either by controlling inflation or reducing consumer prices.
How do you rationalize the administration's approach on the natural
gas bill in trying to get a handle on inflation?
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Secretary BL.uX'r1..-THALJ. Senator Hansen. I responded to Senator
Byrd's question as to what was most. in the minds of foreigners as they
looked at the U.S. economy and suffered a lack of confidence. fy answer was it was inflation and it was the inability of the United states
to act on the energy question in the 15 months that had clasped without Congress taking action.
I indicated that in the view of foreigners, thos are the two fundamental factors that cause the uncertainty about our national wealth.
The dropoff in imports for the first 6 or 7 months of this year compared to the similar period last year is certainly encouraging. It is due
to the coming onstream of oil from the North Slope. It is due to the
drawing down of stocks. It clearly is not, should not, be read as an indication that we are making any dent in the $45 billion oil import
bill that we have. It is that, import bill, which only amounted to about
$6 billion just a few short years ago, that is causing the foreigners to
be concerned about the State of our economy.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator TalmadgeI
Senator TALMADGE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Secretary, much of the decline in the dollar, of course, has been
attributed to our lack of an energy program. I would point out to you
that we import about half of our energy. Japan imports, I think, virtually all of the energy. Germany imports virtually all of their energy.
According to the Department of Commerce, based on data for the
second quarter of 1977, Japan had a surplus in manufacured goods for
the rest of the world at an annual rate of about $30.7 billion. Germany,
on the same basis, had a 1977 surplus of about $45.9 billion. That is
manufactured goods, chemicals, machinery, transport equipment and
other manufactured products except fuel and food.
During that same period, we had a modest surplus. I understand
that declined to zero.
What can we do to correct that situation? I do not see any way we
can stop the decline of the dollar as long as we have a negative trade
surplus and Japan and Germany have these huge surpluses.
Secretary BLUMENT[AL. Senator, as you know, the composition
of trade between different countries tends to be different according to
the kinds of economies they have. For example, we are important
food exporters, and the Japanese, on the other hand, are major food
importers. So it will always be true that they have to rely much more
heavily than some other countries on their earnings from manufactured goods while, in order to earn enough to import.
Now, what you point out, which is the tremendous surplus that
the Japanese have clearly is a worrisome thing. That kind of imbalance also could contribute to difficulties in the international financial adjustment process.
What has also contributed to that imbalance is the fact that they
have had stagnant economies, particularly the Germans, while we
have had growing economies. The last time our external accounts
were in balance was in the depths of the recession in this country in
1975, so the differential in growth rates between our moving up and
their being flat caused some of the distortions to occur.
I should say the changes in the dollar over the last 11h years
clearly are going to have an impact, and we are beginning to see that
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on our ability to export. and on our reduction in imports. We are beginning to see improvements as a iult of the dollar changes.
Now, that is different, than having disorderly conditions in the
market, which we have seen in recent days. So that will improve because the dollar relationship has changed. Point No. 1.
Second, you have got to bring inflation under control, because if we
do not bring inflation under control, our goods will not be.competitive.
Third, those other countries have got to get their surpluses down
and open up their markets for us. Some of them are too protectionist.
I think if we can do those three. things and work on the energy problem, which is & part of it, I think we can bring that into balance.
Senator TALMADOE. Of course, you know we are very proud of our
surplus in agricultural exports. However, there is very little labor
involved in a bushel of wheat or a bush-1 of soybeans. There is, on the
other hand, a great deal of labor in a Datsun automobile or a television set-in the things that we import.
I have met with several foreign delegations. The Japanese Diet
called on me, I presume because I am the chairman of the Commission
on Agriculture, and they talked a great deal about the little piddling
amount of citrus fruit they are going to take from us, the piddling
amount of beef that Tokyo will eat up in 24 hours, and they think that
is a big deal.
Our trade representatives tell me that they are standing firm. I
have told them pointedly that we could not continue to have a $10
billion, $12 billion, $14 billion trade deficit with the ,Japanese, and I
hoped that we could correct it by negotiations, but. if we could not
correct it by negotiation, I thought Congress would have to correct
it by some other means.
Do you agree with that?
Secretary BLUMENTrAL. I certainly agree that if that is not corrected
through a negotiation, that other steps are likely to be taken, and I
would understand why.
Senator TALMADOE. We either have to have some plan of quotas, it
seems to me, or some plan for tariffs to bring our trade balance into
some real balance. Would you not agree with that?
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. I would agree that we would have to look
at other means of doing that. I would not want to commit myself to
coming out, in favor of quotas, but I think we would have to look at
other means.
I would say that, from my discussions with the Japanese officials
that they know they are up against a real problem, and certainly we
have to stand firm on that issue. We are just going to have to wait and
see what comes out of negotiations, but it is a critical problem and it is
hurting their economy just as much-that surplus is not good for them.
Senator TALM AnDE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN . Mr. Secretary, President John Kennedy sent to us
in 1963 an approach to the capital gains problem that would have
raised about $500 million a year for the Treasury by stimulating more
activity in sales and in business generality in removing some of the
counterproductive aspects of the tax system at that time.
Since that time, we have passed a minimum tax and then we passed
amendments to that minimum tax seeking to eliminate the kinds of
injustices and inequities that you have spoken to today. You testified
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here that we have managed to get it down to the point that 90 percent
of those who should be paying a tax but were not before are now being
taxed. I have talked to Mr. Lubick; we have been looking at the figures
on that, and the way he explained it,to me, we. have got it down now to
where we are managing to tax virtually all those who should pay a tax,
with the exception of about two people in the entire United States.
It would seem to me that, there are ways that we can draft, a better
minimum tax than we have. We should more explicitly zero it in on the
people who should be paying more, without it being so much of an
add-on to people who are already paying a very substantial tax. If we
can work that out together, should we not be able to work those two
items out in such a fashion that Treasury would make a net gain in
revenue rather than a loss in revenue?
Secretary BLtME NTJIAL. Mr. Chairman, the Treasury is always
interested in a net gain in revenue. I think the point you make is basic,
and I support it fully. I believe not only that everyone who can afford
to pay should pay some tax; I think that that tax should be at a
reasonable minimum.
I do not think 5 percent for people who earn a lot of money is a
reasonable tax to pay.
I think, therefore, that a better approach to the minimum tax, together, perhaps, as part of a package on what you are doing with
capital gains, is certainly something that we would wish to explore
with you.
The CHAIR MA N. It seems to me that we can draw a minimum tax that
would do a far more efficient job, just knowing what we have learned.
We have now had a lot, of experience, and we can pull out the tax
returns to the people who you are concerned about.
I think we now know what we need to know, to see not only that we
catch those two or three people left in the United States who have
managed to avoid the net so far, but in addition to that, that those who
should be paying something will not be paying just a token tax, they
will be paying a rather substantial tax.
I can figure out how to do it myself, and it seems to me that if I can
do it, all of those experts you have down there in the Treasury-you
have a lot bigger staff than I have-ought to be able to figure out a
way to do even more of that. I would appreciate it if you would work
on that.
Can your staff work with us to find better ways to move more people
into using the standard deduction? It seems to me that we ought to
find ways to make the standard deduction available to more taxpayers
so more could have something of a break in using it. Have you explored
ways that that can be done?
Secretary BLrMENTIAL. We are looking at that. I think if we could
put some floors under the itemized deduction that would be one way
of moving more people over. We have, of course, in our original proposal, and the House went, some way in that direction, the elimination
of certain deductions and building them into the rate schedule which
was also designed to do that.
The ITAIRMAN'. It..ems to me, Mr. Secretary, that. to make the law
simple you need to do two things. One, you need to put. more floors
under some of these itemized deductions, and then, too, you need to
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make some of these itemized features deductible even when you use the
simplified system if they deduct on that item alone.
In other words, if a person has spent 20 percent of his income on
medical expenses, I would think lie ought to be able to use the standard
deduction and, in so far as his medical expenses exceed, let us say, 10
percent of income, to deduct that. excess on the simple form.
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. I think if we can put reasonable floors
under those, itemized deductions and then say that if there was a particular item on which he has an extraordinary amount of deduction
nevertheless, that that should be separately deducted, that that is something we ought to investigate. We will work with you on that.
The CHAIRMAn. Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. Bentsen?
Senator BENTsEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

I certainly agree with you arid the Secretary that we cannot have
people receiving $500,000 a year cashflow who pay no taxes. You will
never explain that to the fellow who has a service station who might be
making $15,000 or $20,000 a year. As a result, you destroy public confidence in the tax system.
I worked for a tax in the alternative in 1976, and hopefully we can
get something here.
I do believe that we need a reduction in the capital gains tax, and
I would like to ask unanimous consent that a newspaper column by a
distingiushed former member of this committee, Eugene McCarthy,
be put in the record at this point.
[See p. 203 for material referred to above.]
Senator BEXTSE-N. I would like to speak to the question of how
big a tax cut Congress should enact. We have had before the Joint
Economic Committee and before this Finance Committee economists
testifying that enactment of a tax cut that would range up to $100
billion would be a serious mistake.
I frankly think it would be fiscally irresponsible at this time.
I think what we have to do is try to make people whole on what
has happened to them on inflation, to the extent that we can. People
have been bumped up into another tax bracket. We should try to
bring them back to where they were, to the extent that we can.
But to bring about a $1uO billion tax cut would result in an increase in interest rates, a substantial increase in the budget deficit
and would fan inflation.
The last thing I think we need at this time is to greatly increase
consumer demand. What we ought to be trying to do is increase and
modernize productive capacity in this country, to make it more effective and more efficient, and we ought to concentrate on that.
Now, I have tried to give you the complicated answer. Now, would
you care to amplify that?
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. For once I can answer in two words: I
agree.
Senator BENTSE. That is fine. Then let me get. tothe next question.
Mr. Secretary, you and I have differed over the jobs tax credit, and
I proposed it back in 1975 and 1976, as did Senator Haskell. It has
met with a mixed review. We have had people who have testified that
it has created 400,000 new jobs and we have had others who have
.. testified that those jobs would have been created anyway.
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I am pleased to say that I think we are in agreement on a compromise on a targeted jobs tax credit that really tries to get. to some of
the structurally unemployed and the youth in this country. We have
got unemploy ment rates amongst young people. amongst young blacks,
of as high as 40 percent. I think that one of the most debilitating
things you can do io a young person is to tell him society-Has no productive role for him to fill. We pay a very large social, political and
economic cost for this.
So I would like to say that I strongly support your jobs tax credit,
in a targeted form.
On the environmental cost that is placed on manufacturing today,
it is my understanding, Mr. Secretary, that you are proposing that
we have a 5-year writeoff and a. full 10-percenit investment tax credit.
Is that correct?
Secretary BLTIMEN.-THAL. Yes, that is right. We would maintain the
10-percent credit and have the writeoff.
Senator BENTSEN. Now, what about OSHA. Do you extent that
incentive to the increased costs resulting from OSHA?
Secretary BLU3XMENTHAL. I do not believe so.
Senator BENTSEN. How do you draw the distinction? Why should
we not do it for such things that have to be done by Government
regulation, by OSHA; if we do it on EPA?
"
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. I think that we would have to look and see
what exactly would be involved technically. There are lots of little
things that were done that came under OSHA regulations. For
example, OSHA regulations say you have to have a certain kind of
ladder. I do not think you should say that, but they do. You have to
have a certain kind of ladder or you have to have a certain kind of
provision which may be very expensive.
Perhaps we ought to look at every major investment costs as related
to OSHA, but I would like to look and take a look to see if that
distinction can be made and what, the cost would be and to what extent it is analogous to the environmental factors.
I think you have a good point that they both involve Government
regulation and they both can be a heavy burden for the individual
firm.
We will look at that.
Senator BENTSE.,N. I appreciate that.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Nelson?
Senator NELSON. Mr. Secretary, in your testimony you made reference to the question about equity ana the distribution of benefits of
the capital gains tax. I realize the administration posture has been
negative on capital gains changes, though it passed heavily in the
House and it is likely to pass in the Senate.
Now, as to that question, the answer is that there is going to be
one. I would, however, ike to ask this question.
The House bill, as__you well know gives 90 percent of the benefit
of that caiptal gains cut to people making over $50,000. And it only
gives benefits to 327,0W', people in this country.
There is a measure, that will be before us, is before us, which would
deal with that capital gain question in a different way-that is,
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allow an exclusion of the first $1,500 in capital gains for an individual
and an exclusion of $3,000, of the first $3,000 of capital gains to a
couple.
That would result in 72 percent of the benetfis going to people
making less than $50,000, the more equitable distribution which you
addressed yourself to on the full tax question, and would benefit
4,250,000 people.
Now, given that you may not want any changes, which approach
would you prefer if, in fact, one is to be adopted by the Congress?
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. Well, we have previously said that if the
Congress chooses to reduce capital gains taxes, we do not oppose that
as long as certain basic criteria of tax policy are followed. One of them
is that the result is reasonably progressive, or at least not to
regressive.
The particular proposal that you are referring to would probably
be more progressive than most others, certainly those-passed by the
House, or even the alternate proposal that Corman-Fisher had recommended which was not adopted.
So, from that point of view, we would clearly prefer the one to which
you have just referred.
There are other criteria, such as the degree to which it will stimulate
investment and the degree to which the reduction in capital gains
taxes will really be directed towards those activities that have some
economic meaning, rather than just the rewards for speculators.
So I think it is an interesting idea. We certainly think it would
be something that would go in the right direction, and if this committee would like to substitute something of this kind for what is in the
present House bill, we would want to work with you on it.
I gather that there is a revenue cost involved in this proposal which
is slightly less than $1 billion-about $860 million.
Senator NELSON. The House bill was $950 million. This one would
be about $850.
Secretary BLUXMNTHAL. $950 million? The House bill, if I remember correctly, is a total of $1.9 billion.
Senator NELSON. You are counting, I think, the exemption of the
sale of a principal residence.
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. Yes.
Senator NELSON. I am talking only about the other capital gains
provision in the House bill.
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. Everything but the residence.
Senator NELSON. That is right.
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. Then it is slightly more. Our figures indicate $1.1 billion, and this is $863 million, so it is somewhat less than
that total amount. So if you were to make that kind of substitution,
that is fine. I suspect you are going to run into-I can tell you from
personal experience that you are going to run into a certain amount
of opposition on this point, but we certainly would be willing to work
with you.
Senator NELsoN. If there were not any opposition, you and I would
agree that the proposition is probably no good.
I have one more question. I think that most people in both houses
of Congress and all but three or four or so on this committee have
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given speeches attacking thC administration for not having a game
plan on inflation. Senator Roth had that to say this morning.
I think I may be only one of the three or four here who have not
made a statement like that, only because I have concluded I do not
know any more about it than the economists do.
But in any event, the administration has made a number of proposals, the energy proposal, the cutting back on the public works
reclamation, and a very major proposal on hospital costs containment.
This committee rejected the concept, by about two to one, about onethird of us supported the concept of the administration.
Speeches are being made here in this committee and on the floor
about cutting budgets, stopping inflation, all kinds of windmill-tilting
propositions that they know will not pass and they would be scared
to death if they did.
My query is, the administration proposed a hospital cost containment bill that would save $60 billion in 5 years, $19 billion of which
would be Federal funds and $2.2 billion, f believe, State funds. Thic
is at the rate of $12 billion a year.
Do you know of any other proposal we might act on that would have
a more significant effect on reducing budget costs and reducing inflation than that administration proposal?
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. I do not, Senator. I certainly regret that
you did not act on hospital cost containment. I think no other cost is
rising as rapidly as this one and that is certainly an area that is very,
very important.
I could add many, many smaller, but equally important measures,
that have been proposed or that we have tried to take by administrative action that would be anti-inflationary, that would make the Government more efficient, and that some of those who were most interested
in efficiency and in fighting inflation were very strongly opposed.
The CHATm!AN. Senator Packwood?

Senator PACKWOOD. M3r. Secretary, I was struck in listening to the
presentation of your speech, a rather routine presentation as you went
through the bulk of it, skipping around, and then the passion that
crept into your voice as we got to the subject of capital gains, and the
crescendo when we got to tax shelters, and it peaked at the expression
"tax avoidance by wealthy individuals making extensive use of tax
shelter-."
So we are on the same wavelength-and I am sure that we arewhat do you mean by a tax shelter?
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. By a tax shelter I mean those devices presently allowed in the code which involve the offsetting of paper losses
against income such that no or little tax liability to the Federal Government has accrued.
Senator P.AcKwooD. Is there any such thing as a good tax shelter?

Secretary BrLTu.ENTAi, A good tax shelter ?
Senator 'PACKWOOD. From Treasury's standpoint, not from an investor's standpoint.
Secretary BLUIMENTHAL. I do not. think that we make that kind of
value judginent, whether the tax shelter is good or bad. I make a value
judgment that if individuals who have high income, and I know some
of them, and I am sure you do, too-boast to me that they have not
paid any tax for X years or paid only 4 or 5 percent and ridicule
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me for paying 30 or 40 or 50 percent, 70 percent at the margin, I make
a value judgment that that is bad for the country, and I resent it.
Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Secretary, let me ask you againSecretary BI.UMENTIIAL. Again, the passion in my voice you are
hearing correctly, Senator.
Senator PACKWOOD. And you are right. You make no value judgment, and you go right through this example of the House-passed
bill reducing the minimum tax-you have a $2,184,982 capital gains,
the House bill would reduce the minimum tax from 7.4 percent to 5
percent and your two alternative tax would raise that to 16 percent.
You are right. There is no value judgment as to whether or not that
income is being sheltered has any socially useful purpose. It is just
that 16 percent is certainly better than 5 percent and 30 percent is
probably better than 16 percent. Am I correct?

Secretary

BLUMENTIAL.

Secretary

BLUMENT1MA.

Secretary

BLUMENTHAL.

I would not say that. I am talking about the

notion of people paying-high-income individuals paying no, or next
to no, tax. Now, some people might consider, who are at the margin
at the 70-percent bracket, might consider 30 percent to be next to no
tax. I would not say that.
But I would certainly say that reducing taxes for people who have
sheltered all of their regular income and who have multimillion dollar
capital gains income, reducing that minimum tax from 7.5 percent to
5 percent, I would make the judgment that that is paying virtually no
tax.
Senator PACKWOOD. Are you reasonably convinced that by virtue of
sheltering their income, what they have invested in has served no
worthy social purpose?

No; I do not. say that. I would say equally

that when I have saved my money and invested it and received
dividends and paid 70 percent, I have invested my money in a way
which has served a useful social purpose, yet I pay more than 5
percent.
Senator PACKWOOD. Well, therefore, all of the capital gains taxes on
millionaires should be 70 percent.

No; I do not say that. We have in the tax

code made various judgments about the degree to which we want to
provide incentives for this or that economic activity. I do not feel
that an incentive which reduces to the level of 5 percent taxes on individuals who have these large incomes is appropriate.
Senator PAcKWOOD. What is magic about 16 percent?
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. There is nothing magic about 16 percent
and I have never claimed it is.
Senator PACKWOOD. Why not higherV
Secretary BLUMENTHAI. It is a matter of judgment. If you wish to
put it higher, we would not object.
Senator PACKWOOD. That is what I thought. You really would not
object if we could get it up to 50 percent.
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. Oh, I think we would, Senator.
Senator *PACKWOOD. So there is some threshold between 16 percent
and 50 percent.
Secretary BLUMENTHAL Senator, you are trying to pin me down in
a way in which I am not going to allow myself to be pinned down. I
have made my point.
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Senator

PACKWOOD. When do
A . I do not think

The ChAIRM

I get another turn?
you can settle that matter right now,

but go ahead.

Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Chairman, I am not going to resolve it, but
he reminds me of Clement Atlee in 1947-16 percent is good, 30 percent would be better, 40 percent might be better yet. It does not matter
that, jobs are created. It. does not matter that indeed we started reinvesting our capital and worthwhile thing actually happened.
We will go ahead and level the income, level the investment opportunities and then we will see what we can do afterwards to pick up
the pieces in the economy.
The CHAIRMAN. I have'no doubt that you will be able to make your
position clear; you always do. But you may have trouble getting that
witness to answer you.
Senator Danforth?
Senator DANFORTH1. Mr. Secretary, early in your comments on page
3, you say that tax and budget policy must address another threat to
continued economic recovery--sluggish business investment.
And this echoes a theme which you also made last March 3, 1977,
very shortly after you took office. You made a speech in New York
which was *entitled "The Government's Role in the Capital Formation Process."
We hear all kinds of dire. predictions about capital shortfalls. One,
I think that was made by the New York Stock Exchange, was a prediction of $1 trillion capital shortfall over the next 8 years. And therefore, I just. want to ask you one question, with several subparts.
One, how serious is the capital formation problem and the capital
formation-productivity problem?
Second, how heavily should this problem-if there is a problemweigh with us as we are fashioning a tax bill? To what degree should
we measure what we do against the capital formation problem?
Third, what tax policy options exist, whether or not they are in
the President's proposal? What tax policy options exist which we
should be considering or could be considering to address the problem I
Secretary BLU-mEXTHAL. Thank you, Senator.

As to the first question, I happen to feel, and have felt for some
years, before I took this job, that the slowing down of investment and
the capital formation is one of the fundamental problems that we have
to face in this economy, and I think that you ought to weigh it very
seriously.
i-If you look at the productivity figures, you will see that we used to
increase productivity in the fifties and sixties by about 3 percent. By
the early seventies, it had slowed to 2 percent and now we are down,
last year, to less than I percent. I think that is in part the explanation
for Senator Talmadge's concern on the export side, of the inability of
the United States to compete.
If you look at R. & D. figures, you will see another element. I think
it Is very, very important.. I think you
ought to seriously addie.
t.
r think this tax bill in itself will not solve it. I think you need to
come back to it next year and the year after and I certainly have
been encouraging that as strongly as I can.
Second, in looking at this bill, you should equally-it follows from
what I say that you should give it very serious attention. Now, having
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said that, opinions begin to diverge unfortunately, but not surprisingly,
but as to what is the best way to stimulate.
Certain tax policy fashions arise, sometimes fashions that fly in
the fact of whatever analysis is available and that is never perfect.
And it ha)pens at the moment that capital gains is tip front andcenter
as being the way to stimulate that.
Strangely enough, in January when we presented our proposal,
virtually no one was talking about that.
We happen to think that an increase in cash flow through the reduction in the corporate rate across-the-board would be a very good way
to stimulate it, and we still think that. There are other ways that are
not proposed here, different depreciation schedules which increase tax
flow, a variety of such techniques that could be used.
Clearly a reduction in capital gains taxes also will have a stimulative effect in that area and are of net benefit. They may not be the most
effective.
I can present to you for the record or to you personally a variety
of ways to stimulate capital investment. I have mentioned one, a di fferent depreciation schedule, accelerated depreciation.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]
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TREASURY FOR TAX POLICY ON CAPITAL FORMATION, JUNE 15, 1977
Mr. Chairman and members of this subcommittee, my colleagues today are
making a prsua-ive ease for promoting a higher rate of capital formation in
the U.S. economy. There is no need for my repeating it. In view of our disappointing record regarding economic growth, and gains in productivity and real
income, the important question is what can public policy do about it. From
my position, the question is even more specific: What can tax policy do about it?
I should first note that capital formation is not solely or perhaps even primarily a tax issue. We must look to more fundamental reasons to understand
why our present rate of investment is deficient. In the aftermath of a major
bout with both inflation and recession, it perhaps is not surprising that business
confidence has not yet fully recovered. Uncertainty concerning opportunities for
expansion of markets as well as the trust of future government policies Is not
easily dispelled. In this climate, general monetary and fiscal policies to reinforce
the recovery of the economy in a noninflationary manner may be more important than specific structural program changes. Nonetheless, it is still possible
to define a more specific role for tax policy in stimulating capital formation.
This can bet be anpreciated by considering that investment will not be undertaken unless the after-tax rewards are commensurate with the risks of adding
to productive capacity. Tax policy can affect investment decisions by changing
these after-tax rewards.
In fact, as I shall discuss in more detail, there are various ways in which
policy can improve the after-tax returns to investment and risk taking. We tax
are
now critically evaluating these alternatives as part of the process of developing
tax reform proposals to submit to Congress later this year. No final decisions
have been made as yet on the specific components of the tax reform program.
I would like to share ith you, however, some of our thinking on tax incentives
for capital formation. I will also address the question of the relationship between the need for additional capital formation and the other goals of the tax
reform program.
The tax reform program we are now working on has two other important
goals in addition to providing adequate incentives for capital investment. The
first is tax simplification to which we assign a much more important role than
it has generally been assigned In the pa;t. Simplification involves making
tax
returns easier for the average person to prepare, reducing the burdens of financial recordkeeping, and generally making the tax law more understandable
for taxpayers. The speond goal is to improve the equity of the tax system so
that the laws are regarded as fair. This can be accomplished by removing op-
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portunities for tax gamesmanship with high payoffs to expert legal advice
and shrewd tax planning, and by making sure that individuals with equal
incomes are taxed the same while those with higher incomes are taxed at progressive rates. In providing incentives for expanding productive facilities, we
must continue to keep in mind the other goals of simplification and fairness.
Designing tax proposals to stimulate capital formation equity is no simple
task. I might also add that we have not yet discovered any new ways of achieving all these goals simultaneously. The problem, as always, is one of choices
and tradeoffs.
ALmNATIV' WAYS TO STIMULATE OAPITAL FORMATION

The particular instruments that may be used to increase the after-tax returns
to investment and thereby stimulate additional capital formation are generally
familiar to all of us. They include the investment tax credit, alternative methods
of depreciation, and changes in corporate tax rates. In addition, there is a device
which has not been used in this country but has been adopted by our major
trading partners including Canada, England, France, Germany, and Japan.
This is eliminating the double tax on corporate income, or integrating the
corporate and personal income taxes.
Each of these may be discussed briefly in turn.
Investment tax credit.-The investment tax credit now stands at 10 percent
for eligible property which generally includes depreciable equipment, but not
buildings, used in a production process. Equipment with useful lives of less
than 3 years does not receive the investment tax credit, that with lives of more
than 3 years but less than-5 years receives one-third of the credit, and equipment
with useful lives of greater than 5 years but less than 7 years receives two-thirds
of the credit. In addition, the credit cannot exceed $25,000 plus 50 percent of
tax liability over $25,000. However, special higher limitations are temporarily
provided for public utilities, railroads, and airlines. Unused credits may be
carried back 3 years and carried forward 7 years. One alternative for stimulating
additional capital formation is to increase the investment credit above its current
level or to relax the general 50 percent of tax liability limitation.
Depreciation allowanoes.-Under current law, property held for the production
of income in a trade or business is allowed a reasonable deduction for exhaustion,
wear and tear, and obsolescence. Depreciation deductions are calculated for tax
purposes by first determining the life of the property and then applying a deprication method allowed by law. Lives may be justified by taxpayers on the basis of
either facts and circumstances or by reference to the class lives established by
the asset depreciation range (ADR) system for taxpayers electing to use that
system. Those electi. g ADR are also permitted to use 20 percent shorter lives
than the published class lives. Once the asset life has been determined, the actual
tax depreciation deductions are calculated by using either the straight-line
method or a more accelerated method such as double declining balance.
As a mechanism for reducing taxes on capital income, it is possible to allow
taxpayers larger depreciation deductions. This could be accomplished by various
combinations of changes in either asset lives, more accelerated methods, or indexing depreciation for inflation.
Corporate tax ratea.-Alternatively tax burdens on capital income could be
reduced by direct corporate rate cuts. Currently, the first $25,000 of corporate
income is taxed at the 20 percent rate, the next $25,000 at 22 percent, and income
in excess of $50,000 at 48 percent. Any or all of these rates could be reduced as a
measure to stimulate investment.
Eliminating the double tax on corporate income.-Although the idea of eliminating the double tax on corporate income has received considerable attention
in recent years, it may nonetheless be worthwhile to review the various approaches which might be used to achieve this result. There are essentially three
alternatives. One is full integration of corporate and personal income taxes and
the other two are alternative variants of partial integration. Full integration
is equivalent to treating the corporation as a partnership. Each corporate shareholder, as does a partner under current law, would include in his own income
for tax purposes his proportionate share of the corporation's income whether or
not it is distributed. The corporate tax then becomes a withholding tax credited
against the shareholder's final individual tax liability. In effect, the corporation
pays no separate tax at all in this case but merely serves as a collection agent
for the Treasury.
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The two variants of partial integration eliminate the corporate tax only on
distributed earnings. The corporate tax would remain on undistributed corporate
income. One version of partial Integration involves a deduction for dividends
paid at the corporate level in the same way that Interest is currently deducted by
corporations. The alternative version treats corporate taxes attributed to
dividends as a withholding tax. The individual shareholder grosses up his cash
or "take-home" dividends the same way that take-home pay is grossed up to
include taxes withheld by the employer. Then in determining final tax liability,
grossed-up dividends are taken into total income but a credit against tax is
allowed for the corporate tax attributable to the dividends received. Again, this
is similar to our current withholding system for wages and salaries where tax
liability is based on "grossed-up" or before-tax wages, and a credit is taken for
taxes withheld by the employer.
The choice among alternative ways of eliminating the double tax in the event
that some proposal of this kind is recommended must also be based on considerations of simplicity and equity as well as on possible differences in revenue costs.
Criteria for Choosing Among Inveatment Stimulus Alternatives
It is important to specify the criteria to apply in choosing among alternative
ways of stimulating investment. Let me enumerate these criteria and then
briefly evaluate the alternatives.
Nondiscriminatory or eflfcient incentivtes.-Where possible, incentives for
capital formation should be provided in a nondiscriminatory manner. This means
that market forces rather than the opportunity for specific tax advantages
should determine the particular kinds of investment to be undertaken as well as
the particular firms and industries which undertake it. The allocation of investment will be much more efficient when investors respond to market signals
which reflect the wishes of consumers for particular goods and services.
Since the double tax on dividends in current law tends to distort the allocation of investment between corporate and noncorporate enterprise, some form
of integration may make a significant contribution to economic efficiency. Other
capital formation measures, to the extent that they reduce the relative taxation
of corporations, have similar effects but not nearly to the same degree.
Debt Versus Equity Finance and Corporate Dividends Versus Retained Earnings
Also, tax incentives should ideally be neutral with respect to the way in which
investment is financed and the extent to which corporations distribute or retain
their earnings. There is considerable concern that in our present tax structure
the corporation income tax biases the financing choice toward debt rather than
equity financing and toward retentions rather than distributions of earnings. To
the extent that debt financing is encouraged, an unbalanced financial structure
can develop with too much debt piled on a limited equity base. The result could
be an economic system increasingly vulnerable to cyclical fluctuations,- and investors increasingly less willing to assume risk. Similarly, tax incentives to
retain earnings can lead to corporate conglomerates as large firms seek outlets
for their retained earnings.
Eliminating the double tax on dividends deals directly with the bias toward
debt financing since returns to debt capital-that is Interest-and returns to
equity capital-that is dividends plus corporate retentions-would be taxed
more nearly alike. The other measures for stimulating capital formation have
no substantial effects in removing this bias. Similarly, by eliminating the double
tax it is possible to achieve neutrality in the corporate decision to retain or
distribute earnings.
Timing effects.-Alternative devices for stimulating capital formation may
also have quite different effects on the timing of investment per dollar of
revenue loss. These differences in timing may be important since we are concerned about investment to eliminate potential short-run bottlenecks as well
as to provide an expanding productive capacity to sustain long-run growth.
The investment tax credit and changes in depreciation measures tend to have
a larger short-run effect on investment per dollar of foregone revenue than
either corporate rate cuts or eliminating the double tax on dividends. This
occurs because in the short run the Investment tax credit and accelerated depreciation have a greater affect on investment decisions. In contrast, a significant portion of the tax reduction from rate cuts and eliminating the double
tax accrues to capital already in place rather than to new capital formation.
;t is difficult to determine how heavily to weigh the timing differences of
alternative proposals to stimulate investment. In the long run, it seems to me,
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that proposals which equally increase the after-tax profitability of investment
are likely to have about equal effects in increasing the capital stock. The extent
to which short-run differences should be given priority depends in part on one's
evaluation of the short-run constraints currently impeding capital formation.
If tax considerations areexerting a significant constraint on current investment
decisions, then a stronger case could be made for the investment tax credit or an
acceleration of tax depreciation. On the other hand, if investment is currently
constrained by a concern about whether markets will be available for the additional output produced by a larger capital stock, then structural tax policy may
be less effective in the short-run and should perhaps be directed towards longer
term objectives.
The overall objectives of tax reform-simplicity and equity-also enter into
the evaluation of investment stimulus alternatives.
Simplicity.-Of the various investment stimulus alternatives, the simplest
would be a straight cut in the corporate rate, although no significant complexities would generally be involved in increasoing the investment tax credit or
in allowing more accelerated depreciation methods. Also, although integration
may be less familiar, it could- be designed so that all the shareholder would
have to do would be to copy onto the tax return information supplied by his
corporation. This is particularly true for partial integration. Full intergation
could involve more complexity at the shareholder level since in this case shareholders would have to increase their basis in the stock for the earnings which
corporations rean on their behalf.
Equity.-Corporate and personal tax integration would be consistent with
the goal of taxing all income only once and would also be more progressive than
other ways of providing an investment stimulus. This result occurs because
under Integration, corporate income-dividend income only in the case of partial
integration and all corporate income in the case of full integration-are taxed
at individual marginal tax rates rather than at a flat corporate rate. Eliminating the corporate rate with respect to dividends therefore confers greater benefits per share to shareholder in lower tax brackets than to those in higher tax
brackets. In other words, the effect is the same as increasing by a constant
factor the dividends of all shareholders. While before-tax income goes up proportionately, after-tax Income goes up moie for lower income than higher income shareholders because of the progressive tax rate schedule.
The other stimulus measures-the investment tax credit, accelerated depreciation, or corporate rate cuts--also provide initial relief to owners of corporate shares, since these shareholders claim the higher after-tax income stream
earned by the corporation. However, unless the cash-flow gains to the corporation from lower taxes are completely paid out in the form of higher dividends,
the distribution of the after-tax benefits from corporate tax cuts will tend to
be proportional to dividend income. This occurs because the additional income
available at the corporate level will not immediately be taxed at the marginal
rates of shareholders. If these cash flows are retained by the corporation, the
values of cot porate stock may increase and while corporate shareholders have
experienced a gain in wealth as a result, there is no immediate increase in
tax liability. Thus, the greater l)rogressivity from eliminating the double tax
is due to the fact that the additional income accrues at the shareholder level,
rather than at the corporate level ,and, therefore, it is subject to a progressive
structure of marginal tax rates.
It should be pointed out, however ,that while eliminating the double tax on
dividends may be more progressive among shareholders than are cuts in taxes
on corporations, nonetheless, all investment stimulus measures which reduce
taxes on capital income are regressively distributed in general. This is true
because capital income tends to be concentrated among higher income taxpayrs as a whole. It ned not follow, of course. that a complete tax reform
package cannot be progressive if stimulation capital formation is to be one of
its objectives. But in order for the program to be prgressive in its total Impact,
it must take into account the effect of measures to stimulate investment.
Here again there are trade-offs. While eliminating the double tax may be
more progressive per dollar of revenue loss, the investment tax credit and accelerated depreciation may require fewer dollars of revenue loss to achieve a
given short-run investment effect. In any event, the long-run effects of higher
rates of capital formation on the distribution of income will be quite different
from the immediate impacts. Over time, the benefits associated with real productivity gains will be generally distributed throughout the economy.
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Let me conclude by assuring you that this Administration is greatly concerned about the failure of our economic system to perform up to its potential
over the past 10 years. We have taken seriously the need to provide adequate
incentives for capital formation and risk taking. In the tax program which we
shall later be presenting, this objective will be addressed in a significant way.
At the same time we are also committed to developing a tax system which is
more equitable and simpler. I shall look forwar4..to working with you in the
future as we present our proposals to achieve these ends.
Senator DAxrORTH. 1 would very much appreciate that, if you could,

with your evaluation as to how y(U would rate them on a scale, with a
special reference to business taxes, the difference between the corporate
rate reduction, the expansion of investment credit, and so forth.
Secretary BLUJMNTIIAL. Right.
If I may make one more point, Mr. Chairman, it also depends to
some extent, whether you wish to stimulate capital investment generally, across the board, or whether you wish to use tax policy to stimulate it. in certain areas. Obviously, the investment tax credit, or the investment tax credit for certain purposes, will stimulate it in the areas
to which you are targeting. If you want it untargeted or targeted, but
we will try to spell that out.

The CHATRMAN. Senator Hathaway?
Senator HATHAWAY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, yesterday I submitted a bill which was a substitute
to the House-passed bill. In that bill I have incorported a bill introduced bv Senator Weicker and I which incorporated the so-called
Amex plan for stimulation of investment. It would allow a tax credit
for those who invested in certain small businesses up to $750 for a
single person and $1,500 for a married couple.
Have you had a chance to examine this? If you have, I would like
you to comment on the proposal.
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. I have only had a very brief opportunity

to look at it. As I understand it, there is some concern and some preference for a benefit that is targeted based on the gain that you actually
make, so that you use whatever limited revenue you have available to
provide an incentive for the winner, rather than for everybody.
The other problem is clearly thiat. of defining what is a new equity
issue, and the tax policy people are still struggling and not clear that
they can solve the problem of how to prevent abuses in this definitional
problem.
I personally happen to have some sympathy for ways of stimulating
equity investment because, part of the overall problem that industry
faces is that quite clearly, in my judgment, we have in this country
moved too much to debt-financing. The debt-equity ratios have really
turned upwards so much that there is not enough equity financing.
This is related, to some degree, with the problem that Senator Danforth raised.
So I have some sympathy for trying to stimulate new equity investment. I think that given the overall state of the economy, we
should do that in large extent. But then when you get to this, you just
do not want to use a lot of revenue to give it to everybody, because you
are going to have a lot of cats and dogs, if you will, that are going
to--verybody is going to go into equity, including people who should
not. And people are going to be investing their money in a lot of stuff
that is money down the drain.
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So the focusing and defining is the real problem.

Senator

HATHAWAY.

With those reservations, however, you think it

is generally a good plan?
Secretary IitTUMENTIIAL. Stimulating of equity investment is a good
idea. Whether this particular proposal will do it and do it at a cost
that is bearable, we are not sure.
The question, of course, is what it would substitute for, because we
cannot have these add-ons. without getting out of the ballpark in terms
of the total cost.

Senator HATHAWAY. Fine. Thank you.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I have some other questions,
but I will wait until this afternoon.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Dole.
Senator DOLE. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. We appreciate your patience Is there anything you wanted to raise that has not been asked.
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. Oh. Senator Dole, I am dumbfounded.
Senator DOLE. We are all trying to make points. Maybe you missed
one that you wanted to make.
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. I think I have done pretty well.
I do want to issue this note of concern. I hope the Committee will
notSenator DOLE. You have about 1 minute.
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. It is a short note, but a serious one, Senator
Dole. I hope the committee will not let its enthusiasm run away and
report out a bill that is too big. We really cannot afford a deficit larger
than what we are talking about these days, and we are trying to cut
expendtiures. As you well know, this is a difficult thing to do in the
Federal Government. The President's hands are tied in so may areas.
We have gotten it down for 1979. We are working like the dickens on
1980, and it is going to be substantially reduced. But we do not want
to have a tax bill that is too big.
So the target that I referred to in my testimony is about all I think
we can afford.
Senator DOLE. I appreciate that.
Would you like to have this done before or after the election?
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. I take it that you are going home before the
election and do not plan to come back afterward. If you feel you would
give us a better taxbill right after the election, I would be all in favor
of inviting you back.
Senator DOLE. I notice you spent some time on the so-called Archer
amendment. You are very concerned about indexing.
Would that suggest that you would prefer a broader indexing package, that some of us would like to propose?
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. No, Senator. The last point I made in my
testimony is really, in many ways, the critical one. I always remember
my friend and colleaRue, the Brazilian Minister of Finance, who has
had to struggle with inflation rates much higher, who has told me on
more than one occasion, Mike, if there is one thing you must prevent,
it is to get into indexing, because once you have it in the economy, you
cannot get it out. You validate it.
You know, if you have a 30-percent inflation rate as they have had,
or even more, and you index everything, you cannot ever get away
from it. We have gone too far in this country, in my judgment already.
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Half the payments that people receive are indexed and that is one of
the reasons why, when people say do something about inflation, you
say to them, what? Do you want to eliminate the indexing? We have
it on social security, we have it in all the cost-of-living contracts that
private corporations have, and that makes it so tough to get rid of
the inflation problem.
If you now expand it to build it into the tax code, you are really in
trouble, and we have got to get the inflation rate down to 6 percent,
5 percent. We used to have 2 percent or 3 percent inflation. We have
backtake
to that.
to get
ft will
years, but we will not do it if we index. That is why I
certainly do not suggest that you extend Archer. I am indicating that
if you do Archer, in addition to doing something that is wrong in the
first place, you are also doing something that is most inequitable. Because what I would do is I would go out and borrow--once I got out
of this job, I would borrow up to the hilt, and then go for capital gains,
which are indexed.
No indexing on what I owe; I am bound to make money.
Senator DoLE. We are just trying to have some input into the bill.
If you had a choice, would you rather have the Hansen-Steiger
amendment, or the Roth-Kemp? Or none of the above?
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. There may be a third choice, which is I
could commit public hara-kiri.
I think both of those are thi wrung approach, Senator, and by now,
anybody who does not know why I feel so has not been paying
attention.
Senator DOLE. We are in a very friendly spirit. I thought you might
have had a change of heart.
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. I am always in friendly spirits, particularly before this committee.
The CHArRMAN. Senator Byrd?
Senator ByiD. Mr. Secretary, first, I wanted to express support for
your present position in regard to social security. It seems to me we
should be very careful about moving toward financing social security
through general revenues.
I have listened very carefully to your presentation of the Archer
amendment. While I have not made a firm decision, it seems to me
that you make very good points in regard to indexing. I am fearful
that if we begin to index, that, just as you mentioned, what happened
in Brazil could well happen here if we go too much to indexing. As
you have indicated, we have gone pretty far already in that regard.
So I have a great question about the Archer amendment.
I do support strongly Senator Hansen's proposal, which I know
you oppose.
To get back to the rather severe and, I feel, alarming drop in the
value of the American dollar in international markets, you did not
express it, but I take it that you do feel it is a matter of great concern. Am I correct?
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. I referred to the President's statement
expressing his concern, and I certainly share it.
Senator BYRD. You put great emphasis on energy imports.,I do not
know that I can really accept that argument, in view of the fact that
Japan imports virtually all of its oil; Germany imports virtually all
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of its oil; Switzerland imports virtually all of its oil; and yet the
American dollar has been losing value tremendously to the currencies
of those countries.
I notice in your reply to my question, you did not mention the huge
and accumulating Federal deficits. Is that not a major factor?
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. Senator, I referred to the perception by the
foreign financial community of the two fundamental factors in the
U.S. economy. One is inflation. I did not specifically mention the
budget deficit, but clearly our strong efforts to reduce that is related to
our concern with inflation.
Senator BymR. To put it another way, the deficits are a factor in the
depreciation of the dollar overseas?
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. The deficits, when we are operating, as we
are at the present time, relatively close to full employment tend to increase
which
is present
why, quite frankly, the Kemp-Roth proposals
are notinflation
acceptable
at the
time.
Senator BYRD. How do you see inflation by the end of the year?
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. Our best judgment at the moment is that
the cost of living will rise at an annual rate, for the second half of the
year, at about 6.5 percent, giving us the average between the 10.4 percent and the 6 to 6.5 percent. We think that going into next year we
will be at a rate which will give us a lower average for 1979 than the
average for all of 1978. It is still muchtoo high.
Senator BYRD. You feel the average for 1978 will be what?
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. I-think the underlying rate of, right now,
about 7 to-a little more than 7 percent, perhaps. If the measures that
have already been taken, the strong anti-inflationary emphasis that we
will continue to have, and even intensify, I hope, are effective, we
should next year go back, go below the 7-plus rate, go back to the 6 to
6.5 percent. That is about all you can expect in the course of a year,
and then we have to continue working.
Senator BraD. What do you foresee for interest rates by the end of
the year ?
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. I really find it difficult to predict interest
rates, Senator, particularly in public. I just cannot say.
Senator BYRD. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Roth?

Senator Rom. Mr. Secretary, the President has announced the goal
of reducing spending as a percentage of GNP to 21 percent. Now, do
you not believe that if we passed tax legislation covering the next
several years that we would be in a better position to meet this goal
of reducing the percentage of GNP spent by the Federal Government?
It is roughly 23 percent today, and the President has urged a goal of
21. Some of us think 20 percent would be preferable.
It is going to take some doing. But if we knew what the future
revenues were going to be, does that not bring some order and some
planning into the picture-and some discipline, I might say?
Secretary BLUMENrTHAL. I thiik that the more preferable way is to
work on the spending and as we get it down, to reduce the taxes commensurately. The reduction of spending to 21 percent of GNP is a
difficult task.
Senator Roni. It would take several years.
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Secretary BiUMENTHAL. It is intended to be, I believe, by fiscal
1981. We were at 23 percent, 22.4 percent now. We are trying to bring
it to 22 and then to 21.
I think that the very major tax decreases now would require going
below 21 percent, really, in order to make up for that, and I really do
not, think we can go past that.
Senator Rorrii. I think the commitment now, Mr. Secretary, that we
are going to return this revenue to the American people is an essential
factor in planning ahead and reducing the spending that you are nowespousing.
Let me go to this question of inflation. We. recently had Mr. Miller
before the Joint Economic Committee, of which I am a member, and
he said that the increase in the minimum wage is going to be very
inflationary. Do you share that concern and, if you do, do you recommend that this Congress take action?
Secretary BLUMEN-THAL. I think that the mandated increase in the
minimum wage is going to be inflationary. I think if the Congress is
going to look at, actions to counteract inflation, it should be one of the
factors that should be looked at. That is my view.
Senator ROTH. Mr. Secretary, there is also $100 billion new budget
authority included in this current budget. And at these same hearings,
it was pointed out that that is one of the seven largest increases during the last 25 years, 6 of those years being war years.
You talk about holding down spending in the future. How is that
possible when the current budget authority has been increased $100
billion? Where is the discipline?
Secretary BLUMENTHAi,. The rate of increase in spending and in the
budget authority has been pushed down for this next year as opposed
to the past two previous ones, if memory serves me right, and the
President is doing all he can to accelerate that trend.
We expect, to have a substantially smaller deficit. That is only
possible by just. extending present programs without an), new programs, and would involve a continuing increase of the kind you are
talking about..
Senator RoTH. But, Mr. Secretary, there is new budget authority of
$100 billion. That is one of the seven largest increases in the last 25
years. So on the spending side, there is no discipline. That is spending
for the future.
The reason I think Roth-Kemp is antiinflationary and the only antiinflationary measure before the Congress is the fact that we are making a commitment now to return roughly $120 billion to the American
people.
There have been some discussions that we ought to offset the increase
in taxes to the American people. I would like to point out what the
American people are faced with. In 1979, the increased taxes due to
inflation-and these are Joint Tax Committee figures, not mine, Mr.
Secretary-and social security will be $26.4 billion. The 1980 impact is
$40.9 billion. It goes up, by 1983, to roughly $110 billion in additional
taxes.
That reminds me, Mr. Secretary, I agree with you when you made
the statement earlier that the Treasury is always interested in additional revenue, and I think that is what your message is today. The
Roth-Kemp proposal barely offsets, the increased taxes that would be
paid by the American people due to inflation and social security.

I
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Mr. Chairman, I would, at a later time, like to continue.
Senator Bi-Ri. Senator HaskellI
Senator HASKELL,. Mr. Secretary, we have talked about inflation.
We have talked about fiscal policy. We have talked about monetary
policy, and we have talked about balance of payments. It seems to
me that there. is one thing that we have not addressed, and I just
wondered what your opinion was. That is, generally the problem of
the price-wage spiral.
For example, I remember about 6 months ago steel went up 3 ercent. Someone patted them on the back. I wanted to find out how
many previous incerases had occurred during the year. The total
increases were 9. If you annualize it, it is 18, and this, of course,
brings on wage demands. This wage-price spiral is one of the centralat least, in my view--one of the central problems that we face as a
nation.
I would like to know what your views are as to how to combat this
problem.
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. I think you are quite right, Senator Haskell. At the center of our difficulties of reversing and pushing
the rate of return down are the rigidities in the economy with prices
chasing wages and wages prices, and the difficulty of getting a hold
on it. Some of this is because of the built-in factor that we have
talked about.
I feel strongly that one tool that has been used once before in the
early 1970's, that. of mandatory control, is totally unacceptable. It
proved to be a complete failure, and we cannot try it again.
That means that we have to find some other means for encouraging and inducing the cooperation and support of management and
labor.
The President, in his April 11 anti-inflation statement, suggested
a deceleration standard. It is somewhat too early to tell what the
impact of it is, but it may well not be sufficient. Clearly, additional
measures have to be considered.
I have said publicly that we are taking a close look on an analtical
basis at tax-based programs to encourage people in this regard. here
are enormous difficulties with that, and I do iot know whether we can
overcome them, but since Ave use the tax code for many purposes, we
should not reject, out of hand, the notion that we may be able to use
it for this.
It may be that greater standards of behavior, stronger standards of
behavior by both labor and business may be promulgated. It may be
that the Government will have to be more active in inducing with its
own interests compliance by labor and management in that. It may
be the way in which the Government purchases its products in a
variety of ways. We can find the means to induce the people to help us
break through that spiral.
It is the central issue, and there are no good answers. Everybody
wants to fight inflation, but nobody has any good way of doing it.
We all know what we are against, but we have great trouble coming
to some agreement.
Senator HAsKELL. As of now, this is an area that you personally
and others in the administration are exploring?
Secretary BLumExTHAL. We are actively at work at that.
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HASKELL.. I have another question.
I have difficulty with the remission of the value-added tax that
the common market gives its exporters. It seems to me that it is the
clearest kind of subsidy-and incidentally, I happen to agree with
you on DISC. I do not believe that; is a very fruitful program. But
it seems to me that the United States merely as a matter of self-protection might consider, in addition to the emergency clause in the
GATT treaty, imposing a tariff equal to the remission in Europe of
half of their value-added tax? I would like to ask your reaction
to this.
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. The rules under which we are operating,
to which we have agreed as a signatory under GATT, allow the
remission at the border of indirect taxes, but not of direct taxes. I
think there are elements of inequity in that, that the greater element
of inequity really leads to the substantial degree of subsidies that are
clear subsidies that exist in many countries.
We have had some cases of that recently, subsidies on credit, for
example. Competition with the United States through subsidies and
location to provide tax breaks and cheap plants and those kinds of
things.
Ambassador Strauss is actively negotiating in Geneva on a subsidy
code that would put us all on an equal basis, and that would eliminate
that. That is what I think the better approach is.
You referred to the emergency situation that exists at the moment.
If we were to do what you suggest, we would not only be in violation
of our international agreements, but we would also be discriminatory
in that we would be hitting countries to the degree that they have
indirect taxes which, under the present rules, they are allowed to rebate. So we would be changing the rules unilaterally, unclearly.
Whatever the emergency in this country, that would be a very serious

Senator

steenator HASKEuL. I realize that. Thank you, Mr. Chafrmian.
Senator BYD. Senator Hansen?
Senator HANSE.,. Mr. Secretary, you expressed concern earlier for
the impact that the various proposals that are before the Congress
might have on the budget deficit. Are the changes the House made
in capital gains taxation an acceptable mechanism to provide the
stimulation in jobs and in the economy?
Secretary BLTMENITIAL. I think in capital gains you have a peculiarity, Senator, in that you have an initial impact which is different
from' the cutyear impact because if the theory is right, and I suspect
it is, and it is that-which I think Professor Feldstein has taken into
account-that if you substantially reduce the capital gains tax, you
would unlock a lot of unrealized capital gains. People would sell assets because they would feel they could a ord it now.
The first year out, you could well have a bump in the amount and
in the curve on the amount of taxes that you collect front capital gains
taxes. There are some offsetting factors, but you might well have an
increase. That would not be true once you have that out of the system.
To answer the specific question, therefore, that you raised whether
or not reduction in capital gains taxes would provide stimulation that
creates more jobs, I am sure it would, to some extent. I am sure of
it. So would a reduction in the corporate tax rate provide that. So
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would an investment tax credit increase that leads to more building
activity. So would individual tax reductions that lead to more spending, therefore more demand.
The question is not whether-it would or not, but whether it does
so most efficiently. And we think if -properly targeted, it would. It
could do so rather efficiently.
We have some other ideas that are more efficient, but it has to be
I)roperly targeted. Our concern with the House-passed version is that
it is not sufficiently targeted.
Senator HAN-SEN.-. There has been a rather dramatic drop in the
number of investors on the market.
Would you not anticipate a change in the tax on capital gains
would result in--an overall and continuous stimulation of interest in
the purchase of corporate stocks on the stock exchange?
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. I think, Senator, that there is no doubt that
a substantial reduction in capital gains taxes is more likely to help
the market than hurt it. I think on balance that it would help the
market.
Senator HANSFX. Would that not result in the collection of more
tax revenues over a period of time ? You spoke earlier about this 1year bump. Would that not bring about a continuing favorable
response as far as Treasury is concerned?
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. If we reduced taxes in other ways, for example, taking an extreme case, if we put everything into a corporate
rate reduction, reduced it from 48 to 38 or 40, and put a major push into
that, that also would substantially increase the return on capital and
therefore increase the attractiveness to invest-in the market.
Also, if we can bring inflation rates down, that is one of the
important reasons why people are not putting their money in the
stock market. They are afraid of inflation. They are better off buying
land, or other things.
I think it would help, to some extent, but it is always a question
of that, compared to what else.
Senator BnRD. The Senator from Texas, Mr. Bentsen.
Senator BENThsEN.. Mr. Secretary, the Council of Economic Advisers
in 1977 said that American business would have to put 12 percent of
GN P in fixed investments if we were going to develop full employment and certain environmental objectives and increase our productivity and greater energy independence. By 1976, we saw it hit a 13year low in investment. It went down to 9.1. In 1977, it was at 9.4.
And we see the lowest percentage invested back in fixed investments of
any major Western nation.
England is next to us, but we see the problems there. I am pleased
to see that you support, making the 10-percent investment tax credit
permanent.
It seems to me that we. have two types of credits that we need:
investment credits and capital gains reductions. On the first one,
you have the corporate investment in fixed equipment, but on the
second one. you have the entrepreneurial investment.
I think thLt, with all the bad news we have had in the way of balance
of trade and inflation, I find it difficult to understand the increase in
the values of the stock market, unless part of it is in anticipation of
lowering capital gains. The price multiples have been so low that the
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debt ratios you referred to have made it nore reasonable to go to debt
than to go to equity. With the market going up, it can tilt it the
other way.
Would you agree with that kind of an analysisI
Secretary BLUMNTHAL. Senator, we are not opposing a reduction
in capital gains taxes if it meets some of the criteria that I have laid
out, and in my testimony, I have reiterated some suggestions as to how
that might be done..
It may well be that the anticipation of a capital gains tax reduction
is what is behind the rise in the stock market. I would like to think,
since none of us really know, that it may also be that investors by now
have formed a conclusion somewhat different than that suggested by
Senator Roth, that the economy is not in such terrible shape that the
prospects for the next year andbeyond are pretty good, and the continued growth of the economy does provide opportunities for additional profit for most companies listed on the exchange.
The irony of it is, as I have gone around the country--certainly in
Texas, you must have had the same experience--and I met with business groups and I start you out by asking them how is business, they
say good. How is it this year compared to last year? Fine. Do you
expect another record year next year? Yep. How do you feel about the
future? Lousy.
I think that it may be that the market is more efficient in that regard
in recognizing that next year is going to be better than this year,
maybe for broader reasons than just that one.
Senator BF.NTshE. In looking at our devaluation of the dollar, and
particularly against the yen, that is a mixed result. It gives us some
advantages and some disadvantages.
One of the advantages, of course, is that our product ought to sell
a little cheaper to the Japanese. One of the things that concerns me,
when I see General Motors-in one newspaper story I saw where it
said the price of the Toyota increased so much because of the change
in the devaluation of our currency, that General Motors had increased
the price of the Chevette by an identical amount.
Are we seeing that happen across the country, or are we actually
seeing some gain in this devaluation of the dollar? Or are manufacturers just raising their prices proportionately?
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. As far as we can tell, there are two effects.
One of them--of the devaluation of the dollar, Senator--one of them
is the short-term inflationary effect. That comes from two sources; one,
imported goods become more expensive, Toyota raising its prices.
Second is that U.S. producers have a higher ceiling because competitive
things can go up.
I do not think that you are entirely fair to get General Motors in
this regard.
Senator BE.NTSEN. I hope not. I just, looked at one newspaper ac-

count, so I very carefully stated that that is what I had seen. I wanted
to know if that was the general result.
Secretary BLUNIEN[THAL. I followed those numbers carefully, not
only because I know the industry well, but because I was interested
in that, particular product to see what. was happening. General Motors
has been increasing prices. Also, American industry has been getting
market. share, and the prices for competitive costs have been increased
a
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somewhat less. So that the increasing in the market share is due, I believe, to increasing their prices not quite. as much, not as much as the
imported product, therefore widening the price gap and therefore
getting a larger share.
Senator BENTxrhEN. We are. getting some advantage on that side.
Secreta1- BLUMENIIAL. Some advantage. If they had not increased

prices at all, thev would have had more advantage. That is the first
point. It. does raise the lead to inflation.
In the longer run, clearly by making our exports more competitive
and imports less, though, we do get an impact on the trade balance
and we are beginning to see that.
The last few months have shown some pretty good evidence in that
regard. Our concern over recent days, of course, has been the disorder
that has existed in the market, which is a different problem, than a
gradual adjustment which, in a freely flowing system, always occurs.
Senator BYRD. Senator Danforth?
Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Secretary, back to the question of capital
formation and productivity, I wonder if-is the administration flexible at this point in wanting to talk about the business tax provisions?
Would it be possible to maybe work out some more creative approaches to business taxes than I think are presently in this bill, or
would that be automatically shot down by the administration?
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. It would not.. Senator. Yes; we are flexible.
The President has indicated that lie will look at the final bill and in
the light of that, determine his reaction to it.
I think the overall amount of the cut would be a problem. If you
were to substantially increase that, I think we would have a serious
problem. If you were to substantially change the proportions between
taxes for individuals and taxes for'busiaess, that might be a serious
problem, but, if you stay within the general proportions that have been
talked about in the past by the House, and then look creatively, as
you put it, at how best to use that, we certainly would want to work
with you to see what we come up with.
Senator DAN-FORTtI, I very much appreciate it. I am very concerned
about the productivity-capital formation problem and a little bit fearful of being branded as a Republican tool of capitalist interest for
expressing that kind of concern, but I take it that it is a concern which
Democrats also can share. I think Senator Bentsen has expressed his
concern in this regard.
Secretary Br,L'MtEX'TJIAL. Senator, I would not be too worried about
that. If you are branded in that manner, I will be branded as a Democratic tool of capitalist interests, and I have no problem With that at
all. I am proud that we have a capitalist economy, and we want to
stimulate and provide jobs.
Senator DtNF'ORTI. Iet me just pour out some thoughts to you and
see if this kind of thing would be fruitful to work on.
First of all, I am told by People who know much more about economics-than I do, that if you could project out into the future
cuts in
the corporate tax rate, even though those cuts would be accomplished,
at some future time, that the anticipation of them would have a definite beneficial effect in stimulating corporate investment, looking toward a rate of return, say, 5 years down the road.
Would it be possible to have a bill which starts out fairly modestly
on corporate tax reductions--I think the House bill just goes down to
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46 percent-starts out fairly modestly for a couple of years, but over
a period of, say, 5 years, takes the corporate rate down to 42 percent.
Would that he totally beyond the realm of possibility? It would seem
that that kind of phase-in would have a minitnum revenue effect and a
maximum effect on stimulating business confidence and investment.
ME.TnA,. I think we have to be a little careful that.
SecreIa-V BLF
we do not have--first of all, there is verve little time left. That is one
of the problems with this kind of proposal. You only have a few weeks.
We have to be a little hit careful that, as we make that decision, that we
recognize that we have foreclosed, then, making a decision-unless
we chane. it, which would l contrary to what you want to achievethat we have foreclosed the notion of dealing with the double taxation
of dividends, looking at depreciation schedules, looking at other things
that are useful to do. And I am not, totally sure whether industry
would really believe--it because they know that what Congress can
enact one year they can change the next and they know you are going
to take another look at this.
Senator DAN.PORTTT. Right. What I am saying to you is that it would
seem to me to be possible, looking at a time segment of, say, 5 years,
to create a tax package with phased corporate tax reductions, with
changes in the accelerated depreciation range, expansion of that, which
really is a question of moving taxation from 1 year to another.
Perhaps increase in the investment credit, which would have some
revenue effect, granted, but which would be putting the tax relief in
a -place which would have maximum positive effect on the economy.
If you did it in a phased way which was predictable and yet phased,
you could create such a package and that it would really do a world
of good for business confidence.
Secretary BLUMENtHVAL. I would not rule that, out. I think it is
worthwhile looking and working with you on it..
Senator BYR. Before we recess, I would like to ask you one question.
Did I understand correctly your reply to my question earlier that
you thought at the end of the year the inflation rate for the second
months would be 7 percent.?
1THATL. I indicated, Senator, that I expected the
Secretary BLU M
rate for the second half to be an annual rate of 6 to 6.5 percent, which
would give us an average for the year of something like 8, and I
expect that the rate next year will below that average.
Senator BYRm. Below the 8-percent average?

Secretary

BLUMENTHAL.

Right.

Senator BYRD. But you expect for the second half of this year that
the inflation rate will be reduced to 6.5 to 7 percent?
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. We had very important increases in the
first half, and particularly in the food sector and one or two others,
and thoce are coming down fairly substantially.
Senator BYRD. Why do you think the rate will be down that much
for the second half of the year? Entirely on food?
Secretary BLUMENTH!AL. That is a large portion.
Senator Bym. Interest rates have increased since the budget estimate
of $56 billion was submitted to the Congress as the amount of interest
that the Government will pay on the national debt. Do you anticipate
that the $56 billion estimate will be increased?
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Secretary BLUIMENTHAL. It depends on what assumptions we make
about level of interest, rates. Here is another factor, Senator. There
have been substantial increases in interest rates for the first 6 months.
I would certainly not anticipate that the rate of increase-I am not
predicting whether there is going to be any increase, but certainly we
can look forward in the second half to the same kind of interest rate
increases that we have had in the first half2 so that also would have a
positive impact on the rate at which inflation increases in the second
half as compared to the first.
Senator BRD. Mr. Secretary, the committee would like to reconvene
at 2 o'clock. Would that be satisfactory to you?
Senator BLUMzNTHAL. I will return at 2 o'clock, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Bym. Thank you, sir.
The committee will stand in recess until 2 o'clock.
[Whereupon, at 12:35 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at
2 p.m. this same day.]
-AFTER

RECE8

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, in this morning's session, you made
the point that you did not want us to have too big a tax cut bill. Let
me assure you that we are not going to vote out of this committee a
tax cut as large as you recommended in the beginning, because the
budget resolution wiil not let us recommend that much.
I read in the newspapers that the people on the Budget Committee
visited with the President and they said we ought to cut the tax cut
down, and the President agreed with it. As I understand it, under that
budget resolution, the most that we are permitted to recommend is
$20 billion. Is that not about the size of it?
STATEMENT OF HON. W. MICHAEL BLUMENTHAL-Resumed
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. I think that is the annualized rate, that is
correct. There were a number of different numbers that I heard yesterday. I think that it may be now a little less than $20 billion, $19some billion. That is it.
The CHAIRMAN. That is how much of a tax cut the bill will have
when it goes to the President's desk? The Senate might add a lot more
on out there on the floor. This committee will stay within that budget
resolution and will see if they let stay within that amount Dn the floor.
I hope you can help us to keep the bill from becoming too expensive
on the floor, because you have some influence around this place, and
so does the President. If not, when we go to conference, we will just
have to find a way to squeeze the total back down where it meets those
budget resolution requirements. We have done that sort of thing
before, and I think that I can assure you that we are not going to
go beyond what we have in the budget resolution.
The Senate may do that for us; if so, we will come back to it.
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. Right.
The CHARMAN.
Senator Ribicoff has not had his turn yet, and I
would like to call on Senator Ribicoff.
Senator Rrmicon. Thank you very much.
My apologies, Mr. Secretary, but I had to chair the Government
Affairs Committee on a major markup, so I had to leave.
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If you have responded to these comments, I will read the record.
To me, I look at this tax bill as intertwined today with the decline
of the dollar, inflation, and the problem of how do we increase American productivity. And I think that the problem of inflation in dollars
and what, is happening in our trade to a great extent depends upon
our competition with an 8-percent Japanese productivity annual increase a West German 6-percent rate, and we were 2 percent. Now,
with the last figures I saw, we are down to about zero.
Talking for myself, as I vote on the various elements of this particular b 'l, it is just my single vote, but I am concerned with what
provisions in this tax bill, or what provisions that could be in this
tax bill, which would have a definite impact on the growth in inflation, would have a definite impact on increasing American productivity, would have a definite impact in helping our trade balance.
These are the important factors. Everything else that we are talking
about, whether it would be giving somebody a tax cut or not giving
somebody a tax cut, are inconsequential to the bigger issue.
Now you, more than anyone else in this administration, has the responsibility in all these fields as Secretary of the Tritisury. I am glad
that the President has asked you and Mr. Miller to be concerned about
the decline of the value of our dollar. I know that the problems of
inflation have to be with you every day.
I realize from your experience, not only in this job but also as our
trade representative during the Kennedy round, the implications of
productivity and America's position in all of these fields is born anew
every day.
What is there in this bill that in one way or another affects all of
these interrelated financial and economic problems? What in this hill
is bad for the economy? What is in this bill that is good for these probhkms? What should we be putting in this bill to help solve these problens?

I know that this is a pretty big plate that I put before you and I

do not expect you to have all the answers. We are going in to mark-

up after thest hearings-I do not know how long these hearings will
he. Mr. Chairman, a week, 10 days. Personally, whatever influence I
car, bring to bear, and every vote that I will make in this committee
will. in one way or another, address those basic problems. They are a
lot more important than what I can see in this bill at the present time.
- W\'ould you want to make a general comment, with the understanding
that I do not expect all the answers? But I would like an analysis from
yoq an(l your economists in the Treasury.
Secretary- BiA .I
IATL. Senator Ribicoff. these matters were indeed
touched on this morning, and I commented this morning that along
the lines that are completely in accord with what you say.
I think that inflation and our trade imbalance are two verv serious
matters that the foreign observers look at when they look at'the U.S.
economy. At the same time, related to that is the. low productivity
growth that you referred to which, in turn, is related to the inadequate
level of investment and capital accumulation.
Obviously no one bill-and that includes this tax bill--in every aspect, addresses itself to all these problems. This bill does do so n a
number of ways. Certainly the business tax proposals that we have
been discussing this morning and are contained in the House bill as
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they were in a somewhat different form in the original administration
bill are designed to stimulate investment.
That is the cut in the corporate tax rate which provides greater
cash flow, more profitability, more money going into the stock market,
a higher return, would do that. The investment tax credit, which provides for incentive to invest in structures does that.
The shift that the committee has done in the House Committee to
capital gains taxes does that, to some extent, and I indicated in my testimony that we are not opposed to capital gains tax cuts per se, as long
as they were reasonably progressive and did not give all the money to
the highest income groups, and as long as they were directed very
importantly to this issue of capital accumulation.
These things will help productivity and therefore to counteract inflation, because as we invest more, we eliminate potential bottlenecks
in the economy that would be inflationary.
The general maintenance of economic activity which this bill intends
to assure also is important, because it maintains the competitiveness of
American industry which enables us to go out and export more. We
have a high level of economic activity in this country. Our costs
rise. It is hard for us to be as competitive abroad as when conditions in
our own country are good.
I do want to add one other point, and that is the need to deal with
the energy problem, which I mentioned this morning also, which is
also related to the dollar problem and the trade problem. But what we
do not want to do is to cut out tax cuts particularly for low and middle income people, who would be hit particularly hard by inflation, as
a means of balancing the budget or eliminating the imbalance, and use
that as an argument that we are fighting inflation.
We 'have reduced the deficit from originally, we thought, $60 billion
in
fiscal ear 1979 down to now a little more than $40 billion. That is
one-third.
We have reduced the amount of the tax cut. Originally the President
proposed a $25 billion packet. As the chairman just indicated, we are
talking about a $20 billion packet.
To go beyond that and say, well, we will just cut it out for individuals in order to fight inflation, that, I think, would not be justified
and would increase unemployment and hurt the people who could least
afford it.
Senator Rnmicorr. I would like to get your reaction to one phase of
the House bill and that gives a once in a lifetime capital gain exemption on the sale of a house of up to $100,000. It strikes me there is an
element of unfairness to that in favor of higher income people and
older people; people who are older and have higher incomes are more
apt to have their $100,000 capital gains exemption.
But you take younger people who are just starting out. I just think
of the staff man on this committee against the Senator sitting here-a man in his thirties earning a salary of $25 000 or $30,000. He probably
has a modest home and gets a shift in his job to Chicago and he sells his
home. He might make a $15,000 to $25,000 profit, and he gets an apartment because he does not know whether he is going to keep his job.
And so he has $20,000 for his life, where an older, wealthier person
gets $100,000. I am doing something on the capital gain exemption
for the sale of a home; but, would it not be more equitable to give
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everybody a lifetime exemption up to $100,000? Make sure you have
all the conditions-that is, for a home that they have actually occupied, if it is 2 years, for the 2-year period.
But there is a sense of unfairness here that, is weighed for the older,
wealthier people as against the. younger people.
Secretary BIAMENTHIAL. Senator, I think that we have to make the
following distinction. The normal homeowner, other than those when
they get, up into the. upper age bracket, do not pay capital gains taxes
on the sale of a home. Under the rollover provision, if they buy a new
home-and most of us, I think, as we have sold our homes andmoved
into others and had a capital gain on the first one, we have been able
to avoid the payment. of taxes.
This particular provision, I think, is primarily oriented towards
those-you get up to 55, 60, 65, and the children are grown u'). You
move out of the home. You may move-into a rented place, or you may
no longer wish to live in the home.
Then, as you have a very substantial kain, if you have not moved
more than once or twice during your lifetime, there is an argument
that inflation really has accounted for a lot of the increase and you
should not be. taxed on this.
It. may well he as you say that the $100,000 might be too much.
There is a pretty heavy loss of revenue involved to the Treasury
which, as, I indicated this morning might, well be used better or more
effectively, for example, for some of those productivity creating or
antiinflation goals that you mentioned.
I do suggest that the committee might want to look at a smaller
package here, one that might be less than $100,000 or more focused,
really, to people who sell it at the end of their homeowning cycle,
about, 55 years of age., for example, and that could reduce it. And the
example ihat I had from the $700 million loss to the $300 million
loss which would give you $400 million for some other purpose.
Senator RiIBCoFF. Thiank you very much.
The CIIAInUrA-x. Senator Roth?
Senator ROTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, in your testimony, you cited a Roper poll in favor
of tax refornand urged the committee to be guided by it in our
deliberations.
Are you familiar with the August 8 Roper poll that shows the
American people favor a one-third cut in taxes by a 2 to 1 mnargifi?
It was 48 to 21 percent. And I wonder, in this particular instance,
should the committee be guided-liv this poll?
Secretary BLUMENTIHAL. I was not referring to that and I had not
had a chance to se that. I was referring to a very detailed study
which was commissioned, I think, by 11. R. Block and Co. I was referring to a very detailed study, Senator, that was commissioned by
a private company, H. R. Block and Co., that Roper did. I have not
seep the one that you referred to.
Does it have a note in there as to what percentage favor that kind
of tax cut together with the high rate of inflation that it would
produce?
Senator ROTH. The question asked was: "everything considered, on
balance, do you think it would be a good thing or a bad thing if all
taxes were cut by one-third." 48 percent said good; 31 said bad; 21
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percent said it depends on which taxes were cut; 10 percent said they
did not know.
Mr. Roper has stated publicly this poll indicates overwhelming
support for my proposal. He also pointed out that the American
people thought inflation would be reduced because of less Government spending if my bill was enacted.
Mr. Secretary, I want to make it. clear that my questions are not
directed to you personally. I recognize that you represent the administration and may or may not personally agree or disagree with
-all I say. But I have great respect for you.
Going back to this inflationary program of this administration, do
you think that the re nt settlement of the coal strike, which was
pretty much engineered by the administration, was noninflationary
or inflationary? Would you be satisfied if that were used as a model
for other settlements ?
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. I certainly would not. I think it would be
inflationary, if it were to become a model for other settlements. I
think that the coal settlement with a number of coal industries, -coal
mining,-is a rather special case, it had some special features to it.
The need to expand-keep up and expand production in the coal
mines relating to that whole energy problem, I think, is a very important point, and while the administration certainly-not I personally, but while the administration helped to get a settlement, it is
always a question of alternatives as to what it might have been.
I would sav on balance that it is not a good settlement if it were
duplicated elsewhere, but in the coal mines it was the best thing that
we could have gotten.
Senator ROTH. Mr. Secretary, is it not. true that the impact of the
$240 tax credit and the repeal of certain itemized deductions would
increase taxes on middle-income taxpayers?
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. No. We would want to work with the committee to construct a set of tax tables such as the combined impact
would not result in increases in taxes for those people but really make
the tables more progressive and the taxes paid more progressive for
people below $50,000.
The House bill tends to pita lot of the money, or too much of the
money, above $50,000 and we would want to correct that, and I think
we could do that with a combination of the two. Both the credit and
rates could be adjusted in such a wray that what you take away on
eliminating itemized deductions gets put in the tables where it helps
people below $50,000.
The Chairman's suggestion that we also have a floor on a lot of
people who have extraordinary losses in one of those so that they
could still itemize that, even though they take the standard deduction. That would also help to work in the direction you are interested
in.
Senator RoT. One of the things that bothers me is that here we
are in August, late August, and we really do not have even the
specifics of the Treasury proposal. You talk about making changes
in the tax rates. but as I understand it. you have not yet specified
exactly what those would be. When would you have the specifics
ready-
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Secretary BLUMENTHAL. Senator, of course we have made one proposal that remains before the Congress. Now, that has been overtaken,
I take it, by the action that the House has taken. In the case of that
consideration on the House side, we did support the Corman-Fisher
alternative.
If the Finance Committee wishes to go back to the original proposals we made, fine. If you wish to change them, then we will work
with you. But we cannot make constantly new, specific proposals. We
are going to respond to whatever changes you wish to make in the
House bill before you.
Senator ROTH. Mr. Secretary, it was my understanding that you
were presenting to us today the present administration recommendations. In view, I guess, of the changes that were made on the House
side, I think the question that we need to answer here is what specifically do you expect to do in respect to the tax rates.
I will get to that later. My time is up. I would like to go further.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HASKELL. Would you like to do it now?
Senator ROTH. If I could. I will not be much longer.
Let me ask you this question, Mr. Secretary. You do agree that the
type of tax cut does make a difference as to what happens to the
economy?
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. It definitely can.
Senator ROTH. Do you think, for example, a $50 rebate or a $240
tax credit has more impact on the demand side or on the supply side
of the economy?
Secretary BLUMENTHiAL. Those are two different things. A $50 rebate clearly has an impact primarily on the, demand side. In the first
instance, it works itself through, hopefully, an additional expansion
of capacity, but primarily on the demand side.
The $240 credit really, as I said in my testimony, Senator, is a part
of the overall individual tax cut. We have to see it together with the
tax table.
Senator ROTH. My question was focusing on the $1240 credit itself.
Does that provide much additional incentive, or promote the concept
of savings?
Secretary BLUIMENTHAL. I think I know what you mean.
The individual tax cuts, which include the $240 credit and whatever
cuts made in the rate schedule do not, in and of themselves, work in
the first instance on the supply side. They work on the demand side.
Senator RoTii. On the other hand. if we direct our attention to the
tax rates-for example, if you take the man or woman who is paying
a marginal tax rate of 50 percent. If we reduce that to 35 percent we
would provide some additional incentive to work and to save. Would
you agree with that?
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. It is interesting that, historically, you
would think that it does. But when we look at the actual experience,
you get mixed results.
In this country, we have found that as people's earnings increase
above a certain level, particularly when you get to the 50-percent level,
people choose to work less, take more vacations, to retire earlier. They
do not necessarily go out and work harder.
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You would think that if you reduced their rate to 35 percent people
would rush out and work longer hours. They work less hours, piay golf
more. They do that.
Senator" Roni. Of course, for a long time many economists were
claiming that tax changes had no impact on savings. But the latest
thinking of some economists is that tax rate changes would have a very
substantial effect on savings. I think that you would agree with me that
the savings rate of this country is less compared to others, so that this
should be a matter of grave concern in the overall picture as far as
getting the economy moving up.
The President himself has in the past talkedabout trying to reduce
the tax rates down to 10 percent on the low side and 50 percent on the
high side.
Does this still remain a goal of the administration?

Secretary

BLtMEX-NITAL.

Yes. We have never formally put that for-

ward. We would certainly like to get those rates down.
I would be very much in favor of having a tax rate that never
exceeds 50 percent. I think that would be a desirable thing.
Of course, when we do that, we have to have a host of other reforms
we have to cut out, other deductions and exceptions, so that we geL_
the revenue for it. That idea of having a maximum rate of 50 percent,
incidentally, will not please a lot of people these days, within the context of raising the capital gains rates to the same 50 percent, but also
eliminating the double taxation of dividends, doing a lot of things all
at once.
I think that there is some merit to that, but we seem to be going a
different way and we just do not have the revenues at the moment to
do that.
Senator Roii. One of my concerns is that the Treasury and many
other Keynesian economists, at least in their models, have been static.
They, in no way, recognize the feedback. I think the chairman of this
committee has expressed serious concern about the lack of consideration given to the feedback of a properly tailored tax cut.
You do agree that a well-shaped tax cut could move the economy up,
and that there is feedback, both in the sense of growth and in taking
people off of welfare, and that should be the goal of our tax program.
Secretary BLUMENTHAL Yes, Senator.
There is attached a rather long, and, I think, professionally done
appendix in which we in the Treasury have attempted to put together
the whole rationale on the feedback effects and their impact on revenue
estimation. I think that you will find it of great interest.
Clearly there are feedback factors. We have explained when we do
and when we do not take them into account and why, and also it needs
to be remembered that the feedback effect, when you are close to full
employment, is different than when you have a lot of excess capacity
in the economy, at least in terms of its impact on inflation, if you are
bumping uno against, a ceiling. Certainly you cannot just use a static
analysis. We do not do that in macroeconomic terms and we look at the
economy as a whole. We say so much spending and so much tax cuts
will lead to such and such GNP in the economy. and we build in what
the feedback effect would be. What we do not do is do it for each individual component of a tax bill. just as we do not say when we aipropriate money to build a bridge in the State of Delaware, we do not
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say that costs $100 million, but, really, it only costs $40 million, because
spending the $100 million will employ people and give you money
back. We do not (to it on each individual item.
Senator RoTit. I am at. the end of my questioning, Mr. Secretary,
but I would like to reiterate once more what concerns me, and I hope
in the coming weeks everybody can work together in trying to get the
economy moving.
What concerns me the most about the administration's program, to
the extent I understand it, is that it is directed only at short-range
problems. It, does not provide any new direction, or any real hope for
working out of this very serious economic problem that we face.
I do not see anything, to be perfectly candid, in this package pro=)ose(l by the administration that really is going to provide some
uyancy in the economy to provide more jobs in the private sector, or
to do something about the dollar.
It seems to me that the best way of doing it is to try to tailor a tax
program that is going to provide some incentives for economic growth.
I hope that you and the other members of the administration would
take a look at some of the things we are talking about. in the hopes we
could move in that direction.
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. Mr. Chairman, I would like to make one
comment on that, because I think Senator Roth's point is a very
important one.
We may-have one difference, Senator, and that is this: You refer,
from time to time, aboiffhe need to get the economy moving. I suppose that we operate on the basis of the assumption that the job is not
to get it moving, but to keep it moving.
We think the economy is moving pretty well. Last year we moved to
a growth rate of 5.5 or more percent in real terms. We are moving
about 4 percent in real terms at the present time. The long-term,
sustainable rate of growth is about 3.5 percent.
So we are moving, and we are moving in the right direction and
at the right speed.
What we want to, at this point, make sure is that it keeps going.
Turning to the longer run things that you were talking about,I
think that there is a need, having achieved that, to getting to a budget
balance, maintaining the kind of job creation and we have job creations, the biggest in peacetime, in the post-war period, that we have
ever had. We have created, I think, something like 6 million Jobs this
year alone.
That is a world record. It shows what a free enterpirse economy
can do. As we get this behind us, I thifik you are right. We need to
look at more capital accumulation-type activities. We need to do
more about productivity. We need to look at some of the other longrun concerns. We need to do more about the hard core unemployed
which, in some places in this country, is still too high, and add to
part of the game plan, such as are getting Government spending down
to 21 percent of GNP, doing some of those things. We need to add to
it along the lines that you suggest, Even after last year, 1980, 1981, and 1982, we can be sure that it
keeps moving in the right direction. That is the only slight difference
I would have with your presentation. I think it is an important point.
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Senator Roni. Just commenting on what you said, short-range, it
bothers me. In essence, you are really saying higher taxes for most
Americans and you are saying the economy is doing all right. But
many people feel that next year it could be running into real
difficulty
I really think, rather than wait until some later date, that we ought
to try to have a game plan now, a long-term game plan. For that
reason, I think that it is desirable to say in the area of revenue what
commitments we are going to make. If we make that commitment now,
I believe very strongly that it would be anti-inflationary. That puts
all of us in Congress on notice what our revenues are going to be and
what we have to live within, and that is the real way to get the President's goal of reducing spending to 21 percent of GNP.
I also think that it would have the beneficial effect of building
confidence in the private sector. We would be giving a signal the same
way that Jack Kennedy did back in the sixties. 176 would signal the
American people that we are going to free up the private sector and
give it a chance to show what it can do.
I am pleased to think that the employment picture has improved,
but I have been here 12 years and every President makes that same
claim. During the campaign 2 years ago, President Ford was always
pointing out that there was a greater number of Americans employed
than ever before. As I recall, President Nixon and President Johnson
did the same.
While there is some validity and truth in what you are saying,
the fact is that it is not adequate.
We have some very, very serious problems, as you and I both agree,
on the economy. That is the reason that I would hope that something could be adopted along the lines of Roth-Kemp--and we all
realize that there may have to be accommodations and changes made,
but something has to be done that would point the country and the
economy to growth without inflation, that will provide more jobs in
the private sector.
I thank you, Mr. Secretary, for your helpful testimony.

Senator

HASKELL.

Mr. Secretary, let me turn to what I mentioned

this morning a little hit. I come from quite a different direction,
obviously, than Senator Roth does. However, it seems to me that, with
unemployment going down and with plant utilization going up, we
have got a pretty good economy at the moment, and if we add to the
demand side of that economy by a tax cut, we cannot but, it would
seem to me, feed the inflation side.
---. Now, what is bothersome is that on the monetary side, we have the
Home Loan Bank Board, for example. Their mortgage rates-are the
highest ever. The discount rate-the Federal Reserve has gone up two
points in the last year. The Federal funds rate, I saw this morning,
was raised by one-eighth of 1 percent. It is very high; I forget exactly
where it itv
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. 8 percent.
Senator HAsKELL. It went from 77% to 8 percent.
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. It has been hovering about 71/. It hits
8 once in a while. It is at 8 now.
Senator HASKJxx. It was at 8 yesterday. -When you have a restrictive monetary policy, it seems to me that history says you create addi-
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tional inflation by high interest rates and you run the danger of
contracting the economy and going into a recession. It just seems to
me that we were pursuing two entirely different courses-one a fiscal
course, the other stimulation. I think that things have changed and
we should not do it.
We are running a monetary restrictive course and the two conflict.
I suppose that the administration clearly has already made up its
mind, but I would like to know if this type of thinking went into
your considerations in preparing this package?
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. Senator Haskell, it definitely did. I wouldnot characterize this tax cut. as being designed as being stimulative in
the sense of creating additional demand, such as the idea which
never was carried forward of the $50 rebate would have been.
Senator HASKELL. What we did in 1975, for example.
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. That is right, because conditions are quite
different.
There are two things to remember. One is that we have a substantial
trade deficit that is a drag on the economy, so the Federal deficit,
which has been reduced from $60 billion to $43 billion has to overcome
that drag, plus the surplus that actually exists at the present moment
in the budgets of the State and local governments.
When you add those two together,' o have what the economists
call a fair amount of drag, fiscal drag, that has to be overcome. This
is not in defense. of the $43 billion deficit. I would like to see it at
zero, and the President is committed to move in that direction, but
it puts that cut for next year of three-quarters of $19 billion into
some perspective. It keeps things going. It is not designed to push
it up further.
I e just, made a choice, and that is that we did not want these tax
increases that worry Senator Roth so much, and he would even go
further than we would with these tax increases on social security and
on inflation to impact people, the taxpayers that really would suffer
from it.
I have discussed this with Chairman Miller, and before him, with
Chairman Burns on-many, many occasions. I know the President has;
I was present at those discussions, that we have to seek to coordinate
monetary and fiscal policy.
And we explained to Chairman Miller that we would be running
a very tight ship, an increasingly tight ship. That is why we went out
and we recommended a reduction in the tax cut. That is why we went
out and recommended some spending cuts to get that deficit down.
That is why the President is committed to a substantial further reduction last year, hoping that that was in concert. with monetary
policy, and not against monetary policy.
S5 it is a policy that we are working and following together and
I spend a fair amount of my-time with Chairman Miller just for
this kind of coordination.
Senator

IIAsKE.L.

Thank you, 'Mr. Secretary. I hope that you are

following the right course. As you can gather from my questions, my
viewpoint is slightly different. I appreciate, very much indeed, your
exPlanatiofis.
Senator Hansen I
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Senator HANSEN. Senator Curtis was unable to be here this
morning. If I may, I would like to defer to him.
Senator HASKELL. Senator Curtis I
Senator CuwrIs. Thank you very much.
Mr. Secretary, Senator Htansen said I was unable to be here. I was
unable to hear your statement, but I was very much interested and I
will be giving 'it further attention, and I will not take your time at
this time for questioning.
Thank you, Mr. Hansen.

Senator HASKELL. Senator Hansen?

Senator HANSEN. Mr. Secretary, you have certainly been a dedicated
witness. I do have just one question.
In discussing with Senator Roth, as you did, the state of the economy, did I understand you to say the real growth rate presently is
running 4 percent?

Secretary BLUMENTHAL. About 4 percent.
Senator rANsEN. About 5.5 percent last year?
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. That is right.

Senator HANSEN'. And you made the long-term prediction of maybe
3 or 4 in the future, was that right?
Secretary BLUMENTHAL We estimate, Senator, and clearly these are
not totally precise numbers, that in order to keep unemployment from
rising, you need a real g.owth rate of 3.5 percent. Some people say 3,
but 3 to 3.5 percent.
But what I am saying is, we are still above that line. We are still
eating into the unemployment numbers, which 'have come down quite
a bit.
If we drop to 1, 2 or 2.5 to 3 percent then we are growing too slow
to absorb all the new people coming into the labor force.
Senator HANisEN. And your estimate is that 3 or 4 will just about
balance out with the increased demands for jobs coming from people
who are in the labor market?

Secretary

BLUMENTHA..

That is correct.

Senator H-ASEN. I have no further questions.
Senator HAsKxLL Thank you very much. We all appreciate your
patience.
Secretary BLUMENTHAL. I thank all of you gentlemen. Thank you
very much.
[The prepared statement of Secretary Blumenthal follows:]
STATEMENT OF HON. W. MIOHAEL BLUMENTHAL, SomAg'ry OF THE Tw&suy

Mr. Chairman and members of this distinguished Committee, the Committee

begins consideration today of H.R. 18511, the Revenue Act of 1978. This bill,
recently adopted by the House of Representatives, would reduce tax liabilities by
$16.3 billion In calendar year 1979. Of this amount, $10.4 billion is attributable to
personal tax relief, $4.0 billion to business tax reductions, and $1.9 billion to a cut
in capital gains taxes.'
My testimony will assess the House-passed bill In light of the objectives
outlined in the President's tax message last January. One goal emphasized by
the President is to provide substantial tax relief for Individuals especially those
persons in the low and middle-income categories. Another objective is to furnish
2These revenue figures do not include "feedback" revenues that might be generated
through economic sIimulus. The Appendix describes the role of "feedback" efects in
Treasury revenue estimating procedures,
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efficient investment incentives that encourage businesses to modernize productive
facilities and to create permanent, meaningful jobs. We also believe that the
income tax structure should be improved through reforms that make the system
more equitable and simpler for average taxpayers.
H.R. 13511 takes some steps toward these goals, but there is substantial room
for improvement. The size of the net tax reduction--about $16 billion-is within
a reasonable range of tax cuts that will maintain growth without increasing
inflationary pressures. Moreover, the bill's split between personal and business
relief is acceptable. But we do not like the distribution of the cuts among
taxpayers. In my statement, I will describe ways in which we believe the relief
can be distributed more equitably.
I will also suggest additional structural tax changes for the Committee's
consideration. We are pleased that the House adopted some of the tax reform
proposals recommended by the President. The bill includes new tax shelter restrictions, simplification of the itemized deduction schedule, elimination of the
tax exclusion for unemployment benefits at high-income levels, and repeal of the
special alternative tax ceiling on the capital gains of persons in the top rate
brackets. We urge the Committee to build upon these reforms now contained
in H.R. 13511.
In this regard, the results of a recent Roper survey are illuminating. The
survey, released last month, indicates that the American public considers tax
reform the third most pressing national problem, ranking behind only controlling
inflation and lowering the crime rate; and significantly, "tax reform" to the
Roper respondents is equated much more frequently with tax fairnesg-than with
tax reduction. This timely expression of public sentiment should provide a
useful guide for your deliberations.
THE ECONOMIC NEED FOR A PRUDENT TAX REDUCTION

Before turning to specific proposals in the House bill, let me discuss the size
of tax reductions needed in 1979--an evaluation that must be made in the light
of recent economic- -developments. In many ways, our economy has performed
remarkably well over the past year and a half. The unemployment rate at the
end of 1976 was 7.8 percent; that rate has now dropped to 6.2 percent in July.
Almost 6 million more people are employed now then were employed at the
beginning of this Administration, and a larger percentage of the working age
population now holds jobs than ever before. In the fourth year of our recovery
from recession, we are still experiencing a real growth rate of about 4 percent.
To maintain this recovery, tax policy must take account of several factors.
In 1979, social security tax liabilities will be increased over 1977 levels by
$4 billion due to previously scheduled rate increases and by an additional
$7 billion due to changes enacted in 1977. Other tax increases will result as a
higher cost of living pushes individuals into higher rate brackets without increasing real incomes. An income tax cut in 1979 will help to compensate for
these factors and thereby to maintain adequate purchasing power to continue
our economic growth.
Perhaps the most significant risk in the economic outlook is inflation. Over
the first half of 1978, the consumer price index has risen at an annual rate exceeding 10.4 percent. We believe that the inflation rate for the second half of
this year will be substantially lower, by perhaps one-third, and that the annual
rate will be more moderate in 1979 than in 1978. Nevertheless, inflation will
continue to be a troublesome problem.
In recognition of the need to restrain accelerating inflationary pressures, the
Administration has called for a reduction in the size of the 1979 tax cut, from
the $25 billion figure recommended in January to $20 billion. Moreover, we
have urged Congress to trim an additional $5 billion from Federal budget outlays
for fiscal year 1979 in order to reduce the deficit for that year to $43.5 billion.
Budgetary restraint is essential.
Tax and budget policy must address another threat to continued economic
recovery: sluggish business investment. Investment in new plant and equipment
now accounts for only one-tenth of our Nation's real gross national product, a
much smaller share than is needed to provide the tools of production for a fullemployment economy in the 1980's. Manufacturing capacity has Increased at an
average annual rate of only 3 percent over the past 4 years, as compared to a
4% percent capacity growth rate during the post-war period through 1973 Incentives, in the form of business tax cuts, are needed to improve this disap-
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pointing record of business fixed Investment and to avoid Inflationary capacity
bottlenecks in the years ahead.
We believe that the tax reduction contained in the House bill for 1979 represents generally an appropriate fiscal response to these economic concerns. The
magnitude of the cut In H.R. 13511 is about $1.2 billion less than that recommended by the Administration.' Tax relief of this size would help maintain the
economic recovery, without bloating the deficit and exacerbating inflation. We
recommend that the Finance Committee adopt a tax cut of approximately the
same magnitude.
A tax cut substantially larger than that in the House bill would create serious
risks to our economic recovery, in particular the creation of inflationary pressures. Whatever temporary benefits might be obtained through lower tax burdens
would be quickly negated by the resulting rise in prices and interest rates; Increased after-tax incomes for individuals would be illusory, and the tax incentives for business investment and job creation would be undermined. These
economic risks should not be taken. We ask this Committee not to adopt a
significant increase in the tax reduction now contained in H.R. 13511.

Tax relief for fndiMAuals

PEZONAL TAX CHANGZS

In fashioning the portion of the tax cut relating to individuals, the Committee
is urged to bear in mind a fundamental principle of tax equity: taxes should
be imposed in accordance with ability to pay. The tax program recommended
by the President reflects that principle. We are convinced that tax reduction
should be focused on individuals in middle and low-income brackets; these are
the persons most in need of relief from tax burdens. The tax bill adopted by
the House does not adequately respond to this critical principle of tax equity.
H.R. 13511 would effect the tax cut through several changes. Individual rate
brackets would be expanded by about 6 percent. The zero bracket amount ("standard deduction") would be increased from $3,200 to 3,400 for joint returns and
from $2,200 to $2,300 for singl" returns. The personal exemption would be
raised from $750 to $1,000, with the general tax credit being eliminated. Rates
would be cut in certain brackets.
In the abstract, these changes may appear to have merit Yet, when one examines the Impact of H.R. 13511 on specific taxpayers, the inequities become
apparent. As H.R. 13511 was adopted by the House, a typical four-person family
with wage income of $10,000 would receive an income tax reduction of only $62a cut one-fifteenth the size of the reduction provided to a family with salary
ten times as large. Relief for the typical four-person family at the $20,000 income
level would be less than one-sixth of the tax cut enjoyed by a $100,000 income
filiily.
An examination of combined income and social security tax changes reveals
the same disturbing pattern. For a family of four at the $15,000 wage level,
combined income and social security taxes would be reduced $35 in 1979 in comparison to 1977 levels. The net income and social security tax reduction at the
$100,000 level would be $485--a cut 15 times as large even though income Is only
7 times as large.
Moreover, it is important to recognize that these figures, relating to personal
income tax relief, do not present the bill in its full perspective. The comparisons
I have just discussed do not include the impact of capital gains relief in H.R.
13511. The proposed capital gains tax changes for 1979 and the subsequent inflation adjustment for capital assets would provide capital gains relief amounting
to nearly $7 billion annually in 1983. Like any cut in capital gains taxes, this $7
billion would be enjoyed primarily by persons in higher Income brackets. As a
result, the inclusion of capital gains cuts in the bill makes it especially important
that the personal cuts be focused on middle and low-income groups.
The Administration recommends that the distribution of tax relief be altered
to provide greater tax reductions than the House bill for all Income classes
through $50,000. We would reduce some of the bill's bountiful tax cuts for persons in Income classes above $50,000 and increase cuts for taxpayers with incomes under $20,000. The share of the total individual tax cut going to persons
below $20,000 should be increased from 25 percent to about 40 percent while
2Using the same estimating assumption, the tax cut in H.R. 18511 i $18.8 billion,
compared to the Administration's $20 billion recommendation. The Administration did
not count the expiration of the $2.5 billion general Sobs credit in its tax program as a
revenue-raising provision. It was, however, accounted for elsewhere i the budget.
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the share for those above $50,000 should be. reduced from 24 percent to about
10 or 15 percent. This distribution of relief reflects much more accurately the
tax principle of ability to pay.
As you know, the distribution of personal tax relief in the bill depends upon
two factors: rate changes and the s!ze of the exemption or credit for dependents.
Neither of these factors can be viewed in Isolation. Changes in tax rates can be
combined with an exemption or credit to produce virtually any degree of progressivity the Committee desires.
We suggest that a $240 credit for each dependent be combined with generous
rate cuts in the middle-income brackets to achieve the recommended tax cut diBtribution-increased tax savings In the bill for all income categories through a
level of about $50,000. The new credit would replace the current $750 exemption
for each dependent and the general tax credit, which is equal to the greater of
$35 per dependent or 2 percent of the first $9,000 of taxable income. By eliminating this complicated scheme of exemptions and alternative forms of credits, the
$240 personal credit would achieve the same simplification as the $1,000 exemption in the House bill.
The $240 credit would provide a more equitable tax differential for various
family sizes than would the $1,000 exemption in H.R. 13511. The members of
this Committee are well aware of the advantages of providing tax savings through
a credit. Since the personal credit would be subtracted directly from tax liability, each additional dependent would furnish $240 in tax savings to a taxpayer
regardless of his income level. By contrast, a $1,000 exemption would result in a
$700 tax benefit for each dependent in a top-bracket family and a $140 benefit for
each dependent in the lowest-bracket family.
In addition to equalizing the tax savings for dependents, the $240 credit would
raise the level of earnings at which an income tax begins to be imposed. For
example, the tax-free level of income for a family of four would rise from
$7,200 under present law to $9.200. This figure compares with a tax-free level
of $7,400 under the House-passed bill.
This Committee now has the opportunity to review the tax rate schedules, the
exemptions and credits that are proposed for 1979. I urge you to reject the Houae
bill in these areas and to substitute a $240 personal credit and a new rate schedule
that direct greater relief to middle and low-income families. A sense of fairness
demands these changes to benefit the vast majority of American taxpayers.
Changes in itemized deductions
The House responded favorably to a number of personal tax changes recommended by the President. Among these proposals are changes in itemized deductions. I ask that you accept these provisions in order to continue the tax
simplification effort that began last year.
In the Tax Re6diction and Simplification Act of 1977, Congress worked with
the Administration to enact changes that incorporate the standard deduction in
the tax tables, lessen the number of computations made by taxpayers, and simplify
the total reporting and recordkeeping burden. As. a result of these changes, approximately 40 percent of all individual taxpayers were able to file a short Form
1040A for tax year 1977, and the number of lines on that form was reduced from
25 to 15. The error rate of taxpayers was decreased dramatically, from 9.1 percent to 6.5 percent for the long Form 1040 and from 12 percent to 5.1 percent for
Form 1040A.
WP hone to sustain this encouraging progress. Itemized deduction changes in
the House bill would accomplish further tax simplification without creating significant controversy. The bill would simplify or eliminate a number of deductions
that add eomnlexity to the tax system and that do not advance any major obJective of public policy.
1. State and local taaxes.-.R. 13511 would eliminate the deduction for State
and local gasoline taxes. We urge the Committee to adopt this provision of the
House bill.
The administrative problems associated with the gasoline deduction ar, large
relative to the tax savings Involved. Taxpayers using the standard deduction receive no tax benefit. The tax savin's of a typIal Itemizer are calculated arbitrarilv and amount to only about $25. Most taxpayers use gasnline tax tables
p receribed by the Internal Revenue Service and guess at the number of miles
driven In a given year-fa fact which must be known for proper utiliation of the
tables. Therefore. calculation of the gasoline tax Paid is seldotm accllrate, and the
Internal Revenue Service has no adequate way to check the mileage claimed by
taxpayers.
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In addition to creating these administrative problems, the deductibility of
gasoline taxes represents bad substantive policy. Current law lowers the net price
of gasoline by the value of the deduction, thereby encouraging the purchase of
gasoline relative to other goods. Eliminating the deduction would advance the
governmental policy of discouraging the consumption of energy.
We recommend that the Committee also eliminate the special deduction for
general sales taxes, personal property taxes and miscellaneous taxes while retaining deductions for State and local income and real property taxes. State
sales taxes, like gasoline taxes, are usually determined arbitrairly with reference
to published tables that provide nearly uniform deductions and result in a relatively small tax benefit. Since the tax benefit for itemizers is generally modest
and since there is no benefit at all for-the 69 percent of individuals claiming the
standard deduction, deductibility is not a major factor for State and local governments in determining the rate of tax to impose. By extending H.R. 13511 to remove deductions for these other forms of State and local taxes, the Committee
could achieve further tax simplification; and tax increases could be avoided by
using the revenue raised from these changes to provide larger rate reductions.
2. Political contributions.-The House adopted the Administration's proposal to
simplify the confusing scheme of deductions and credits for political contributions Under current law, a taxpayer can elect to claim itemized deductions for
the first $200 of contributions. In lieu of the deduction, he may claim a credit
for one-half of his political contributions, with a maximum credit of $50. The
House bill would repeal the political contribution deduction while retaining the
credit. As a result, the incentive of the tax subsidy for political contributions
would be available equally to Itemizers and non-itemizers and would not rise with
the income level of the taxpayer.
3. Medical and casualty expenses.-The current provision for medical deductions is unnecessarily complicated. Twelve lines on schedule A for Form 1040 are
devoted to computation of the deduction for dental and medical expenses. Currently, one-half of the first $300 of health insurance premiums is deductible
outright for those who itemize. Other medical expenses are deductible to the
extent they exceed 3 percent of adjusted gross income, with this latter category
of deductibility including the remaining portion of health insurance premiums
and including medicines and drugs in excess of 1 percent of adjusted gross income.
The House has accepted the President's proposal to treat medical premiums,
drugs and medicines in the same manner. All of these expenditures would be subject to the same floor-in the House bill, 3 percent of adjusted gross income. This
change would greatly simplify return preparation. However, for those who now
itemize their medicines and drugs, the House bill would have the effect of reducing
the overall floor from 4 to 3 percent. This change by itself would increase the
number of itemizers.The Committee may wish to consider additional simplification measures in
this area. Since normal medical expenditures average about 8 percent of income,
the floor for medical deductions could be raised-perhaps to 5 percent of adjusted
gross income. This would accord with allowing deductions for hardship cases, but
leaving the normal amount of expenses as an element of the standard deduction.
On the same theory, casualty losses, now deductible for amounts in excess of $100,
could be subjected to an additional floor of 5 percent of adjusted gross income.
There is no reason the government should In effect insure property damage losses
at a lower threshold than personal injuries or sickness. By substituting rate cuts
for the lost deductions, over one million taxpayers would be able to switch to the
standard deduction.
Unemployment compensation
The House also adopted the Administration's recommendation that the current
tax exclusion for unemployment compensation benefits be phased out as an individual's income rises above $20,000 for a single person or $25,000 fora married
couple. Under the bill, 50 cents of unemployment compensation would be taxed
for every dollar of taxable income (including unemployment compensation) received in excess of these income ceilings.
Dollars received from unemployment benefits are just as valuable as dollars
received in any other form. Therefore, a continued exclusion at high and middleincome levels violates the principle that a person should be taxed in accordance
with ability to pay. In the 1976 Act, Congress repealed the sick pay exclusion for
workers at high-Income levels on the grounds that sick pay is a substitution for
wages and should generally be taxed in the same manner. This rationale should
now be extended to unemployment compensation.
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Reforming the tax treatment of unemployment benefits is especially important
in view of the serious abuses that can be caused by the preference. In wany cases,
the unemployment compenisaition system-serves not to relieve hardship but to discourage work. For example, some individuals receive a substantial Income every
year through investment Income and a salary from a 9-nionth job; they take a
winter vacation and collect untaxed unemployment benefits. There Is no reason
we should continue to perinit such persons to "beat the system" at the expense
of their neighbors who work throughout the year for taxable wages.
Earned income credit
The House bill would extend and simpify the earned income credit-an Important provision developed by the Chairman of this Committee to assist workers at
lower-income levels. Under H.R. 13511, the earned income credit would be made
permanent rather than allowed to expire after 1978. In addition, there would be
changes in the calculation and determination of eligibility for the credit. These
changes would make the credit easier to compute and would enable the IRS to
determine more readily those eligible individuals who fail to claim the credit.
Currently, taxpayer mistakes are caused by difficult computations and by eligibility criteria that differ from the criteria for determining filing status and claiming exemptions. The House bill would achieve substantial simplification through
the elimination of calculations and the substitution of published tables for hand
computations. In addition, the bill would make it possible to determine eligibility
for the earned Income credit from the Information supplied in claiming dependent
exemptions or head of household status. The Administration has strongly supported these efforts, and we believe that enactment of the House bill would result
in simplification for both the taxpayer and the Internal Revenue Service.
Deferred compensation arrangements In order to provide similar tax treatment for persons in the same economic
circumstances, the tax law generally requires income to be reported by employees
regardless of the form in which compensation is received. It is thought that a
person who receives cash wages and uses those wages to save for retirement, to
purchase insurance, or to make other investments should not be taxed more heavily than the person who receives those benefits through arrangements with his
employer.
As exceptions to this general rule, preferential tax treatment is now provided
for various employee benefits, including certain pension plans, group life insurance plans, and medical insurance plans. The Administration believes that a tax
preference for employee benefits can be Justified only as a means of ensuring that
a wide range of employees is protected against such contingencies as sickness,
disability, retirement, or death. Accordingly, the President's tax program recommended that tax-favored status be withheld from certain kinds of employee
benefit plans that discriminate against rank-and-file employees.
Included in the President's recommendations was a nondiscrimination requirement for "cafeteria plans." A cafeteria plan Is arn-arrangement under which a
participating employee elects the type of fringe benefits to which employer contributions will be applied on his or her behalf. H.R. 13511 contains a provision
which is substantially similar to the President's proposal, and we urge that this
Committee retain that provision.
Other sections of the House bill would enable employees to defer taxation
under certain plans that permit an employee to elect whether or not to receive
a current cash- payment. One type of plan covered by the House bill is an unfunded "salary reduction plan"; another type is a "cash or deferred profit sharing
plan." We believe that preferred tax treatment for these plans should also be
based on a requirement of nondiv'-riminatory coverage. The Treasury Department
Is working on a detailed proposal in this area, and we will be happy to consult
with the Committee members in darsigning a fair and reasonable provision.
Tax shelters
Tax shelters are devices used by taxpayers to generate artificial paper losses to
offset income from other sources. There are at least two undesirable by-products
of tax shelter activity. First, shich tax avoidance by high-income persons is demoralizing to average taxpayers bearing a substantial tax burden on all their
income. Second, many shelter activities drain investment funds from productive
enterprises into schemes designed primarily to generate tax losses.
In 1976, this Committee received extensive evidence regarding tax shelter
abuses. You responded with- several tax changes. Tax shelter restrictions are
among the most significant reforms contained in the Tax Reform Act of 1976.
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Unfortunately, shelter gimmicks have now assumed forms Intended by promotors to avoid the restrictions in the 1976 Act. Tax shelter activity may have
actually increased during 1977. The National Association of Securities Dealers
reports that over $1.8 billion of shelters were publicly offered by its members
during 1977-a 50 percent increase over offerings in 1976. And there is some evidence that private shelter deals may have increased even nor- dramatically.
In an effort to combat the newer shelter devices, the House adopted an extension of the current "at risk" rules recommended by the President. The "at risk"
limitation denies deductibility for certain paper losses that exceed an individual's
cash investment and indebtedness for which he has personal liability. The 1976
Act extended coverage only to partnerships and to a few specified activities of individuals. UlAer the House bill, the "at risk" rule would be broadened to cover
all activities (except real estate) carried on individually, through partnerships,
or by corporations controlled by five or fewer persons. This important provision
in M.R. 13511 should be retained.
The President has also recommended that the Internal Revenue Service be authorized to implement tax audits of partnerships and to resolve tax issues at the
partnership level rather than being forced to proceed against each partner individually. H.R. 13511 now contains only minor portions of the President's proposal: a civil penalty for late filing of partnership returns, and a very narrow
version of a proposal to extend a partner's statute of limitations with respect to
partnership items. We would like to work with you to adopt additional portions
of the Administration's partnership audit proposals.
Entertainment expenditurcs
Perhaps no proposal in the Administration's tax program has received as much
public attention as the recommended limitation on deductions for entertainment
expenditures. This attention is not surprising. For many average taxpayers, the
unfairness of current tax law is brought home most vividly by the fact that
a few taxpayers are able to spend before-tax dollars to purchase some of the
items most taxpayers must buy with income that has already been taxed.
Allowing entertainment expenses to be deducted, without taxing the related
personal benefits to the recipient, offends fundamental principles of tax policy because it seriously distorts income measurement. The effect is to provide these
benefits partially at public expense. The Federal Treasury loses about $2 billion
each year on account of entertainment deductions-a revenue loss that must be
recovered from other taxpayers.
The public resents this form of subsidization of personal luxuries through the
tax system. The July Roper poll indicates that 69 percent of Americans believe
that there should be no deduction for the "cost of membership in (a) club if (the)
job requires entertaining customers and prospects". Seventy-five percent thought
there should be no deduction for the cost of theatre and sporting tickets purchased to entertain business customers, and 76 percent of respondents would not
allow a full deduction for business lunches.
H.R. 13511 now contains none of the restrictions on deductibility of entertainment expenditures recommended in the President's program. We continue to believe that these proposals are in accord with sound principles of tax policy and,
more importantly, address the overwhelming sentiment of the American public
for reforms in this area. We urge that the Finance Committee take account of this
attitude of average taxpayers and, at least, deny a deduction for the expenses of
maintaining facilities such as yachts, hunting lodges and swimming pools and for
fees paid to social, athletic or sporting clubs.
BUSINESS TAX CHANGES

Corporate rate reductions
Present law taxes the first $25,000 of corporate income at a 20 percent rate
and the second $25,000 at 22 percent; income over $50,000 is taxed at a 48 percent
rate (a normal tax of 22 percent plus a surtax of 26 percent). The House bill
provides for a corporate rate schedule that is much more steeply graduated than
the current rate structure. Under H.R. 13511, the corporate rate would be 17 percent on the first $25,000 of corporate income, 20 percent on the second $25,000, 30
percent on the third $25,000, 40 percent on the fourth $25,000, and 46 percent on
corporate income exceeding $100,000.
The corporate rate reductions in the House bill differ from the cuts proposed
by the President. In the President's tax program, he recommended a reduction
from 20 to 18 percent on the first $25,000 of corporate income, a reduction from
22 percent to 20 percent on income between $25,000 and $50,000, and a reduction
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from 48 percent to 44 percent on income exceeding $50,000. The Administration
believes that this proposal provides the best means of reducing corporate rates.
In our view, the top marginal rate should continue to apply to corporate income in
excess of $50,000-the amount of the current "surtax exemption." Certainly, the
level of graduation should not be raised above that in the House bill.
A graduated corporate rate structure raises troubling questions of tax equity.
It should be borne in mind that Individuals are the ultimate taxpayers; therefore, the tax policy goal of progressivity has meaning only as it relates to the
impact of the system on individuals. Viewed in this light, a steeply graduated
corporate rate schedule is actually regressive.
The principal beneficiaries of the House provision are individual owners of
closely-held corporations--persons who are generally In higher income brackets
than the owners of publicly-held companies. Corporations whose shareholders
are in lower personal income tax brackets tend to elect subchapter S. In a group
of tax returns studied by the Treasury Department, the average income of shareholders in closely-held corporations exceeded $50,000. By contrast, the average
income of all individual shareholders receiving corporate dividends was about
$25,000.
Moreover, most of the corporate relief would be provided in corporate income
brackets from $50,000 to $100,000, the brackets affected by increasing the surtax
exemption above the current $50,000 level. The proposed increase in the surtax
exemption would provide no relief for small corporations with no taxable income
or with taxable income of less than $50,000. Only 10 percent of all corporations
would receive any tax reduction from the increase In the surtax exemption.
These corporations represent less than 1.5 percent of all business entities.
We fear that an unintended result of the House changes would be the aggravation of tax-shelter abuses by many high-income individuals. To many owners
of closely-held corporations, the corporate income tax-far from being an additional burden-is actually a relief from taxes which they would otherwise pay if
all the income of their corporation were attributed directly to them. The sheltering of income at the corporate level would be made still more attractive !f substantial capital gains tax cuts, such as those in HR. 13511, were adopted; capital
gains tax reductions would Increase the tax advantage of avoiding the receipt
of annual dividends and postponing a shareholder's realization of corporate profits until he sells his stock. In short, potential for tax abuse might be increased
significantly by the use of the close corporation-a device already advertised
widely as the "ultimate tax shelter."
Investment tax credit
As part of his program to encourage business investment, the President recommended that the 10 percent investment tax credit be made permanent and be
extended to a wider range of taxpayers and a broader scope of investments.
Most of these recommendations were adopted by the House.
1. Permanent investment credit.-The present 10 percent credit is now scheduled to revert to a 7 percent level after 1980. The House accepted the President's
recommendation that the credit be made permanent at a 10 percent rate-so
that businesses can plan ahead with greater certainty of the tax benefits that will
be associated with projected capital expenditures. We hope the Finance Committee will follow this course.
2. Increase in tax liability ceiling.-Under current law, the investment credit
claimed during any taxable year cannot generally exceed $25,000 plus 50 percent
of tax liability in excess of that amount (with excess credits being eligible for a
a three-year carryback and a seven-year carryforward). The Administration proposed that the tax liability ceiling be raised to 90 percent of tax liability in excess
of $25.000. We also recommended that a taxpayer be entitled to offset no more
than 90 percent of the first $25,000 of tax liability.
The House bill would phase in an increase in the tax liability ceiling, with a
90 percent ceiling to be applicable after 1981 for tax liability exceeding $25,000.
We support this provision in H.R. 13511 as a constructive step to make the
Investment credit more fully available to businesses with high investment needs
and low profitability. However, to ensure that no firm will be able to use investment credits to eliminate its entire tax liability, we continue to re -ommend
that the 90 percent ceiling also be applicable to the first $25,000 of tax liabilitya limitation not included In H.R. 13511.

3.-"ligibility for the rehabilitationof structures.-The House bill would allow
the investment credit for investments made to rehabilitate existing structures
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such as industrial buildings, commercial buildings and retail establishments.
Present law geflerally limits the credit to expenditures made to purchase machinery and equipment. In our view, the extension of the investment credit to
the rehabilitation of structures would encourage the renovation of buildings and
would thereby assist in the redevelopment of decaying urban areas. For this
reason, the Administration generally supports this provision. However, there
may-be serious problems in defining those structures eligible for the credit and
the type of investment that. qualifies as a "rehabilitation" expenditure; we
would like to consult with this Committee in developing provisions that mitigate
these definitional problems.
4. Distressed area ercdit.-In the President's urban program, he recommended
that an additional 5 percent credit be available for investments, certified by the
Commerce Department, in economically distressed areas. Adoption of this proposal would furnish additional incentives for urban investment.
5. Pollution control facilities.---Certain pollution control facilities can now
qualify for special tax treatment under two separate Code provisions. These
facilities can generally be financed through the issuance of tax-exempt industrial
development bonds. In addition, pollution control equipment installed in-pre1976 plants is eligible for special five-year amortization. However, if rapid
amortization is elected, otly one-half of the full investment credit can be
claimed.
H.R. 13511 would generally Permit pollution control equipment to qualify for
the full 10 percent credit even if rapid amortization is claimed under the provisions of existing law. There would be an exception to this rule. To the extent
pollution facilities were financed with tax-exempt industrial development bonds,
a taxpayer could not combine a full investment credit with rapid amortization.
The Administration originally proposed the extension of the full investment
tax credit to pollution control facilities, but this recommendation was accompanied by a proposal (discussed below) to repeal the tax-exempt status of pollution control bonds. By coupling these two proposals, our intention is to provide
tax relief that is more efficient and does not disrupt the market for state and
local government bond issues. We will support the extension of the full- investment tax credit to facilities being rapidly amortized only if tax-exempt financing
for investments in pollution control facilities is repealed.
Industrial development bonds
Interest on debt obligations issued by State and local governments is exempt
from Federal income tax. There is also a current tax exemption for certain
"industrial development bonds" that are issued by State and local governments
for the ben'!fit of private borrowers. In order to qualify for tax-exempt status,
industrial development bonds must be issued to provide financing for certain
facilities such as pollution control equipment, sports arenas and convention halls,
airports, industrial parks, and the facilities (such as hospitals) of private, nonprofit organizations. There is also a "small issue" exemption for certain Industrial development bonds where the amount of the bonds sold does not exceed
$1 million or the total capital expenses of the facility being financed do not
exceed $5 million.
The Pres!dent's tax program recommends the termination of tax-exempt status
for certain industrial development bonds. Our proposals would provide substantial ass stance to State and local government financing efforts and would also
improve the equity of the tax system. These important provisions are not included
in H.R. 13511-an omission we consider to be a serious defect in the bill.
1. Termination of exemption for pollution control bonds, bonds for the developtnent of industrial parks, and private hospital bonds.-The Administration recommends that there no longer be an exemption for interest on industrial
development bonds for pollution control or for the development of industrial
parks. We believe the exemption should also be removed for bonds issued to
finance construction of hospital facilities for private, nonprofit Institutions unless there Is a certification by the State that a new hospital is needed.
These activities are essentially for the benefit of private users. The tax exemnption In such cases serves little or no government purpose, but increases the
supply of bonds in the tax-exempt market; The cost of municipal financing is
raised as a result.
Municipal financing is injured particularly by the abundance of pollution
control bonds in the market place. In 1977, there was nearly $3 billion of taxexempt borrowing for pollution control, accounting for 0.6 percent of all taxexempt financing and 86.2 percent of all industrial development bonds. Substitut-
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Ing a liberalized Investment tax credit in plate-ef tax-exempt financing for
pollution control facilities would provide Federal assistance in bringing existing
plants into compliance with environmental standards without undermining the
ability of State and local governments to borrow funds.
2. Small issue exrmption for economically distressed areas.-Under the House
bill, the small issue industrial development bond limit would be increased from
$5 million to $10 million. We oppose this change. By Increasing the exemption
limit generally, this proposal would not improve the competitive position of
depressed localities in seeking funds; it would serve only to increase the supply
of tax-exemt bonds and to impair borrowing capacity for governmental
purposes.
The Administration recommends that the financial assistance be targeted.
The existing "small issue" exemption should be retained only for economically
distressed areas; and. with respect to those areas, we recommend that the $5
million exemption be raised to $20 million.
Targeted job credit
In April, 1978, the President announced his urban program to encourage employment of those individuals who have been experiencing the most difficulty in
finding jobs. A targeted employment tax credit was proposed to replace the
general jobs tax credit that will expire at the end of 1978. Under the Administration's program, employers would earn a tax credit for employing disadvantaged
youth and handicapped individuals.
As modified by the House, the targeted jobs tax credit would provide a maximum credit per employee of $3,000 for the first year of employment and $1,000
for the second year of employment. Eligible employees would Include WIN
registrants, vocational rehabilitation referrals, youths and Viet Nam veterans
eligible for food stamps, SSI reclpients, general assistance recipients, ond cooperative education students. Like the Administration's proposal, the House bill
would avoid discrimination by company size, industry and region; it places no
absolute limitation on the amount of credit claimed by an employer and does not
restrict the availability of the credit to companies that have employment growth.
The Administration generally supports the targeted jobs credit contained in
H.R. 13511. This proposal is very similar to the recommendation made by the
President. The targeted jobs credit is urgently needed to provide Job oppor-tunities for economically disadvantaged young people and for others who have
not been reached by more general programs to encourage business expansion and
to increase employment.
We believe it is especially important that these young people be aided !.n
their efforts to find private employment before they are drawn into the welfare
system. For other eligible groups, the incentives offered by the tax credit
should be fully coordinated with Federal job placement programs to provide
necessary assistance and information and to assure uniform eligibilty standards.
The Administration would lik3 to assist the Committee in developing technical
provisions to reflect these objectives more fully.
*Small business proposals
We urge the Committee to retain in H.R. 13511 two provisions recommended
by the President to provide specific relief to small corporations. First, the Subchapter S rules that treat certain small corporations as partnerships would be
simplified and liberalized. Second, risk-taking would be encouraged by doubling
(from $500,000 to $1 million) the amount of a small corporation's stock that
can qualify for special ordinary loss treatment, by doubling (from $25,000 to
$50,000) the amount of losses that can be claimed by any taxpayer with respect
to such stock, and by eliminating several technical requirements that needlessly
restrict the ability of small businesses to use this provision.
We do not support a provision in the House bill that increases the first-year
bill, the maxidepreciation allowances for certain businesses. Under the House
would be
mum amount of first-year "bonus" depreciation that could be takenlimited,
for
Increased from $2,000 to $5,000, and this special provision would be property.
the first time, to taxpayers with less than $1 million of depreciable
This new "bonus" depreciation provision would Pdd further complications to
a system that Is already confusing for many small businesses. Far more valuable
the depreciation
assistance can be provided to small businesses by simplifying
calculations that must now be made. We repeat here our recommendation, outlined in H.R. 1207K for a new, simple table for equipment depreciation tantamount to a streamlined ADR system for small business.
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Farm aounting
The Tax Reform Act of 1976 generally requires farming corporations to use
the accrual method of accounting in order to match properly farming expenses
with farming Income. That Act contains exceptions from the accrual accounting
requirement for certain corlporatlons. One of the exceptions is for corporate
farms with annual gross receipts of $1 million or less; another exception is for
farms controlled by one family, without regard to size or the extent of public
ownership.
The Administration has recommended the repeal of the one-family corporation exception. so that large corporate farms would be subject to accrual account.
Ing requirements regardless of whether they are family owned. We have also
recommended an extension of the accrual accounting requirement to farm syndicates. There is no reason to penuit multi-million dollar corporations and tax
shelter syndicates to utilize a cash accounting privilege designed for unsophisticated taxpayers.
In lieu of the Administration's proposal, the House adopted an additional
exception to the accrual accounting rules for certain farm corporations owned
by two or three families. The stated purloe of the House provision is to avoid
competitive advantages for one-family corporations now permitted to uae cash
acounting. We feel that the President's proposes provide the appropriate means
of eliminating the competitive imbalances caused by the accrual accounting
exceptions. However, if this Committee decides not to adopt the President's
recommendations in this area, we will not object to the additional exceptions in
the House bill.
IH.R. 13511 would also revoke an IRS ruling which requires farmers, nurserymen, and florists who use the accrual accounting method to inventory growing
crops. On July 28. 1978, the IRS issued Revenue Procedure 78-22, which allows
any farmer, nurseryman, or florist who is on the accrual method of accounting
to change to the cash method. This revenue procedure should eliminate any
undue hardship thivt may have been caused by the previous ruling. The House
provision is not needed to provide relief, and we oppose its adoption.
Domestic International Sales Corporation (DISC)
In its tax program, the Administration recommended that the large cuts
in corporate tax rates be combined with the elimination of two costly tax
preferences for firms conducting international business operations. One proposal
would have phased out the foreign tax deferral provision, which permits
domestic corporations to avoid paying a U.S. tax on the earnings of their foreign
subsidiaries as long as those earnings remain overseas. Another proposal would
have phased out the DISC tax preference. Neither of these proposals is contained
in H.R. 18511.
I would like to discuss the DISC provision in some detail. The President's
program would eliminate, over a 3-year period, the special tax benefits granted
for exports channeled through a company's specially created subsidiary-a paper
entity known as a Domestic International Sales Corporation (DISC). Artificial
pricing rules on transactions between the parent company and its DISC permit a
favorable allocation of export profits to the DISC, and the taxation of one-half
of "Incremental" DISC income is deferred as long as these profits are invested
in export-related assets.
There are numerous problems with the DISC program. It is incredibly complicated; over 50 pages of fine print in the International Revenue Code and
Treasury Regulations are devoted to describing this special tax program. DISC
is inequitable; special tax benefits apply only to exporters who establish these
paper subsidiaries, and well over one-half of DISC benefits is realized by only
2 percent of the DISCs. DISC Is expensive; it costs U.S. taxpayers over $1 billion
per year in lost Treasury revenues. And there is little evidence that this enormous cost has resulted in a significant Increase in exports.
We need to stimulate exports, but the current DISC provision Is the wrong
approach. If a DISC program is to be maintained, we would like to work with
you to focus it more effectively. Many DISC benefits now go to exporters with
large profit margins- --companies that would obviously be exporting in the
absence of any special ta.- incentive. The Committee may wish to consider the
elimination of the "50-NY' rule that permits one-half of those large profits to be
allocated to tbe DISC. Another possible restriction would place a dollar limitation on DISC benefits in order to target the relief to small companies that may
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experience difficulties entering the export market These modifications would
result in an export Incentive that Is much more cost effective and equitable
CAPITAL GAINS

ELI 18611 contains significant changes In the tax treatment of capital gains.
Following a recommendation of the President, the House bill would repeal
the special 25 percent alternative tax that now applies to the first $50,000
of capital gains of high-income individuals. A one-time exclusion would be permitted for up to $100,000 of ga n on the sale of a principal residence. The bill
would also eliminate capital gains as an item of tax preference for purposes of
the Individual and corporate minimum tax and as a preference offset to the
amount of personal service income eligible for the 50 percent maximum tax
ceiling. Capital gains In excess of $20,000 would be subject to a new alternative
minimum tax of 5 percent If that tax exceeded regular tax liability. Finally, In
determining capital gains or loses, an inflation adjustment would be provided
after 1979 for common Ptock, real estate and tangible personal property. Taken
together, these changes would reduce cap'tal gains tax liabilities by $1.9 billion
In 1979, with that figure expanding to nearly $7 billion annually by 1988.
If capital gains relief i provided, we recommend consideration of several
modifications In the House-passed version of HR. 13511:
First, to limit tax avoidance by wealthy Individuals, a reasonable alternative
minimum tax on large capital gains should be adopted in place of the token
"micro-mini" tax In the House bill.
Second, the existing minimum tax on the capital gains of corporations should
be retained.
Third, the exclusion for residences might be altered to reduce the revenue
loss.
Fourth, the special inflation adjustment for certain capital assets should be
eliminated.
I will discuss each of these modi fications in some detail
Adoption of a true alternative te on capital gais
In attempting to provide relief for persons with significant capital gains tax
liabilities, the House created an undesirable by-product: H.R. 13511 would
exacerbate the problem of tax avoidance by wealthy Individuals making extensive
use of tax shelter. Eliminating the current minimum tax provision would reduce
the top rate on capital gains to 35 percent; that result appears to be the objective
sought by the House. But the replacement of the current minimum tax with the
new "micro-mint" tax also has the effect of reducing from 7% percent to 5
percent the maximum capital gains rate paid by individuals who have completely
sheltered millions of dollars of capital gains from regular tax liability. A present
minimum tax with a modest impact on sheltered capital gains would be diluted.
An example derived from actual tax fles may help to illustrate the increased
sheltering opportunities that would be available under the House bill. An
individual with $2,184,92 of capital gains uses $1,095,057 of shelter losses to
eliminate all regular tax ability; the regular tax that would normally be paid
on one-half of capital gains ($1,002,491) is offset completely by tax losses. Under
current law, he would pay a minimum tax of $160,984-an effective tax rate on
capItal gains of 7.4 percent. If the "micro-mini" tax in the House bill were
adopted In place of the current minimum tax, this person's minimum tax
liability would fall to $108249-a tax rate of less than 5 percent on capital gains
exceeding $2 million.
Viewed in the context of the capital gains changes in H.R 18511, there Is no
justification for an alternative minimum tax that is so Insignificant. The current
minimum tax rate was kept low because it affects unsheltered taxpayers; It can
add several percentage points to an effective tax rate that Is already substantial.
If the current "add-on" minimum tax on capital gains Is eliminated In favor of
an alternative tax approach, a graduated alternative minimum tax can be
adopted so that persons with very large capital gains would have to pay more
than a token 5 or 7% percent tax.
Such a graduated "true alternative tax" is reflected in the amendment we
supported on the House floor. -an approach we commend to this Committee. This
amendment would affect only persons with ordinary loms exceeding ordinary
ncome. For those individuals, the true alternative tax would simply require that
ordinary losm be offse against capital pins before the special capital gains
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deduction (equal to one-half of total gains) is applied. This new limitation would
never reduce the amount of the special capital gains deduction below $5,000, nor
would it apply in a manner to reduce the benefits of charitable deductions.
The "true alternative tax" approach would provide a much more reasonable
minimum tax liability for the individual, described earlier, who has sheltered
over $2 million of capital gains from all regular tax liability. He would be required to pay tax on about one-fourth of his total capital gains. Rather than
paying a "micro-mini" tax of only $108,249 imposed under the House bill, this
taxpayer's liability would be $345,628 under the "true alternative tax." The
effective tax rate on $2 million of capital gains would rise from 5 percent in the
House bill to nearly 16 percent under the amendment.
Mr. Chairman, you and other members of this Committee have played an instrumental role in developing a minimum tax concept-an effort to minimize the
extent to which high-income taxpayers can use various preferences to eliminate
all or most tax liability. The Treasury Department will release today its High
Income Report for tax year 1976. This report will show that provisions in the
Tax Reform Act of 1976 have succeeded in reducing dramatically the number of
high-income, nontaxable returns; in 1976, the number of nontaxable returns for
individuals with expanded incomes over $200,000 fell by 75 percent, from 210 in
1975 to 53 in 1976. The number of nontaxable individuals with adjusted gross
incomes over $200,000 fell from 260 to 22, a decrease of over 90 percent.
The results of this report should not lead to complacency. There are still nontaxable returns with high economic incomes that, for various reasons, do not
fit into the categories of "expanded income" or "adjusted gross income." Moreover, for every nontaxable high-income return, there are still ten or more "nearly
nontaxable" returns where income has been reduced by more than 80 percent by
use of preferences, deductions, and tax credits.
We believe that the true alternative tax on capital gains represents a significant
effort to continue the important work already performed by this Committee in
reducing large-scale tax avoidance. It begins to focus on the problem of the
"nearly nontaxable" return. You may wish to-expand the alternative tax concept to include preferences other than capital gains. Whatever course of action
Is selected, we believe it is critical to amend H.R. 13511 to avoid a serious setback
to important minimum tax reform efforts.
Retention of mlnimum ta, on captta gains of oorporotiom
A corporation can now elect to have its capital gains taxed at a 30 percent
alternative rate, as opposed to the top rate of 48 percent under the regular
corporate schedule. The corporate alternative tax on capital gains is considered
a preference item for minimum tax purposes. But unlike the individual minimum
tax, the corporate minimum tax adds a very insignificant amount to the effective capital gains rate-a maximum increase of only 1.125 percentage points even
if all a corporation's income Is eligible for the capital gains preference.
Other provisions in the House bill would cause a corporate minimum tax on
capital gains to be even less burdensome than it is now. If the corporate rate
schedule In H.R. 13511 is enacted, the Impact of a corporate minimum tax would
be reduced still further to a maximum 0.717 percentage point addition to the
capital gains rate. Moreover, by providing a 30 percent corporate rate on ordinary
income between $50,000 and $75,000. the House bill would reduce the number of
corporations that would elect the alternative capital gains tax and subject themselves to an additional minimum tax liability.
We see no reason for eliminating the corporate minimum tax on capital gains,
as proposed in H.R. 13511. Even with the individual capital gains relief in the
House bill, the maximum corporate rate on capital gains would still be more than
4 percentage points below the maximum individual rate. In our view, the elimination of the corporate minimum tax can be justified only if the alternative
capital gains rate for corporations is raised to the maximum individual level85 percent.

Reduction in revenue cost of excluuion for reidenw.e
The Administration believes that capital gains relief should be provided for
homeowners. In the Administration's tax program, we recommended that the
gain on sales of residences be excluded as a tax preference item for purposes of
both the minimum tax and the maximum tax.
Additional homeowner relief may be appropriate. However, the $100,000 exclusion in H.R. 18511 is extremely costly. It would result In an annual revenue
loss of approximately $700 million.
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In addition to this proposal's Inequity, complexity and excessive cost, there
Is a problem with Archer that Is even more fundamental. Indexation Is a response to high Inflation rates, but the proliferation of indexa don schemes tends
to make those rates an accepted fact of economic life. The economic defect becomes institutionalized. Rather than accommodating to Inflation, we should
bend all efforts to control It.
CONCLUSION

Am I conclude my remarks, It Is appropriate to acknowledge the time constraints under which you are working. The Committee is considering this bill
late in the legislative session. For this reason, we are not proposing that you
consider far-reaching structural changes in H.R. 13511 that would consume
an inordinate amount of time. In fact, we are recommending that the Committee delete from the bill proposals, such as the Archer amendment, that can
be considered properly only after extensive testimony and debate.
The recommendations I have outlined tod.iy are designed to bring the House
bill closer to the tax policy objectives outlined by the President. We urge that
greater tax relief be provided to middle and low-income families. We believe the
investment incentives In H.R. 13511 should be modified in order to increase
their efficiency and fairness. And we are suggesting a reasonable extension of
the tax reforms in the House bill so that the system can be made more equitable
and simpler. The Administration Is anxious to work with this Committee to
accomplish these objectives.
APrmxDix: FEKDBACK EFFECTS AND Rxv

zNESTIMATION

The term "revenue feedback effect" refers to the fact that the actual change
in revenues resulting from a tax revision will depend upon economic responses
to that revision. There is general agreement that such feedback effects can be
important. To understand more clearly the implications of feedback effects for
revenue and receipts estimation, It is useful to separate economic responses into
three types.
First, there are short-run responses to changes in spendable income that result from tax increases or reductions. A tax cut, for example, will raise the
amounts of after-tax income available to households and to business firms. If
there is sufficient additional capacity, higher after-tax incomes will lead to
increased consumption and investment which in turn will generate higher incomes and higher revenues. A number of standard macro-economic forecasting
models are usually employed to estimate the magnitude of these short-run income effects.
A second type of feedback effect deals with long-run factor-supply responses
to tax changes. Taxes alter the after-tax returns for work effort and for saving and thus will influence the supply of labor and capital offered to the market.
The size of the capital stock and labor force will in the long run determine
economic capacity and, therefore, the income base potentially available for
future revenues.
The third type of feedback effect Is the behavioral response to price increases or decreases brought about by tax changes. As tax changes alter relative prices, households and business firms tend to shift patterns of consumption
and investment away from those activities that have increases in price or cost
toward those that have decreases. That is, taxpayers will move into activities
which have been granted a tax benefit and away from activities which have
lost such a benefit. The result influences the allocation or composition of economic activity and also the volume of Federal revenues.
Therefore, to estimate all potential revenue feedbacks requires determination of (1) the increase or reduction in spending due to changes in income, (2)
the changes in economic capacity due to changes in the supply of labor and
capital, and (3) the substitution of lower cost for higher cost activities. In
general, estimating procedures currently used by the Treasury do incorporate
such feedback effects. Budget receipts for each fiscal year include the Impact of
tax changes on aggregate demand. Longer-run receipt projections allow for the
likelihood of tax-induced changes in the capacity of the economy. Furthermore,
whenever it is reason-ble to do so, the allocation effects of price changes resulting from tax revsons are incorporated into revenue estimates. Each of the
three types of feedbacks is discussed in more detail below.
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MACRO-EOONOMIO RESPONSE

According to the macro-economic models, tax law changes which reduce goverment revenues will, over time, increase demand, resulting in higher GNP,
personal incomes and corporate profits and higher tax receipts. Consequently,
estimates which do not take into account these short-run multiplier effects tend
to overstate revenue losses resulting from proposals which reduce tax rate
or narrow the tax base and overstate revenue Increafes resulting from proposals to raise taxes. Treasury estimates are alleged to suffer from this defect.
However, this criticism Is based on a misunderstanding of the longstanding
Treasury practice to provide two types of revenue estimates for proposed changes
in tax law. The first type of estimate is made for the complete program of tax
changes in the President's budget. Ieedback effects on incomes and tax receipts
resulting from short-run multiplier effects are always incorporated in these
figures to show the actual impact of the President's program on the economy.
For example, Treasury estimates of total tax receipts during the 1963-1-968
period incorporated such feedback effects. The stimulative effects of the Kennedy tax cut along with anticipated growth in the population, the labor force,
prices and productivity were more than enough to fully offset the reduced
revenues resulting directly from lower income tax rates. While total receipts
were projected to rise over this period, it Is generally agreed that the 1964 tax
cut by itself, could not have induced an economic response sufficient to restore
the initial revenuse loss. The figures in Table 1 demonstrate that Treasury
anticipated the feedback revenues, The estimating errors taken from the annual budget documents for that period ran about 4% percent, far too close to
the mark for estimates which did not accurately include short-run feedback
effects.
In the context of the current tax debate, Table 2 illustrates the Impact on
receipts of short-run multiplier effects resulting from the President's proposed
$20 billion tax reduction program. The Midsession Review of the 1978 Budget
shows estimated unified budget receipts of $448.2 billion in 1979 and $5 7.8
billion In 1980. These figures include proposed tax reductions of $14.1 billion
and $21.8 billion, respectively. However, In the absence of these proposed tax
reductions, revenuses are estimated to be $459.3 billion In 1979 and $521.1 billion in 1980. Thus, the net cost to the Treasury of the President's proposed
program Is $11.1 billion In 1979 and $13.8 billion in 1980. These net tax program figures include $3 billion and $8 billion of offsetting revenues attributed
to short-run multiplier effects. These feedback revenues are included in the
receipt totals but are not separately identified in the published Midsesslon Budget
Review.
The estimation of multiplier effects requires making a number of critical
assumptions, Including actions the Federal Reserve may take to adjust the
money supply and interest rates. These assumptions can Influence the multiplier
effects on the economy and the resulting revenue feedback. However, there are
no plausible assumptions under which induced feedback effects from tax cuts
will lead to an Increase in tax receipts over what they otherwise would have
been. In fact, none of the macro-economic models of the United States economy
predict revenue feedback sufficient to offset the initial revenue loss.
The second kind of estimate made by Treasury Involves the revenue change
from specific proposals without feedback effects (except to the extent Treasury
Is able to estimate price effects as described below). This kind of estimate is
also appropriate for the kind of policy questions which may arise. For example,
great attention Is focused on the distribution of tax changes among taxpayers
at different income levels. For distributional analysis pollcymakers should look
at the direct impact on taxpayers engaged in a particular fictivitr. sue'h ft aTvIng private school tuition, or on those receiving a particular source of income,
such as capital gains.
In contrast to the tax side of the Budget, there is general agreemes 04t
feedback effect& are not appropriate for the expenditure #de of the budget.Congressional decisions concerning the expenditure side of the budget are also
properly made on the basis of gross expenditures. We should not estimate, for
example, that a dam, highway, harbor, or even aircraft carrier costs only 00
percent of its initial outlay on the argument that the Federal government recoups the rest In the form of higher revenues. A dollar of outlay costs a dollar
in resources used up and a dollar of tax reduction releases a dollar for use in
the private sector. The macro-economic feedback effects of both of these chang
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are important, but it is also Important to evaluate the initial Impacts

correctly.

Treasury policy to include multiplier effects when overall positions of fiscal
policy are being established, as described earlier, is consistent with excluding
multiplier effects when alternative programs are being considered that do not
markedly alter the desired fiscal posture. The assumption is made that each
separate tax proposal being considered is designed to be incorporated into a
comprehensive package of proposals, with net tax reductions consistent with
the overall fiscal policy. In this framework, it is clearly incorrect to include
offsetting multiplier effects in revenue estimates for individual tax proposals.
This is because the budget receipt estimates already include the feedback effect
of the aggregate change In taxes. To again include feedback effects, as each
component of an overall tax package is being considered, would be to double
cout induced revenue changes and misguide pollcymakers as to the size of the
budget deficit or surplus.
CAPACITY RESPONSES
Much attention has recently been focused on the potential for increasing economic capacity by reducing rates of tax. Since income taxes necessarily reduce
the reward from additional work effort or from adding to savings or investment,
reductions in rates of income taxes-e pecially deductions of the highest marginal
rates-would increase significantly the aggregate amount of work effort and
capital supplied in the economy. This increased work effort and larger capital
stock would provide increased capacity to produce income that is subject to tax,
offsetting at least some of the initial revenue lost by tax reduction.
The fundamental logic of this argument is souid, but there are a number of
practical considerations that recommend against regularly reporting separate
estimates of these aggregate capacity, or "supply side", effects of tax changes.
There are presently no economic models that fully incorporate supply effects
and that have also developed a track record over a period of years. In fact
neither the magnitude nor the timing of such effects is well known and there is
consequently wide professional disagreement about their importance. For example, some advocates of the Roth-Kemp tax reductions claim that induced
supply responses would be so large that general rate reductons would bring
about higher revenues than would occur without them. Some of these advocates
argue that the responses would be so rapid that revenue increases from induced
supply would occur in the first year. Other analysts, including those who have
developed the welt-known econometric forecasting models, predict that in the first
few years following a tax change, there will be no significant increases in economic capacity resulting from higher wages or increased returns to saving.
In the case of induced labor supply even the direction of change is at issue.
Histoirically, there has been a tendency, as incomes have increased, for the average worker to work shorter hours and to retire at an earlier age. When taxes
onl labor income are reduced, the positive response to higher after-tax earnings
will be offset, perhaps completely, by this tendency to take some of the increased
potential earnings in the form of increased leisure.
The greatest weight of professional opinion Is that increased capacity in
response to reduced tax rates will take effect much more slowly than the demand
effects induced by higher incomes. Any tendency for labor supply to respond to
increases In after-tax wages will be translated into increased economic capacity
only over a period of years. In part, this is because it takes time for households
to adjust-to seek out a second job, to arrange for child care, to take more schooling, and the like. More important, however, Is that it takes time for businesses
to make the additional investment necessary to accommodate the Increased'
labor supply.
Nevertheless, these long-run supply effects are very important since they will
help to determine the underlying growth and composition of employment and
output in the future. Significant supply side factors are not Ignored in deriving
the long range receipts projections that are included In the budget. These projectio:.s show the path of Federal receipts through tme that are consistent with
attainable increases in capacity and aggregate demand.
The Treasury has teen devoting substantial resources to understanding and
estimating supply effects. We also closely monitor new research in this area.
Analysis of the longer-run implications of tax policy will bu!ld upon new research
findings as they become available.

PaIos ZKnTe

Tax policy changes have consequences for economic behavior other than their
aggregate demand effects and supply side responses. A further important effect
of tax policy changes is that they alter the relative prices or costs of particular
types of consumption and Investment goods. As a consequence, households and
firms respond by changing their consumption and investment patterns. Not all
tax changes have significant price effects. Changes in exemptions, the standard
deduction, and even across-the-board cuts In tax rates do not bring about significant changes In relative prices. However, when such relative price effects
do occur and when there Is broad agreement as to both the magnitude and the
direction of these Impacts, revenue estimates incorporate the behavioral responses
to the relative price change& There are numerous examples of such behavioral
responses They include:
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The taxable bond option, where It Is assumed that some fraction of municipal
debt will be issued on a taxable basis as a result of the lower interest costs of
issuing subsidized taxable debt compared to the prevailing rate on tax-exempts.
The automobile efficiency tax, where consumers are assumed to modify their
pattern of automobile purchases in response to the increased prices of gasInefficient vehicles.
Residential and business thermal efficiency and solar tax credits, where the
reduction In prices of the subsidized activities are assumed to induce households
and firms to install more Insulation and to use lower cost sources of energy;
Any new program such as subsidies for exports (DISC) or for new retirement
programs (IRA), where the revenue estimates depend upon the extent to which
the new provision will be uMd;
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Integration of corporate and personal taxes, where an increase in corporate
dividends would be expected to accompany the reduction in the combined level
of personal and corporate taxes on these dividends.
In all of these cases, there may be disagreement over the magnitude of the
behavioral responses. Nevertheless, a good faith effort is made to incorporate
behavioral responses into the revenue estimates where the behavioral responses
will obviously occur and they are believed to be substantial. But we do not try
to estimate feedback effects where the predominant responses are unpredictable
or where there is no objective basis for making a judgment.
Two specific cases of tax induced price changes are currently of particular
interest. They are the cuts of capital gains taxes and the reduction of top
marginal tax rates. It has been alleged in both cases that the price effects of the
tax change will induce a flood of new revenues to the Treasury, outweighing the
initial revenue loss. In the case of capital gains cuts, the claim is made that the
increased realizations will be so large as to yield an increase in tax receipts on
capital gains. In the case of a reduction In the top marginal tax rates, the switch
of investment from sheltered to unsheltered activities along with a vast Increase
in work effort are the alleged sources of the higher tax receipts.
Claims have been made that solid empirical analysis underlies both behavioral responses. But these claims are greatly overstated. The empirical
work to date concerning the response of gains realizations to changes in capital
gains tax rates has not distinguished between short-run transitional effects and
long-run effects. Further, if the results are interpreted as estimates of permanent long-run effects, they imply such enormous reductions in the average holding
periods of assets as to be totally at variance with the observed historical stability of these holding periods. Also, the estimates assume that every investor has
an unlimited amount of unrealized accrued gains just waiting to be realized at
lower tax rates, an assumption surely contrary to the facts. Moreover, It may
be very dflcult to separate statistically the effect of the marginal tax rates from
the effect of high itemized deductions for medical expenses or casualty losses.
Higher realization of capital gains may be due to high itemized deductions
rather than to low marginal rates themselves.
Attempts to adduce the likely responses of high Income taxpayers to reductions in their marginal tax rates by examining historical data for the years before
and after the 1964 tax cut also are seriously deficient. While it may be true
that at substantially lower marginal tax rates individuals would find tax shelters
of much diminished economic advantage and would therefore tend to invest
more in fully taxed assets, the likelihood and magnitude of snch a response
cannot be determined by merely looking at the income taxes paid by those in the
upper income classes before and after the tax cuts of 194. The upper income
group did, in fact, pay more in taxes after their marginal rates were cut, but all
income classes experienced tax cuts and all realized significant increases in incomes along with the general expansion of the economy in 1964-66. The share
of before-tax income reported by the highest income classes was remarkably
stable over the entire period from 1952 through 1972. In addition, It should be
pointed out that most of the increased taxable income in these income groups was
from higher realized capital gains. But the 1964 Revenue Act did not change the
25 percent alternative tax on capital gains. Thus wh!le it may be desirable to
reduce marginal tax rates to provide additional incentives to work and to save,
there is little evidence for claiming large revenue gains to the Federal Treasury
as a result of tax-induced price effects.
CONOLUGION

First, estimates of aggregate budget receipts do Include the additional receipts
resulting from the impact of tax changes on aggregate demand. However, estimates for particular tax changes, just like estimates for particular expenditure
changes, do not include feedback effects. To do so when they are already in the
aggregate estimates would be double counting.
Second, projections of long-run budgetary figures also accommodate the impacts of tax changes on economic capacity. As research sheds more light on the
nature of these effects, it may be possible to incorporate them more formally into
longer-run projections.
Third, Treasury does Incorporate estimates of changes in specific types of
investment or consumption induced by relative price changes whenever it appears
the effects are Important and It I possible to make reasonable estimates.

APPENDIX
(From the Washington Star, Sunday, Aug. 13, 19781
(By Eugene J. McCarthy)
CAMAL GAINS AND CAMM's ECONOMICS

Harry Truman said once, or possibly more than once, that he was looking for
a one-armed Ofnomist; because every economist he knew, when talking of economic matters, always said, "On the one hand
.," and, "Then, on the other
hand . . ."

If one takes President Carter's comments on proposals to reduce the rate of
taxation on capital gains as economic rather than political judgments, one must
conclude that the president is consulting neither one-handed nor two-handed economists. One must conclude that he has become his own economist.
The president has called the proposed reduction "a high tax windfall for millionaires" and "two bits" for the average American (the latter phrase reportedly
coming from the resident White House image maker, Gerald Rafshoon). Treasury Secretary Michael Blumenthal, who should know better and probably does,
joined in with the suggestion that the legislation be referred to as the "Millionaires' Reife Act of 1978." Given these comments, it may be in order to look at
some economic and political realities.
One basic economic fact, on which there is general agreement among economists and businessmen, is that the American economy needs an infusion of new
capital. The economic and political reality is that there are three major sources
for this needed capital.
One is the government itself, which could provide capital through loans or
grants to business and industry, similar to those given to the ailing Penn Central
Railroad. This method is not generally favored by either businessmen or politicians, and has not proved to be a very reliable source of investment funds.
A second source is earnings retained by industry and business. The amount of
capital available from this source depends on corporate tax rates, investment
credit allowances, depreciation schedules and so forth. There is, however, little
political support for any major concession in these areas.
The third possible source of funds, and the most desirable from a social point
of view, is non-governmental and non-business. It is investment by individuals,
either directly or through financial institutions which act as their agents.
Increased investment by individuals could be encouraged most immediately
and effectively through a reduction in capital gains rates. That action should be
sustained by changes in income tax policies which would permit or assist persons
below the "millionaire" category to accumulate earnings to be used for Investment.
Administration opponents of the reduction in the capital gains tax rate, as well
as other opponents and critics of it, make the obvious point that its initial benefits
would go to upper-income persons who have the largest Investments.
This is not a compelling argument against reduction of capital gains tax rates.
It is a compelling reason for looking at other aspects of the tax system. And It
is a compelling reason for looking at the operation of the American economy,
which makes it difficult for persons in every income bracket (unless they already
have wealth) to accumulate property through savings and investment.
It is important to note that, because of the great increase in value of homes
and farms and small-business nropprties middle-income persons would benefit significantly from reduced capital gains taxes.
Among the benefits likely to flow, In some measure, from reduced capital gains
tax collection are these:
L The encouragement of savings and investment.
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2. The unlocking of assets and the more normal transfer of them, and the discouragement of the present "until death do we part with capital assets" policy
and practice.
& A clear and Immediate benefit to home owners who sell and also to those
who buy.
4. A reduction of the unhealthy corporate debt-equity ratio.
5. Some aid to U.8. businesses that compete with businesses from Japan and
Germany and other countries which do not impose capital gains taxes.
6. An increase in jobs.
7. An increase In the Gross National Product.
8. And, depending on other things being more or less equal, a reduction in the
federal budget deficit.

[Thereupon at 2:45 p.m., the committee recessd, to reconvene at
the call of the Chair.]
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